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and praised by critics
throughout the Francophone world,
Kamouraska deserves the masterful
translation now given it by Norman
Shapiro, professor of Romance Languages at Wesleyan Un*rsity.
The novel, ad&d to the earlier
success of tes Gwnbres de Bois,

marks a dazzling new height in the
artistic achievements of Acne HdbCrt

‘tends her dying husband in a bedroom
of their home in the Rue du Parloir;
As her husband of 18 years
conjures up memories from the past a past Elisabeth would rather forget,
we come to sse Ihat he is Playing a
ruthksp game. He has never believed in
his wife’s innocence and uses the
occasion of his dying to torment her
and fmt,“y reVea, his tNe kMthi”g for

.

her.

- novelist, poet, playwright and
Haunted by the htiuucinations and
nightmare images that grip hold of her,
storyteller. A fh version of this new
work, directed by Clau8e Jutm and ’ end won oat by her pm&t concerns,
Elisabeth, herself, takes to beia, where
starring Genevieve, Bujold, which is
she can give vent to all the demons of
being shown in Quebec and is about to
her tortured imagination. Gradually
be released in English also, has been
and skilfidly, through the shifting,
nceived_with equal enthusiasm.
kaleidoscopic images of Fdisabeth’s
Based on a nx&lif.e love triangle and
,memory and fantasy, we piece tomurder that took place in Canada in
gether
Elisabeth’s past: a past of
1840, the characters and events that
passion. intr&ue, violence and scandal.
take shape .in the novel am coloured
Married at 16 to the brutish squire
by the highly evocative imaginative
of Kamoumska, Antoine Tassy. given
powers of their &bor, and take on a
to his “flb&$ of drinliing, gambling,
life all their own.
who&
and the occasional wif,%
The story’is focused on Eliaabeth
beating, E4isabetb is spirited home to
d’Aubd.+res, wife of the respected
notary Jdmme Rolland, who dutifully
t30rinued 011pge 15

AutkorAntteHkbert (top]
and scenefromJubn’J film
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&ama

of the Canadianpubliier (with
the Canadian writer in a supportiog
role) has been played down-centm on
the public stage. The Ernst and Ernst
Report on the economics of publish&
the Ontario Royal Commission on
Book ?ublishin& numerous editorials.
and features in newspapers and magezincs, endless speeches end seminars ell thase have left in the public mind
of: the CanadianpubMw
that is heroic. tragic and far too large
for reality.
On some sections of the audience,
the play has had a stimulating effect.
Governmenta, both federal and provindal, elwaysajive to the need to be seen
doing good, have allowed them&es
to be precipitated occasionally into
actually doing good. Book&lers and
librarians, vag&y conscious that thy
should be playing some part in the
drama and puzzled that they have
never been called on-stage. have been
rehearsing suitably patriotic gestuns
in the wings, Readers, the main body
of the audience, stimulated by the
notioq that tihere there’s bloqd-andthunder there might be excitcmeot,
have been discoveringwhat they might
well have discoveredbefore, that Cqdian writers io huxetig numbed are
writing b well (or as badly) as they
have ever done.
The leading actors themselves have
found their on&a6 heroics affecting
even the mundane reality of their offstage publitig lives. A majority of
them have begun to put their money
and acumen and muszle where their
lobby is and have begun to produce
somc of tie book8that Canadians are
owed. Siren those non-C!anadien publishers cast as villains have begun to
burnish their off-stage imaga as good
cultural citizens by increasing and
energ&icaUypromoting their range of
Canadianbooks.
As we said hem .so often before, to
the j&t of tedium evan for ourselves,
the only worthwhile objective for publishing business should be to put the
writer in touch with the reader, the
right writer with the right reader. The
publishing drama we have watched so
far gives little indication of any such
an image

,.._-

._._._

fmale. Whileit may be *at more Canadian writers are being published Iban
evex before, that does not mean that
the publishing pie has grown proportionately biir. It is our suspicion
that many more writers, with appetite
and creativity stimulated by publication, are having to subsist on minute
shares of a pie that is ollry slightly
biir
in terms of overallsales. Readers,
newly consciousof being Canadian,are
naturally pleased to notice the Canadiana sections in bookstores and Iibra& expandh~g. But if tiy do not
find there books that in quality and
variety (never mind the numbers) are
the equal’of the non-Canadian books
they used to read, they will go back to
reading those books.
Such an observation applies, of
course, only to those Car&an readers
who happen to have libraries end
bookstores to go to. Them has been
current amongt many book people-a
glib axi
that Canadian publism
cao never become viable unless it expands its market overseas.The federal
government, acting on the assumption
that wiom is true. is now activating a
bookexport program. There is nothing
basicaUy wrong with such a project.
After all, showing our literary Maple
Leaf abroad is one of the best ways of
being Seen to be do@g good. And we
must believe that only good can come
fmm pitting the worth of OUTwrite~l
and publishers against their kind in
other countries. But the basic axiom
derives from tbe assumption that the
hake market is, and must remain, too
limited to make Canadian publishing
viable. We &aider that assumptiop
erhneoua, and we suggest that the
federal order or priorities, motivated
by the lure of easy prestige, is wrong.
What is needed first, before too much
is spent thmsting Canadian books on
those who hardly need them, is an allout effort to get them to those who
badly need them; in fact, an export
piog&n within Canada, directed at
those millions of Canadiani who, in
want ‘of an adequate bookstore or
library, live exiled from their own
literature.
If the play is ever to ma& its appropriate tinale, to the Milhnent of
_
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our writers, the satisfaction of our
readers and the profit of ,tbe book
business,ous goveminenta must ensure
that parts for all the essential players
are written into it. The overplaytog of
some of our publishers has about it
the heroicextravaganceofDon Quixote,
forever tilting at the illusory windmills of foreign or corporate domination, forever ChsIIengingthose around
them as dragons or scoundrels. And
forever dra&ng after them as Sancho
Panchez the Canadian writer, humble
and bewildered on his donkey. One
example of their arrogance, discussed
here recently, has been their tendency
to dismiss Canadian printers as extortionate bandits. Another, just as damagblg to the future of a Canadian
literature, is their denouncing of librarians sod booksellers as - put’at
it’s bluntest-traitors and cheats.
A miasmaof distrust and antagonism
has long clouded the relations between
publishers on the one hand and Iibrarians and booksellers on the other.
It has arisen fmm,causes that are h&
torical, understandable, but no longer
realistic or tolerable. Because of their
intimate contact with the needs and
desires of Canadian readers, booksellers and librarians em in a position
to provide the basic data for research
of the market which, as the Bmst and
Ernst report noted, has been almost
totaUy neglected by publishers. $milady, booksellers and librarians hold
the key to that expansion of the home
market that is so urgently necessary.
The proposal before the Canadian
Booksellers’ Association for a Book
Education. Promotion, and Animation
program will be, if it is adopted, a
tokenofthe mtailers’good faith, and it
is to be hoped that it will be a central
topic of discussion when the booksellers convene this month in Band
Some equivalent initiative from Canadian librarians, meeting ic Halifax,
would underlimetheir awarenessof the
importsnce of their future role.
Good faith and good intentions,
however, cannot alone disperse the
divisi+esmoke of old battles. Prompt,
decisive and creative action will be re
quired of both levelsof go&nments if
all the players are to be actively involved In the play. First impediments
must be removed, then dialogue must 7
be encouraged. Expansion of the home
conllnurdon pngc18
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INMDRBSSINGA. Sokhenitsyn on “rhs World,” Layton, that pugilist,
stands in his comer with his gumd up
heftily pmclajming of men: ‘Tlie
pricks change but the araeremains the
same:’
I
Thus he is ready to batter lesser
f&ters with a combination of irony,
eloquence and hysteria from that
mental vista in the ring.
Under such a dramatic world view,
he, unlike Hamlet, ffls ‘That Is The
Question” with a dry rage for the
souUess,sick city -Toronto. Whilehe
isawayinskymswith...
dlt?C?Jid~LXC?dpcopl~
whodonotownqpatmpirrln

. ..heiscertaicthat...
Tcmnlcdoes“c, r.riu
.Andwhen he returns home. . .
to gey stred andgrcycr &xoplr
w&olock thdr harts

Indeed, “the pricks change but the
srse remains the same.” And the poet
is at otie God and victim.
In the wide@ context. Man, that
Mad Cripple. is “like an octopus
[who] feeds on himself [and] builds
graceful stupas to mutilation and loss”
in this great looney bin of values and
achievement.
The whole of humanity is therefore
sharing the same ark on a rising
immigrant sea of neurotics and mediocrities whose %mlistiiguishcd history”is...
. ..lVl@UShYpO~Md~pRl(iIIori

baugmk aplaitadon mbbuy pbmdw.

\vhile
recent

Lay&In’s

stance

with
Muggeridge. CBLT’s Ark

Tolulzb3ui#ts
and keep askingcwymfe Wry.
Here is Layton at his best, poet of
the “fuck and rage” school, religiously
fouowing hip alma ma~r to battle
agabwtaworld condemned to cmssnms
by mindless twits. He is at once
mourning the stink of death and
decay, oi repetitive history, and
telescoping that dust in the grey lives
of Canadians,who besides communists
and the Governor-General Awards
committee are the tam of his temper.
Like life’slittle paradoxes, which he
is not loathe to pounce upon, Layton
says: “Poets err or they lie” (‘%etry
And Truth”); yet he never addresses
himself, who is part of the “dullwitted,” “‘graceless”people . . .

argument

@tie

his

.Malcolm

73) is the
‘general outrage of poet and priest
juggling the old arguments for the
autonomy of either anamhtstic lecher
or impotent goodygoody intellectual,
he has a feel for the Bre of distant
realities.
That vision of the invisible and
hidden preached by mystics and
madmen for all recorded history can
be glimpsed, however, in only a very
few of these 86 poems. And in these
few especially when he is speakingas a
Jew. For only in that credibility can
ha distill the phosphorescent fires of
hip pasgionto convince us of our sleep.
In too many does he “err” into
q&nor persond squabblings, those
angry immaturities of living from
which stem the delusion of the

.

. . .--

__..

superiority of fucking and raging and
arguing that he is unlike the rest of
demented hockey&m - “spineless,
soft as the shit a madman scrapes from
bowls.”
’ The truth is ondem&
all his
bravado Layton is running scared like
the rest of us whdse petty pet theories
keep changing as we change: forever
and ever, amen.
Now, like an errant juvenile he goes
by running to confess to Jack
McClelland how the world is hard aud
what a big, bad bruiser he is (‘%etry
As The Fine Art Of Pugilism”).
Twenty-tight poems before he was
daiming conversion to tha power and
violence of The Silence, proclaiming:
NowI hove no:hing to SW
IO myone.

But he contiiues to mnt against
wickedness in high and low places. He
still strains to reconceptualiz God by
rcdefming man as a shit machine pure
and simple (“Magic”).
The poet, now as analytic aurgemb
anarchist is cutting up the rotting
corpse of society, yet he is proclaiming
its right to live.
:
Talented poets ususlly come to this
“forked mad” on the way to “troth”.
It begins when one realises that the
rational intellectual mind. has failed,
and that the increasing divinity of
personal freedom is making a man a
law unto himself.
It is from that position that Layton
could chastise literary critics in the
conceited manner in which We bawls
out Edmund Wilmn:
A humkd yem /ram mw who wlfl
mdymtr bmkr)
meJbmeofatiticdoerllot&st&nE
Emfdi and wit have !heir b&f
But thne itself prrsrmcr the poem
xmdthem
Surely. Layton too is subject to
that wit. For what can he say to
guarantee the immortality of those
four lines above. Is he the only
spokesman for tima?
Sorely, ha must know that inner
excellence is where it’s at; and that
one most embrace a better attitude if
one is not to become scrap on the
rubbish heap of time. 0
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Dl?hJVN
BANDWAGON

categories. As things
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the

Oxford volume. however, an attempt
has been made to represent a11genres:
verse, satire, the novel, short story,
drama,
etc.
With the obvious
mccption of the short poem, thi
necessary consequence of this is that
the entries are extracts rather than
complete iieces. Further, because of
the great number of fragmentary
entries, it is impossible to gain sny
THE OXFORD
ANTHOLOGY OF sense of a given writer’s style’. Add to
this the fact that FrenchCanadian
CANADIAN
literature is but sparsely represented.
LITERATURE
and then given only in translation, and
Edited by ROBERT W&4VXR
the dominant impression is one of
and WILLLUHTOYE
chaos - both editorial and literary.
. oxfordunive* z%?#s Even allowing for the limitations
ctoth SlfSO, &vqer$550;
imposed by the one iolume format.
ikdmted: 546 wger
the Oxford anthology bears no corn- :
parison with the series currently issued
by Hoit Rinehart & Winston which
revtwed by Chris sfwtt
will prove valuable to students and
teachers alike. There is pause for ironic
DONOT
be deceived by the tiile of
reflection
hem in that both companies
this book: it is not what it claims to
arc branch-plant operations.
be. The editors, both experienced
Margaret
Laurence
recently
bookmen, admit as much in their
observed
that
Canadian
writars
erc not
Reface: “Two thirds of the book is
bitchy
enough.
That,
at
least,
can be
devoted to ‘many of the Writers who
changed,
though
on
the
evidence
here
created the present selfconfident
presented
she
is
undoubtedly
correct..
literary climate that had its beginnings
The biographical notes abound with
in the late 1940s.”
incestuous pleasantries, given in lieu of
The best that could be said for it,
any critical judgments, and Mesm.
then, is that it is an anthology of
Toye
and Weaver emerge as men withmodern,
even of contemporary
out
opinions.
George Woodcock, of
Canadian literature. Them am, for
course,
has
opinions.
He fmds Robert
example, four selections from the 17th
Weaver
“interesting,”
while Robert
cantmy. one from the 18th. and two
Pulford
writes
that
Qennis
Lee fmds
from the fmt hslf of the 19th. Nevcrbeing
a
citizen
ishard.
A.
J.
M. Smith
theless, the book has its pretensions as
has
written
a
poem
on
P.
R. Scott, ’
a “capsule history of Canadian
whereas
Gwendolyn
Ma&wan
has to
writing,” and this particular capsole I
be
content
merely
with
an
“interfound somewhat of a bitter pill to
esting” article by Margaret Atwood
swallow. To begin with, the editors
who
fmds John Ncwlove am&g the
have abandoned the usoal chrono“most
important” writers of his generlogical and generic armngement of the
ation.
George
Bowering has written a
anthology form. ‘The arrangement of
book.
on
Al
Purdy; Ondaatje on
this book,” they aver, “has been
Cohen.
Man&l
on Layton, waddingdictated by the alphabetical sequence
ton
on
Rlein
and so it goes, a
of the authors’ names and therefore
mutual
admiration
society. Empirical
lends itself t4 browsing among familiar
evidence
to
the
contrary,
it is hard to
‘and unfan@iar writers.” Somebody, it
suppress
the
feeling
that
all these
seems, has a secretary with a passion
persons.
whether
&ad
or
alive.
male or
for alphabet&l order.
female,
are
in
fact
one
and
the
same
The editors’ statement that “‘it js
writerifnot
one
and
the
same
reviewer
somehow liberating to view our
and publisher.
writing ap&t from categories” is
As the editors claim, there are
arguable, especially if one believes that
many cmss-rcferences in this book.
a function of the anthol~ is to reveal
the historical development of those
For the entry under Alain Gmndbois
---.-

--..

.-.
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we are told to “See the note on
Saint-Denyffiameau (page 144) for an
explanation of the obsession with
death lo FrenchCanadian writing.”
Turning to page 144. the curious
reader .fmds Roth Carrier parenthetically quoted in &versation with
Donald Cameroh. And where space is
paramount, this reviewer could see no
justification
for perpetuating the,
deathless pmse of William Lyon
Mackenzie,
which for rhetorical
turgidity is rivalled only by the
Memoir (not atithologized) of his
infamous opponent, that minion of
the English Pharaoh, Sir Francis Bond
Head. Mackenzie, granted, is fasbionable; ti
other gentleman, thank
heaven, is decidedly not.
The OxfordAnthologyof t&&en
Liter&we is pmduced on excellent

stock with photographs of the authors
end art work by Doug Panton. For
those who prefer to read there is a list
of further reading. For those who IL
their culton predtiested there is also
and Subjects with headings such as
ALlENATION. DEATH, ,MADNESS
(only three writers have addressed
themselves to this subject if the editors
are to be believed; it tiould be a pity
to. reveal their identity here), and
predictably enough, SURVIVAL.
My favoutite was ENDURANCE.

the. fact that she
emigrated from Eumpe to
Canada io the postwar years. The
alithorls efforts at objectivity also
cannot
disguise her belief that
unrestricted immigration is an undesirable state of affairs and hex approval
of the present Canadian emphasis on
reselviog places in the pmv@es for
the highly talented, skilled pmfe,
sional elements who presumably
would be a greater credit to the land.

strangeconsidering

herself

Ms. Hawk&, like the admioistratars with which she closely identifm
herself, use the argument that the
omkill~d will be’ unable to find work
CHRIS SCOlT, writer .and broadin Canada and thus be a borden on the
c.aster,‘came tk.m Blitain to teach
hen and ia the U.S., and settled in
resources of their !cio and on the
Tomato. His furl novd,Bdeby, was
pmvincial and natianal governments.
pubSshedbyAnanslin1971
and heir
now workingon a second.
Unfortunately, as matters have worked
out there is at present B Eumpcan and
Ameticao surfeit of skilled and pmfessional white-collar workers, incloding especially pmfessors such as Ms.
Hawkins, coupled with a still growing
demand for unskilled labor willing to
CANADA AND IMMIGRATION:.
be “the hewers of wood and the
Public Policy & Public Concern drawers of water.” The procedures by
:
FUEDA
HAWKLNS which relatives already resideot in
McGiIl-Qucen~
Univemifsv
Press paper$3.75:444plrgu Can&~ are able to bripg over theit kio
from European countriis come in for a
good deal of censure from the author,
rcvkwcd
by Norman Lederer
although certainly cvqn given the
excesses involved in this migration the
thousands of Italians, Greeks, etc.,
a lot farther down the mad of
PROFESSOR HAWRtNS has written a
added to the Canadian mosaic would
long, boring book abort a fascinating
achieving a gemdoe colhmd mosaic of
seem to have performed the beginoings
subject. Immigration and the m&aethnic and minority groups than has
of the task of eliminating the
the United States.
tion of peoples is after all one of the
pmviocialism and cuRoral isolation
kit motiwof history, fmm the days of
‘Ihere is an inherent drama and
that marked the Canadian scene down
colour in the immigmtion expeticnce
tbe Germanic volkenwnderunginto
to World War II.
’
the Roman EFnpire throogb the
which is completely missing fmm
explosion of Europe outward in the
Professor
Hawkins’ stody.
The
Despite the caveats issued abbve,
19th sod early 20th centuries to tlte
author’s focus on the administrative
Ms. Hawkios’ work does have a
torrent emigration of Jews from the
aspects of immigmtkm and the fluctuconsiderable amount of merit to it,
Soviet Union and the expulsion of
ations io offical attitudes toward the
especially consid$ng that it is the
Uganda Asians and their -dispersal
influx of new peoples onto the
only uptodate
study of Canadim
throughout the world. Immigration
Cansdim scene results in a valuable
immigration policy available at the
has provided the heartblood of new
analysis of the machblery of governpresent time. The author has diligently
lands enabling such areas as Australie,
ment concerning immigration but
engaged in laborious research into
Canada, Argentina and tbc United;
withal a bloodless, impersonal view of
govemmental f&s, intetvicwiog abnoa
the triumphs and tragedies of millions
States to become nation states strong
everyone connected officially with
of desperate men and women.
enough to gaio a heariog at the
immigration policy’and service as well
conference tables of the world. To the
Pervading tbe text of the book is an
as exploring the religious and private
attitude of aloofness on the part of the
culhnal pluralist, Canadian immigmagebcies interested for altndstic and
author, which may bemeant to denote
tlon is especially iotercstiog because of
self& reasons in the movement of
objectivity and a lack of bias but
peoples into Canada. Ms. Hawkins has
the continued ethnic identity of older
which to the reader IatlWsoggests a
written y
close to the documents,
immigrant strains replenished on’ e
la& of qompassion tid empathy for
so close in fact that, it is almost
regular basis by recent arrivals from
possible to hear the pages of the decothe knmigmnt on the pert of Professor
the lands of origin. Canada, to the
Hawkins - an attitude eu the more
ments turning as the text move4 aloutside observer, appears to have gone
-
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A”other chilli” suspense novel of the Rc!ional
adventures of Eh arhe Sparrow hy the British
Columbia author of This Suite.
$5.95.
A TOUCH OF DANGER

I LOST EVERYTHING IN THB
POST-NATAL DRPRESSION
Fxme Bombeck
The pop&r
nationally eyndicated columnist
takw up where At Wit’s End left off, sharing her

pmject focuses o” the real-life detail of the work of
the’bii-city policemen, their relationship &and
hendhng of sosljecte. criminals. coUeague;eu;;
Jiors.
. .

novel set in the 17th
century ranke with Meson’s finest works. $9.25.
SMALL CHANGES
Merge Piercy
A major novel about two women in the America
of the BO’s-their lives, changing consciousness,
their relations with me” and each other. $10.25.
THE AJ!dEIUC& CONDITION

APPROACHgS TO WRITING

gulshed writer’s 57th volume. Pert One is devoted
to general mflections on the art of teaching end
writing; Part mo consists of over 400 of *e
author’s notes of a technical end philoso hical
nature.
?67.95.

Richard N. Goodwin
A monumental book about freedom that is bound

es the autho;‘&‘R~ge

Wllfrid Sheed

CONQUJJSTOF NORTH AMERICA

the formula for success an 3 points
.
the
necessity for a new Leisure Ethic.
$7.95.

re~eak

PEOPLE WILL ALWAYS BB RIND

.

Nicholas Horder”. Simon Dresner, Martin Hilhnen
The exciting story of the dramatic rivalry of Rumpea” powers for dominance end wntrol of the
Americas. 400 color illustratioos end maps.
$ls.as.
THE DARKEST YEf& Britain Alone 1940-41
Herbert Ager
survey of Britain’s “Rnest hour”, the
credible survival whic&$;
the Western world.
HOW TO REllRI3 AT 41: Or. Dmpping Out of
The Ret Race Without Going Dow” the Drain
L. Rust Hills
The euthor speaks from actual ex erience es he

.

CITYpOuq
. PthenRubmstein
e result of e remarkable one-man mearch

~LOGCABINNOBLg
F. Van Wyck h$eson
This great new historical

THE

.

Y ack).
$a.75 (paper

$4.95.

.

~~_,_~.__~_~~_~_

Robert Ehnen
A goldmine of hiking informetlon: basic techniques, equipment. lists of clubs end tmil essocietions. end more. 116 photos-12 dmwi

ice’s major novelists is already slated to become e
motion oicture.
$7.95.

to cause as much controversy
Gn?eningofAmerico.

-_~-

and much more.
THE HIKER’S BIBLE

James Jones
This superb private-eye thriller by one of Amer-

.
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TEDi PIRST PIVE YBABS: A Relaxed Appmeoh
To Child Care from Crib to Kirtdergerten
Viiinie E. Pomerenz. M.D. with Dodi Schultz
Advice on ev
melter of concern to pa++
food, &thing, “r1 lnessee. toys, beheviour, hiyy5e

PANDEMIC
Tom Ardies

hilarious moments.

. .

LOW MAN l&ES AGAIN
H. Allen Smith
A collection of upmerious

foolishness with chapters
Career in DueRing”.

I

esee s, sketches vd
sue z as “MySp;;f

. .
TEB?.F.D.R. MEMOIRS AS writtenby
Bernard Asbell
Introduction by Anna Rodsevelt H&ted
“The
historic yeen es indeed they
__._ tales
.____ of
_. those
-,
might heve beei R told by the architect of the New
$11.50.
Deel”: Anna Rolxevelt H&ted.
I

d Doublec4ay
Clanada Limited
-.

_._ ..-.

-.
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The most interesting facet of
post-World War II immigration polii
brought to liit by the author is thet
for some years after the wer th!re we*
in reelity no thoroughly thought-out
policy at all. Immigration we* a
suspect thing io the late 19409, give”
the vivid memories of Canadians of the
Depression years and the fairlygeneral
Feeling that with the end of the war a
serious recession if not depression we*
in the offmg. Labor unions looked
with suspicion on the prospect of ao
inundation of innnigrants coming into
the country, driving down wage scales
end through language end cultural
differences bciog resistant to orgenization. The French Canadians were
uninterested in the promotion of
tigretion,
given the” general is&tion at the tie
yld their not
unjustified suspicions that European
inunigrants in Canada would tend to
identify more with the Bnglih speaking majori
tha” with thc”lsclvcs.
Because of these and other pressures,
the Canadian govcm”le”t gave until
very rcccnt years c low priority to
bmnigmtion admlnistmtion, with pm-

dnciel governments willmg to place
virtually au “sponsibiity
for the
selection and placement of immigrants
into the hands of the national
gowrnment.
The various Canadian postwar
govcmments tended to view bmnigmtion as’ more of a battier the” e
positive good and unlike Australia; For
i”eta”ce, made no real effort to solicit
i”unigmnts in Europe aAd to prepare
for th& traosition into Canadian
oitizen& orice across ‘the Atlantic.
the &l
service totem pole and
realized this fact in inferior status and
wage Gvcls cs compared to other
government workers abroad. This
attitude of relative &nliffcrence end
neglect is all the more surprising
considering that postwar Canada’s
population’has.increascd more rapidly
the” any other industrialized country
with more’ the” three million in+
zos_“”
up e gwt d+.cl of
About the only elements in Canada
strongly ioteatcd
in immigration
cfter the wcr were industries desper-

atcly needing unskilled and skilled
labour and government m’anpowcr
administrators closely connected with
those interests. Caocdicn immigration
policy and implementation today is
very closely tied to manpower require
mats ce is indicated by the placing of
immigration into the present portfolio
.of the Minister of Manpower and
Inunigmtion without being awarded its
own autonomous status. Ms. Iiawkios’
study closely Follows the hwJve.d and
convoluted evolution of innnigmtion
policy from indifference to relative
co”cem at the present time; but it
co”chules wivifhthe definite impression
that even with tbc upgrading of the
immigration service and c- risiog
consciousness of the importance of
inunigmtio”
among govemmc”tcl
officials. bo,th national and prwinciel.
the phenomenon still does not have
the emphasis and degree of concern to
which it is entitled. 0
NORMAN LEUFXER Is dhcctor of
the Univcnity of Wtonsin System.
Ethnic & Minority Study Ccatrc at
stcvcns point.

,

Charisma
IRVINE SCHIFFER
Dr SchifIu who is both psychiatit
snd political scientist theorizes that
each individual eontributes hia own
unique developmental conflicts and
his own heroic imagery to the creation of an idealized political leader.
Xc examines elcctcad bcbaviour and
on&es how people help to crate
leaders who have thct qorlity called
charisma. $8.50

Not inVain

People in the Way

KEN BELL

J.;W.WILSON

MARGARET E. EDISON

KM Bell photographed the Canadian
A”“y in a Eumpe ravaged by World
War II. Twc”ty-five years later he
retraced his footsteps. In stunning

I” 1y6.$the c.c. Hydra Authority
undertook to build three dams on rhe
Columbia River to provide electrical
power. This book duccibes what hcp
pcned when these damsfinally
flooded the v;lllcys, displacing hundreds of people whose homu and
villa- disappeared under water. The
author writes of how and why this
project ccmc to be ad of the effcctc
the rcsettlcmcnt had on the people.
Photographs. IIZSO

This striking volume is a biblio
graphical and graphic compilation of
the work of Thorem MacDonald.

wnttast to the black and white
photogra$~s of that devastating war
stand the colour pictures of lands and
peoplcrestored to normality. Text by
military historian C.P. Stacey and
captions by author/critic Wdti

Dobbs enhance the vimal impact of
this superb book 70 ccdoor, 84 black
and white photos. $9.93
‘AT YOUR

BOOKSELLER

Reproductions of ~770pen drawings
a”d linocuta ~wxnpany mvly of the
itcms listed. The mamial is divided
into four sections: his work wttb
wmmercIa1 publisbets; for periodicals; as a private printer, and with
his father J.E.H.MncDonald, member

of theGroup of Seven. 01s.~
Special limited edition $~a00

University of Toronto Press
._

CANADIAN CHOPSUEY
Kong English commu@ty a little less
CHINA:
antagonistic.
An Introduction
COLINMcCIJLLOUGH By and large the book is also highly
for Canadians
McClelland
andStewart ‘amusing. From &ide, McCullough
dorh $7.9$ illustmredi 292 &wes
Editedby RAY WYLIE
reproduces the muted farce of the
PeterMartinAmocistes
entire nexus of international polities
doth $895. pw~er $3.95;
reduced,
to
the
village-Ii@
proportions
FORMER GtKmR L MAIL
Pekiog cmtuustmted;176pges
of the small diplomatic community
respondent, Cc&n McCullough, in
that was dependent on itself for enterremarking on his 18.month stay in
mimed by&avidStucb
tainment, company, and often, pmChina, quotes an old Chinese saying to
tection. There is the story of the
the effect ihat it is one thing to have a
THHB
vmm.~f with this book is that
Soviet
diplomats who, having been
camel described to you, but quite
it was published. That it was published
invited to one of the BritishEmbassy’s
snother to be in its presence. Since
is reflective of a problem of the
I3m
nights, sat through the mortifying
most of us will never be in the
Canadian publishing industry at preexperience of Morgan, one frame of
Pre>ence of this particular camel, we
sent. One need only see the addendum
whii
centres
on a portrait of Karl
are reduced to relying upon the
to the title to reals that something is
Marx hanging next to that of an ape.
reports of others.And many have been
amiss. Why is it necessary that a
Side by side is the overwhelming grathe reports in the last few years. Yet
special general information book on
tit&e and respect of the Soviet diploM&Bough’s Stmnger in Chino
is
China be put out for Canadians when
mats for those .British Embassy stiff
perhaps the most successtul in making
there are any number of books already
who, beaeiged themselves, nevertheless
us feel as though we were in the
on the market in English? You will
helped the Soviets protect their
presence of the beast; and it is pleasing
note that this is not a book about
familiis from the harassment of the
to realize that he is not interested in
ChineseCanadiin relations. Although
Red Guards as the Russian women and
selling us this camel, nor, indeed, is he
it does make some effort in that
children were enplan@ at Peking
interested in selling us a horse instead.
direction it, is more justifiition than
airport.
substance. Nor is it about apything
The narrative is considerably heightAs a description of a. personal
else peculiar to Canada or Canadians.
ened by the fact ihat McCullough took
experience, Shunger ih China is a
The
only reason fo0;its existence that
up his duties in Peking just in
hiiy
entertaining book, yet it is for \ would be justifiable wwld be that this
time to catch the tail-end of the
that my reason that I can’t help
is a better or more complete general
famous Cultural Revolution. He tells
wishing it were written by a better
book on China than is currently
us of the isolation of the foreigners,
writer. Where, from this wealth of
available. It is not. It is not nearly as
the dangers, the terror% the dust-swept
material, we dxpect some of the
good
as many, some of which are
streets of the city, the problems of
writer’s personality, wit and observa-’ listed in the bibliography. An fnfm
shopping, and the intransigence of the
tion, we get only a series of anecdotes
duction for iXmadbmsis a singular
Chinese service-pmfessious, all amidst
written in a rather psllid bland prose. Cl
insult in that it consistently patronizes
the howlins xenophobic fury of the
HANS WERNBR
the ntder. Its general lack of validity
Red Guards.

STRANGER IN CHINA

Despite it aU he does not judge the
Chinese, but tries, rather, to understand why such reactions would result,
going beyond the immediate msnifw
tations to the political presSures and
sorry history of foreign domination
that inspired them. There is the
lamentable story of the burning of the
British embassy. the miserie4 of its
staff, and the story of Anthony Grey,
the Re’uters correspondent who was
held for some two years under house
arrest. Yet McCullough @w.s it quite
cIesr that both these regrettable
incidents might have been avoided
had, io the one case, the British
Government
been less politically
obtuse, and, in the other, Reuters been
a Utle less perfidious and the Hong

_._-_._---
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illustrated by the ulethora of
repetition. due In part to in insistence
on using only Canadian sources regardless of their pertinence.
The nrriting succeda only once, in
“Impressions of Mao Tse-tung” by
Mark Gay”. It is not only not readily
available elsewhere (although it is
available In Franz Schumann and
Orville &hell’s chine Reed&g 3!
Commwdstchinrr Random House.)
but reaches out in as living a way as
anything
I have read in the
“impressionsof-the-great” genre. But
it is brief and hardly compenqtes for a
book that-ranges from barely adequate
to barely readable. We are treated to
the illuminating information that the
Chinese too love babies, and, in several
places and in several ways, that the
Chinese are inscrutable but not all that
inscrutable. Repeatedly we’re informed that the communisls are not t$ng
to destroy the family, and presumably
they do not eat children. At this pohit
in time when our renewed interest is
predicated on at lasi having more both
psychological and physical access to
China, what are expected are new
insights and information not rehashed
knowledge and reprints.

NATURAL
SELECTION
J~fEsPoLK

CbzrkeIrwin
c&h $3.50;iltus!mtccl:
147prgrr
&ewd byPat Barclay
THISIS THAT rare animal - a popular
treatment of a piece of Canada’s past.
It’s so entertaining, in fact, that 1
began to wonder whether Polk saw his
readership as a horde of junior highschool children, looking for snappy
background material to pad out their
book reports.
This impression was reinforced by
Polk’s occasional weakness for the
fatuous (“\Vell, that’s the sickliest
smile I ever did see, Charlie Roberts.

_.
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Whatever’s wrong with you, you
march right io and talk it over with
your father . . . Now, get”) and even
the gratuitous (“. . . he began wearing
a pincenez, small eyeglasses Lhai clip
directly on the nose”). But in the end,
I decided that here’s actually a man’
who feels enthu&zsmfor a Canadian
subject, and wonder of wonders, it’s
contagio!s.
If you’ve read Margaret
Atwood’s Survival, you’re already
acquainted with Jam& Polk’s basic
discovery. Atwood acknowledges her
debt to Polk by dexxibing him as the
man “who thought first about animal
victims.” But
whereas
Atwood
se&es the idea, stirs it into the,
doubtful proposition that “animals in
literature are always symbols,” and
comes up with another formula for the
Canadian as Victini, Polk suggests only
that Canadian writers were the first lo
produce animal stories based on
realistic knowledge of the facts. (“It is
not surprising thal Canadians should
be the first to develop this type of
fiction, since Canada hasalways been a
country of vast wilderness areas . . .
Certainly a writer would think twice
before turning an Ontario wolf and
Jasper Park gr+ly into miniature
persons with shoes, hats, and big
vocabularies.“)
Wilderness
Writerscontains a brief
history of the animal story in Canada,
followed by biographies of three of
OUTbest-known nature writers: Ernest
Thompson Seton, Sir Charles G. D.
Roberts, and Grey Owl. The chronological arrangement seems unfortunate, for although heaven knbws the
lives of Roberts and Grey Owl were far
from dull, it is Seton who both
commands and holds our regard.
By rights, Ernest Thompson Seton
should have been the Ultimate
Canadian Victim. His constituiion was
frail; he was cross-eyed after a
qhildhood accident, and he was bullied
by a sellish and sadistic father, who
once presented hll with a bill for
“every cent he had ever spew on hll
. . . beginning with [he doctor’s fee for,
bringing his son into the vorld.”
Where he a fictional character, no
self-respect$g novelist would have had
the nerve to allow him to survive past

.
puoerty.

But Seton not only’ survived, he
transformed himself into a hero. He

._.
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was successIid in three fields - art,
natural science, and writing; he was
astute in money matters (an inslructive anecdote tells h&v he got the
better of Charles Scribner, his New
York publisher) and, perhaps most
remarkable of all, achieved a wellbalanced private life.
Seton was also the original inspiration behind the Boy Scout movement,
seeking to train boys “to become men
through close experience with life in
the woods.” He objected to BadenPowell’s introduction of military ideas
on the grounds that “the Indian, not
the army general, should be our i&al.”
Imagine, a real-life Canadian
Horatio Alger success story, who was
also white North America’s first
ecological hero! No wonder Polk is
enthusiastic. Canadian film-makers, are
you listening? 0

CANLITTER
SURVEY:

AShork History
of Canadian Literature

ELIZABi?THWATERSTON
Methuen
cloth$&SO.ppr?r $4.75: 215 pa&*

I

CANADIAN
LITERATURE:
Two Centuries+

Prose

Editedby BRITAMRXLEBURGH
Forewordby MALCOLM ROSS
McClelIand
andStewart
plpcr
; 306 puga
reviewedby hm!r

Sutherland

AS rwwc Fouows day. a spate of
new anthologies and hist&ical surveys
has followed the wide-spread growth
of high school courses on’ Canadian
literature. The courses, an encouraging
development, are in danger of being
darkened by a dispiriting mediocrity.
The Lwo books under consideration
here are no exemption to the trend.
Of the two. Waierston’s book,
shamelessly entitled Survey, is the

._.
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moved...to point out, with an almost
IN 1wt.ONLY
four years after they
THE ROYAL
audible sigh of despair, ‘“Thepublic’s
had been formed, the North West
reading about the Mounted Police is
Mounted Police was glowing referred NORTH-WEST MOUNTED
POLICE: A Corps History almost wholly tiction, and rather
to by the London 77mes as being a
cheap fiction at that. If the Force were
carps dWite
Stated that august
cAm.ERivmJ.m~ERs
a myth Bhe Sherlock Holmes the
journal: ‘The pay is good, the uniform
inaccuracies
and _mimonceptions
handsome, the term of service short
hwtiUedin continents of readers would
and the life congenial to adventurous
not matter . . ” Well,this is 1973, the
FORTY YEARS
spirits.” The words undoubtedly
year of the centenary of the ndcoatq
pleased the Empire thumpers but any
IN CANADA
and anyone i&rested in discovering
Mountie reading that account prob.%4UfUJZL
B.SlZ%V the truth about their history has a fair
ably turned apoplectic. The pay was
The RyemonArchiveSeries
choice oiBterature at hand.
about half a dollar a day, the uniforms
(&GmGRllRyemnj
A few months ago Dent r&sued
wem poorly made and soon fell apart,
doth $8.95:iUwtmt& 428pages
Sir Cecil Denny’s The LawMarches
the four-year term of servicemay have
West and now CONS, in their
sounded short to the Timec but to a
MAINTAl,N THE’RIGHT
Canadiana collection, have brought
few of these men it was so desperately
out The Royal h’orth-WestMounted
long they deserted, and while ali of
Police,
(I Corps HistoG, by Captain
them joined up in the sphit of adven, doth $11.95;ilkspted; 4OOprgu
Ernest J. Chambers, who apparently
ture the conditions of squalor in which
wrote a number of Canadian regimental
they lived robbed them of any enjoyt-&w&by Tony Thomas
histories. This came out io 1906 and
ment of tbeii duties. The life was in no
Coles have reproduced it aa an enact
way congenial and yet, despite the
ia&mile complete with advert&
dreadful circumstancea, these 300 Mountie cringe. I” discutig their
ments of that year. The ads cover
Mounties scattered around the huge suppression of the whishy tmftic on
the Canadian aide of the lime,the Fort
about a third of them pages, and .for
area that now khes up, southern
Benton
journalists reported that the
once I don’t mind a bit. Chambers
Alberta and Sashatcbewan quite literpolice “fetched their man every time.”
prom is stilted and his accounts of the
ally saved the CanadianWest.
mounted police are laudatory and
Apart from the absurd mention in Over the years such reports filtered
uncritical, although he does jam io ao
the Times the North West Mounted into most British and American news
enormous amount of information and
got their first rave notices in the papers, soon becoming the smff of
newspapers of Montana. After super- dime novels and pulp magmines. quite a number of photos I haven’t
vising the migration of bands of Sioux Hollywood latched onto the Mounties .oen in any other books. But it’s those
ads that I find myself reexamining as early as 1920 - the very year they
intoCanada,theforcewaspraimdby
ads for homes, rifles, farm implements,
ceased.
being
a
western
body
and
the Fort Benton Remrd as not scaring
fhst-clam
hotel rooms for three dollars
“worth a cent” It was this bush-league became the national con&tabullj, the
a
day,
the
Royal Military College
paper that originated the “‘get their Royal CanadianMounted Police - and
offering
a
three-year
course for $750
by
1948
the
RCMP
Quartedy
was
man” phrase which still mahes every
_-
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diplomatic consklerations and abi*
and the Province of Quebec offering
lutely single-mindedabout his mission
farm land at 40 cents an acre.
McGraw-Hiihave m-issued Samuel
In life. Like most military men of the
B. Steele’sautobiography Forv Years Empire he clearly looked upon the
in Gmuda in their Ryerson Archive
Anglo-Saxon as just about the best
Series, and as old soldier Sam might
thing a man could be and in writing
about his men in South Africa he says,
have said, ‘So they damn well
should.” However, the title of the
“We saw much f@fmg and 1 think
book is unarresting and McGraw-Hill proved that from the Dominion came
have dona nothing to intrigue the
as good fighting men as ever played at
the great game of war.” This kind of
potential buyer by putting it in a
view must be given due respect, simplain, dull jacket that in no way
plistic as it may sewn today.‘be&usa
suggests the wealth of experience the
Steele was a man of genuine justice
book relates. Steele was Canada’smost
who
reached for Jds pistol only wheo
colourful military figure and his long
all
else
failed. He ends his book with
service included the first quarteran
account
of a- trip to tba west in
century io the history of the North
1907,
amazed
to fmd Calgarya city of
WestMounted. He was born in Ontario
75,000 when it had not. even existed
lo 1851 and joined the militia as a
when he Ersi saw the footbills of
youngster. and at the time ofhla death
the Rockies, and that same summer he
in 1919 he had reached the rank of
visited Edmonton and found a bustlll
Major General and had received a
k@hthood for leadIng a Canadian town: “It was hardly credible that this
division in tha World War I. Steele was the place where we wintered in
1875, with only half a dozen log
was one of the oti8inal mounties of
houses in sight.”
1873 and was part of their operations
What Samuel S&la and the’other
in the 1885 rebellion and tha Klondyke gold rush of 1898. A year later
few l@red
Mom&x had seen in
he lead the mount& who volunteered
their years of service was the birth of
to selve in the Boer War as part of the ‘the Canadian West, and ihis is fully
crack reglmcnt kcown as Stracona’s covered in Mnhtah the @ht. a
Horse and he stayed on to head the
history of the North West Mounted
South African Constabulary, which
fmm their inception tc the completion
was patterned after the North West of their duties as peace keepers in the
Mounted. There’s a .quaIntneas to
Yukon during the. fantastic gold rush.
Steele’s writlog, he was the kind of old
ti author Is Ronald Atkio, who is a
warrior totally alien to political and
sports editor for the London Observer

SamuelB. St&?

and also holds a &itlon with the
Canadian Govemment Travel Bureau.
Mr. Atkln ls a punct8lious r’erarcher
and he had Fled in the tidbits men
like Steele and Sir Cecil Denny overlooked - includii the facts that Sir
Cecil was more or less forced to leava
the setice because of his womanizing
and that’ recruits under Steele compained about tha severity of his drlll‘ng, so tou8b that several tledgliug
Mounties headed south: ‘“Ilw international boundary wasn’t very far
. away and none of them wem caught”
Atkins book is concisely written and
gives a sympathetic, honest accounting

_
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of the early years in the force. The
Royal Mounted is so thickly shrouded
in tictional images that it needs a
skillfully wielded hatchet to cut the
way through to the truth. Ati
hap
done this and in discovering how hard
and miserable was the lot of these men
in that first period of theirjhistory he
reflects greater credit on them than all
the musical rides and all the- flag
waving.
They
were underpaid,
underfed
and under-appreciated,
certainly in Canada - it wasn’t until
1904 that they received the prefx
‘Royal’ and !vith the formation of
provincial police forces there was a
move to eliminate the Royal Mounfed.
Fortunately for the Csnadisn image
abroad, some sanity prevailed in
Ottawa - that handsome uniform has
drawn a lot of tourists - but it still
~mains that an Englishman, Ronald
Atkin, has written an excellent histoiy
of the early Mounties. and American’s
who make movies glorifying them.
Hopefully enough Canadians will fmd
time to read these three books. 0

against evil lawbreakers. Their revirionisf counter-history does not share the
pride members of the Force feel in their
acceptance by most Canadians ?as true
representatives of Canada and it adds
some historicalbackground to Corporal
Jack Ramsey’s ‘Case Against the
RCMP” which shocked us all so much
when it appeared in the July, ‘1972
number of Ma&ant The authorofAn
Unauthorkd History presuppose, that
people cannot be reminded too often
that police forces are at best a necesbry
evil and question the problem of alAN UNAUTHORIZED
ledged abuse of, police power “tenHISTORY OF THE RCMP tralized in one arrogant, secretive and
militariQic organisation.” Moreover,
LORNE d CAROLINEBROWN
they suggest that thd RCMPmay not
Jame_vL.&a dl Samuel
even
be nenssary at all.
plpuJI.95 .
The Utmit@ized Hi~tcwy is marred
mts YEAR should be the occasion for
by its hurriedly ad hoc composition
reflection upon the Mounties’ history,
(apparently the result of the rush to
their traditions and the contribution
meet the centennial deadline), its lack
they have made to the growth and
of a full scale bibliography and an indevelopment of Canada. An Unmthordex, and an ambiguous argumentative
tzed History of theRClCtPaddsa leaven
stance which drives one to the unsatisof malicx to the centenary cake of
factory conclusion that the RCMP have
celebration.
made good work.of a bad job. If one
Lorne and Camline Brown have taktakes seriously their description of the
en the opportunity afforded py the
machinatibns of Canada’s state police,
birthday celebrationto attempt to deal
the ;iuthors of An Ukauthorkd Hisrealistically with the Mounties and
tory have shown no small courage in
break with a past tradition which portheir attempt to bell the cat. Neverthetrays an hconuptible Force composed
less, they would have served the writing
of men resolute in duty and dauntlessof
of left-winp history and their readers
counge locked in a perpetual stmg8le
better had *hey restrained a penchant

for &rid&t polemic andgiven a flatter
view of the RC?Ps role in enforcing
Canadian federal domestic policy while
protecting Eactern Bnglish hegemony
in national affairs against the threat of
foreign, regional and racial subversives
of whatever stripe. MIC”&ELS”lToN

HUNTING.
PINK
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OTHER READING
Mounted Police life in Canada. Captain
Burton Deane; illustrated; 312 pages.
lh~open and Redskin. John G. Donkin;
illustrated: 289 pages. Oft%iaI Reports
RCMD: Set&sand Rebels 1882-1885.
Intro. by Commissioner W. L Higgit;
illustrated; 298 pages. Official Reports
RCMPz Law and Order 1886.1887.
Intro. by Commi&oaer W. L Niggit;
iUustmted; 300 pages. GftXal Reports
RCMP: The New West 1888-1889.
Intro. by Cdmmissioner W. L Hepit;
394 pages. Official Reports RCMP:
Openiug Up The West .18741881.
Intro: by Commissioner W. L I-Qgit;
illustrated; approx 307 pages. Au
published by Coles Canadiana Collection and priced $5.95.
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BLOODY MARRIAGES

\

conlinued/iom pa&xI
Sore1 by her three maiden aunts and
widowed mother. under whose watchful care she and her two children
remain. Though Antoine lives with
them, he is denied his wife’s company.
Humiliated by this treatment, and
the jealous onlooker of an adulterous
affair between his wife and his former
school-mate, Dr. George Nelson, a
dark-haired American, by whom Elisabeth eventually has a child, Anfoine
departs for Kamouraska to salvage his
wounded pride, but vows to return
one day to take revengeon Elisabetb.
In desperation,Eliibeth decides to
kill Antoine first. rather than be killed
herself. With the aid of her lover,
George and her servant-girl, Aufli,
who takes strange deliit
in the
goings-on of her mistress and the
doctor, Elisabeth concocts a plan to
poison her husband. Au&lie will be
the agent.
The plan, however, misfires. George
then takes matters into his own hands: ’
Antoine is murdered in a cove near
Kamouraska, George escapes over the
American border and Elisabeth’a hqnour is compromised.
After two years of imprisonment,
cut short be&se of Blisabeth’s ill
health, charges are withdrawn, extradition proceedings to bring George to
justice grind to a halt, and Elisabeth’s
respectability is restored when M.
Rolland asks for her hand in marriage.
The love triangle or the tragic love
affair - one of the oldest of literaty
themes - is, in itself, banal. It is Anne
HBbdrt’s treatment of it that makes
this novel unforgettable.
The animal beauty, blatant sensuality and sheer physicality of Mile H&
bert’s description of the passion that
consumes her protagonists is powerful
and stunning. The blood imagery is
straight from M&&a
The novel is
ntunted with it and the stench of
death is everywhere.
The atmosphere, too, with its
variations on the theme of red is
reminiscent of Bergman’s Cries and
Whispers: sunlight the colour of
raspberry juice streams in the
windows; blood-red geraniums accent
the dull walls of the mansion in Sorel;
red-blond is the colour of Elisabeth’s
hair; and the red the child Ellsabeth
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uses in her embroidery outrages her
aunts (who thtnk she should use mom
subdued tones). AU these signs point
to a future tilled with foreboding and
disaster.
Mlle Hebdrt seems fond, too, of
black-white contrasts to counterpoint
the struggle between innocence and
evil in which her characters are caught
up. Elisabeth is fascinated, and almost
hypnotized by the awesome beauty of
George’s black beard and the black of
his horse against the pure drhite snows
- a recurrent hnage in the novel.

wind that destroys all of the characters
and leaves us gasping for air.
I In Kamoumka, MUe Hebert reveals
a mastery of language and form that
most certainly earn her a place as one
of the leading novelists of our time. Cl

INSIDEAN
- OUTSIDER

Animal parallels are averwhere
apparent. While wild geese. and birds
arouse the blood-lust of the hunt in
VARIOUS PERSONS
Elisabetb and Antoine. her three
NAMED KEVIN O’BRIEN:
dried-up spinster aunts am compared
to “three dead birds, stuffed in their
a fictional memoir
faded feathers”.
ALDENNQWLAN
Many similmities can be drawn
ClarkeI&in
between
Kamonmslm and ‘other
clothsa 75; 143 pages
French forebears. The stiffmg, oppressive atmosphere reminds one of the
I reviewedby Ann Greer
novels of Frangois Mauriac: the poison
plot and the trial seem directly inspirAhayr the startwasthe village. .
ed from Mauriac’s Th&&e Desqi%vus;
This wss the fried point by which he
whilethe mom vivid scenes of adultery
knew his position in the world and
his relationship with alI humanity.. .
am as if taken fmm a FIrmbert& novel.
No man . . . could live alone in the
The atmosphere’ of predestination
village...
or fate from which there is no escape
STANLEY, lhts
Coumy, Nova Scotia
encircles all of Anne Hdbert’s charachas been a preoccupation in Nowters; they am as if caught in a spider’s
Mu’s work for well over 30 years.
web - powerless to struggle against
Readers who know that w&k will
the forces that entwine them. Both
recognize the landscape in this first
George and Aur6Be seem to possess
novel. “J_ockhartville” is a frontier
strange and evil powers: AurClie in her
that the frontier left
dabbling in sorcery and witchcraft,
behind. It is a backwash of frustrated
George in his entrancing (in the,liteml
Puritanism where the hard work of
sensa of the term) charm; even
keeping back the wilderness ls as tough
Elisabeth at one point is compared to
as ever. There is no time for tenderness
a witch. All seem to have their parts to i or frivolity and none of the optimism
play. As George explains, in referring
that the frontier took with it as it
to a childhood chessgame with Anmoved westward.
toine: some of us am born to win;
. lrving Layton once asked Alden
others to lose. Antoine, who had lost
Nowlan, half-jokingly. why all Mariat chess, was now destined, it seemed,
time poets were ‘so big; Nowlan
to 10s~at love.
replied, half-seriously, that.-the little
ones had been all killed bff before
The great talent of Anne Hebert, in
they were 12. The village is powerKemo~mske, is .that she is able to
ful in its ability to destroy. Most of
involve the reader totally. It is as
the children there are pruned and
though she has us under her spell.
Once tuned in to Misabeth’s stream-ofclipped and straightened into the form
that the village demands. Nowlan’s
consciousness, the reader is swallowed
autobiographical hem, Kevin O’Brien
up by her passions. Tossed between
past and present, hurtled along at , is a weed. This novel is the record of
his survival in spite of all attempts to
dizzying speeds, as memory, dream
and reality alternate and fuse with one
eradicate him. Kevin has escaped but
another, wa are caught in the whirlnow returns and he carries with hi “a

number of manuscripts in which he
has attempted to explore and explain
his past”. In these memoirs wc meet
the child Kevin whb seems constantly
baffled and sickened by the behaviour
of the others in the village. We meet
the adolescent Kevin who works in the
Hetherington Sawmill that supports
the community; he is treated as a freak
and is sickened and amused by the
others. But he never fits in.
In one of the most amusing, and
sadly true. incidents in the novel Kevin
is investigated by the RCMP. for
writing letters to the .editor of a
“Commie” newspaper. His father
despairs of him:
,

God, boy. why ‘can’t you be like
other people? . . Can’t you get it
into that God damn stupid head of
yours, that people like us should keep
wrmrmuths shut md our uses

Most of the others in the village want

nothing mom than to escape notice.
Kevin is alien because he is filled with
a “dumb aching won&r at how
strange it is to be hem inside tbis body
andin this world.” ABneation from the
village is alienation from the world.
The trick is to coma to terms with the
,
*
ViUtIge.
In this novel, Nowlan tries return-

ing. Kevin convinces himself that he is
part of this village, that he belongs in

Alden Nowhn
this place. Yet, as the novel ends, even
at the peak of his reunion, he is
laughing and is asked again, ‘What am
you laughm~ at?” “Damned if I
know,” he answers. Perhaps Nowlan
has achieved ‘the hope that Kevin
expresses:
The most anyone can expect from lib
is to be granted the ability to contemplate one’s own essential absurdity.
.

__....
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It may seem strange for me to say that
I think such a dictum optimisti&, but I
do. As this novel is. It is a book of
understanding, wisdom, compassion,

humour and hope, and highly recommended as either a synthesis of or an
introduction to the work of Alden
Nowlan. 0
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A BITTER
ASPIC
RAT JELL’f

MCHAEL ONDAATJE
The Coech Haute Press
, &VW 53.00;72 plrger
~OV~U&
by Bert Almon
THE STRIKING cover of this book
promises an ambiguous feast: a detail
from a stained glass window found in a
nursery school has been reproduced in
sumptuous color. It depicts an impish,
even leering baker with platter of pies.
The title printed by the man’s image
indicates that Ondaatje wants to
ShOek:
See the nzt in the

idly

stemzingdirtyhdr

each with an epigraph and eontmIling
theme, show that, but the important
poems - the ones exploring suffer&g
and the creative process - are mixed
in with light end occasional pieces.
There are too many ingredients in the
asp&
I for .one resist being shocked, even
by a platter of rat pies. I feel
suspicious of bloodshed and maimed
animals as literary devices. “Heron
Rex” is a fme poem marred by this
endlmg:

n

piece is called “Looking into the
and it surely offers a hint
about the author’s intentions. The
?+ojactor is a brilliant cartoon-novel
published by The Coach House Press,
and it contams a series of horrifying
images of death and transformation in
a me&n&d,
sadistic culture.
Ondaatje’s poems offer similar images,
and recurrent ones at that as in,the
novel by Martin Vaughn-James.
I found the feast disappointing.
Repeated images become merely repetitive more easily in poetry than in
drawings, or at least they do in Kit
Jelly. And a reader famiIiar with
Ondaatje’s other work wiU find some
images (wounded or &ad birds and
animals especially) and allusions (the
paintings of Iienri Rousseau) too
familiar. The campkh poems about
Ring Kong and the tributes to friends
don’t carry their own wight either,
and_ the frequent references to various
American poets are puzzling rather
than iUun&ting. Ondaatje has obviously tried to put together a book,
not just a collection of p&ems: his
division of Rat Jelly into sections,
projector’;

It’s the could in thy lines that
disturbs me: as if real outrages are&
enough, Ondaatje creates hypothetical
ones. The multilations in this book can
deaden emotional responses as easily
as create them. (I should admit that I
don’t like Peckinpah pictures.)
There are strong poems in the
collection, to be.sure. When Ondaatje
explores suffering through believable
situations (or mythicti ones, like
“‘Philoctetes on the island”) he is very
moving. ’ “Billboards” deals with the
complexities of living with a wife who
has been riwrrled before and has
children from that marriage. “J_etters
and Other Worlds” considers an
alcoholic and temperamental father
and moves brilliantly from bitter
comedy to the Pathos of his solitary
death. And some of the poems about
writing should be mentioned: “Spider
Blues” is a tow de j&e - poet as
spider - and “Burning Hills” looks at
,the role of memory in creation. The
last poem in the book, ‘The White
Dwarfs”, asks the hardest questions.
The best contemporary artists seem to
move to the edge of silence, the edge
of whiteness - the minimal work, or
even no work at eU. Think of Beck&t.
The silence, Ondaatje suggests. may
have two sources: pain that leaves the
artist mute, or insight that makes
expression superfluous. Awareness of
pain may lead the writer to care only
for the “perfect white between words”
while the awareness of a transcendent
whiteness may turn him into a white
dwarf, an imploded star with notig
to say. We should hope thai this poet
will mmain more intenxted in words
than in the perfect wyteness between
them. 0

BERT ALMON la Assistant Rofersor
ofEn&hat the Unlvedty ofA,buta
in Edmonton and a writer of both

I

paetryandfxtion,hiswoN appearing
WIdelYin Canadian and Ameriun
periodlutr
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market can only come from further
proliferation of retail outlets. But this
will not be feasible as long as retailers
are denied a share of those profitable
salesthat publishersnow make directly
to librariesand schools. Quebec has already passed legislation on this count;
the other pmvinees must be induced
to follow suit. The mnunon practice
amongst our libraries of buying our
own books through American wholesalersemergedfrom their dissatisfaction
with the service offered by Canadian

publishers. The governments must, by
subsidy, or if necessary by setting up
a distributive and servicing chain, dis
courage this demeaning procedure.And
moreover they must somehow make it
possible for libraries to both demand
and afford the Canadian books their
readerswant. With action such as this
written into the Canadian publishing
drama. with all the players involved to
the hilt, it is just possible within the
forseeable future that we might arrive
at that desirable_/%zale,
the uniting of
the right Canadianwriter with the tight
reader,to live happily ever aiter.
“AL CLERY

SMILE,SMILE, SMILE
THE BANDY PAPERS
Vol. 1: Three Cheers for Me
Vol. 2: That’s Me in the Middle
DONALDJACK
Doubleday
cloth 57.9s each:2 79 and300 pngc#rcs~cliv4y

~lcwrd bv Douzlav Marshall
WHENA NEDYORKfirm first published
Three Cheers for Me 11 years ago, the
l,OOOodd copies sold in Canada soon
became collectors’ items. Toronto author and playwrightDonald lack picked
up the Leacock Award that year and
then subsided back into relative obscurity-churningout breadad-butter
scripts for the CBC. (For a full portrait
of Jack, see Books in Gmada, Novem
her, 1971.) By the late 196Os, the
author had suffered a ‘literary fate
even more galling than rejection; ha
had bean eclipsed by his own comic
creation. The fame of Liiut. Bartholemew Bandy, insouciant young World
WarI flying ace with a “smooth, bland
and maddening” Ottawa Valley face
and a natural inclination toward hiiar- i
ious misadventure, was spreading aems
Canada like gossip - fanned by word
.of mouth and tattered first editions.
Bandy’s undergroundreputation finally
reached the ears of Doubleday Canada,
who decid’edto publiih a slightly 16
vised edition of Three Chews together
withasequel, That’s Mein theMt&ik,

collectively called The Bandy Paper&
(A third Bandy no’vel is in the works
and a fourth is pmjected).
Bandy t&awaited the reappearance
with an eagerness tinged with dread.
Would Bandy still be as engaging as we
remembered him 10 gears ago when
our only copy slipped from our hand!
into that vast circu!ating library of
books borrowed and unreturned?
Would Jack-whatever-his-name-was be
able to maintain his high level of
inventive humour throughout a second
volume? The quick answer to both
questions is yes.
The Ban&yPapemare the work of a
thoroughly pmfessional titer
who
knows how to tell a gripping story. As
such, they are excellent middle-brow
entertainment - a commodity this
survival-conscious country has never
been noted for producing in any great
abundance. Indeed, Jack and Robertson Davies are almost alone among
mntemporary Canadian novelists in
cultivating that fertile acreage of fiction
known as the good straightforward
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plot. It’s a welcome relief from the
savage ironies of the ghetto, the rugged
symbolism of the blarted Shield, and
the al-to&littoral pmae that drifts in
fmm the depths of introspective lakes.
Lktter still, these books are true
products of the creative imagination.
No autobiographical sleight of ego here.
Jack, who is 48, has done his histoxical
homework, applied an artist’s powers
of description, and evoked the spirit
and substance of the world as it was
more than half a century ago. Bandy’s
progress from colonial prude to urbane
Falstaff - the difference is Randy
believes indiim$on (usually verbal) is
the better part of valour - reflects the
suicidal disenchantment of the era. 1~
countless authentic details, fmm the
taflgible squalor of the trenches to the
squalid senility infecting Whitehall, we
are reminded of the organized idiocy
of that most appalling of all warn And
when Bandy rolls his Camel across the
wet dawn gmss to go Hun-hunting in
the morning sun (the dogfight se‘quences have the narrative drive of a
perfectly pitched pmpellor), v& &are
the flyer’s sense of exaltation as he
escapes from chaos.
Above all, The Bandy Papers are
funny.‘Laugh-out-loud funny. Jack is a
genuine humorist, a mm avis that
ought to be designated a protected
spacies in Canada. The one weakness
of the books is that he hasn’t yet
learned to keep his comic versatility
under control. He pirouettes from wit
to farce, from black to bedroom come
dy, fmm set piece to throwaway line
like a Nureyev who has just discovered
himself Inevitably, he sometimes falls
flat. Bandy Ioniii .it over young Mike
Pearson or tosJing rhetoric amund with
Chumhill is pushing it; Bbndy running
into Renny Whiteoak is going too far.
Rxaggerated? Yes, but stii within
the bounds of reality. Jack’s splendid
grasp of the absurd has nothing to do
with surrealism. Toward the end of the
second ~hune Bandy becc&.s attached
to an improbable corps of cavalier
Canadian bicyclists whose heroic escapades blunt the bii German advance
of 1918. Yet there wus such a Canadian
corps freewheeling around Flanders in
1,918. And they were every bit as mad
and brave as Jack describes. Bandy may
‘not have been the& but he b of their
Kunpany. 0
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THE
SPOKEN
BWORD
MOODIE
REFLECTIONS
THE JOURNALS OF
SUSANNA MOODIE
by MARGARETATWOOD

rwd by MIA ANDERSON
CRCLwtdng Systems
LPAlbum $5.00

SOMBDAYSOON
OUI souvenir stands
may be full of Susanna Moodie dolls
and trinkets, nestling right in there
with the canred Indians and totem

p0kS.

Already she has become somethi”g
of a pop symbol For the Canadian
fmntier. Commune dwellers living on
farms read her books for inspiration
on their new life style; on university
courses, she is discussed as “an
embryonic artist,” and Margaret Atwood, a popular Canadian writer,
has written a book of poems about her
which are available now on this Lp put
out by the CBC.
\Vho is Susanna Moodie? She was a
#stuffy young Englishwoman who came
to Canada in 1832 to start a farm with
her husband. She wrote two books
about her experience as a settler’Roughing It in the Bush and Life in
the aarbIg8.
They must be the only minor
Canadian classics ,wittittenas a warning
not to come here. Moodii felt English
speculators were duping potential
immigrants with a phony picture of
Canada as a land of milk and honey.
So she started recording her life with
a” eye to discouraging others from
coming. She died here, remai”ing,tc
the end a Canadian by choice, but in
her heart of hearts not always a
Canadian out of conviction.
*

i

._

A good introduction to her quirky
personality is this recordblg Of
Atwood’s ‘poem& read by Canadian
actress Mia Anderson. Moodie Fiisl
appeared in a dream to Atwood who
saw her as a single figure _titti”g in an
empty white stage singing an ‘opera
Atwood had written about her.
Atwood had never written the opera,
much less read Moodie’s books. The
woman had bee” no more than a name
out of a Grade 5 history book. At
any rate, the dream inspired Atwood
to read Moodie and later to write The
Journals of suslrntza
Moodk
TIE recording of the poems II+Y
been around for a while (1969) and it
is part of the CBC’s program Jo
sponsor Canadian poets.
I” an introduction on thq record
jacket, Atwood claims that Moodie’s
schizophrenic personality is typical of
the Canadian temperament:
She claims to be an nrdsnt tinadian
patriot while all the time she is
standingLx& from the country aad
aitlziig it as though she were a
detached observe&a stranger.Surely
thatistbewrywerUUlive:weare.aU
immigrants to this place even if we
weze born hen.
Mi

Anderson

Atwood’sintaqratation

closely

a breathless terror over the woman’s
secret fear. That is, the Fear that under
the spell of the forest, she and her
husband “my be changed into no”human shapes.
At the end of the record, Anderson
is the mad old eccentric Atwood saw
Moodie becoming. Thekst poems deal
with Moodie’s ressurection and appearance on a Toronto streetcar.
Moodie may be a nut case, but she
is undefeated in the sense that her
spirit survives or as Atwood says on
the jacket: “Susanna Moodie has
fmslly turned herself inside out and
has become the spirit of the land she
once hated.”
Anderson has acted in Shakespearian festivals ia England and in
Stratford, Ont., and her enunciation is
easy to unde@nd. Stii, if you are
jealous of missing a word of the
poetry, it helps tc follow her reading
with the text. But the greatest
problem lies with the listener who
must resist @? North American habit
of treating records as background for
another activity. The sometimes
amusing, always painful and surprising
story of the crusty old pioneer
demands total attention. 0

PLATTERS.
__OFPOETS

follows

on the record.

She is two voices, dividad ag Moodie
was split into tha strident, almost

hysterical B”glish prig and the softer,
more
appmachable
female who
realizes she never manages to grasp the
lessons the bush could teach her.

is what the Englishwoman exclaims on
disembarking at Quebec, her sensibilities aquiver fmm the behaviour of
the i”unigmnts and the harshness of
the land. Anderson’s voice shrills over
Moodie’s prejudices; her indignation at
her scruffy Yankee neighbours, her
stiff-upper-lip reserve that eventually
wears down into an une&y res&
nation.
In my favourite poem in the book,
“The Wereman,” Anderson half chants

CANADIAN POETS 1
CBCLamingSystems
LPAlbum(2 discs) $7.50 THE TWO-RECORD
album, Canadtin
P&ts I, kame out’ iu 1961. I’m
mentioning this right away so it
doe&t seem like the album “ee’ds a
hype or a con job.
It was the fmt of a series the CBC
started to promote Canadian poetry.
However, the series hasn’t had much
promotion itself, probably because the
CBC feels the audience for Canadian
poetry is a dedicated group who fmds
out what it wants anyway. I’m not
sure this is true and I do think the
record, along with the rest of the
series, deserves more publicity and
attention.

!
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new second printing
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It’s a medley of eight ‘Canadian
poets reading their work - Earle
Bbney, Gwendolyn MacEwe”, John
Newlove, Alfred Purdy, Phyllis Webb,
Irving Layton, George Bowering and
Leonard @hen.
Slice 1967, most of the g;oup have
become entrenched poets; Cohen, now
39, eve” has had time to peak from
the popstar phenomenon he was in
the late 1960s. But the quality of his
wodc has”? dated. In fact, a8 eQht
poets sound fresh and provocative,
making the album a good blend of
vintage talent.
Bimey; who was born in Calgary in
1904, is the only one who reads his
work poorly. Purdy is the best ?t it;
therefore his seven poems are the most
excitiig in the album. At first, nothing
co”x?s acmsp except a nasally, flat
voice mouthing ordinary wbrds, but a
‘Bash of recognition and surprise soon
follows. Purdy is speaking with a”
Ontario’acxent and using an Ontario
idiom and the little details ‘that have
been absorbed but not noticed are all
there - flies buzzing, screen doors
shutting. a herd of cows in a pasture, a
carpenter fixing a church spire. Purdy
brings Ontario back from the “evernever land of unconscious recognition.
He makes it knowable.
Thls is his right. Born in Wooler,
Ont., in 1918, Purdy. is of Loyalist
stock and he is usually cited as a
self-made poet who has bee” shaped
by few i”flue”ces.except his own.
I” Irving Layton’s selection of 10
poems, are two of his fmest - ‘The
Bull, Calf’ and “Keine Lazarovich
1870-1959.” The last is a lament for
his dying mother. a magn&ent gypsy
of a woman .whose final word was a
curse, her mouth “a small black hole, a
black rent in the universe.” ‘The Bull
Calf” also deals with death and both
show the trait at the bottom of
Layton’s greatness -his gut assault on
anything, no matter how big, that
affects the human condition.
The youngest poets in the group,
Bowering, MacEwen and Newlove, are
in their early 30s now and sound
on the album much the way they do
today.

Rootsof”etr”sr’s

inthe&na&s
1815-1823

fey
Stadey I!?.
RyeI-son

Paper:
Cloth:

$3.95
$12.50

order from

progress books
487 Adelaide St. W.
Toronto M5V lT4

(4161368-5336

MacBwen is a magical mystery tour
of exotic images sod incestuous
passions, Newloye - a gruff and stoical
Pmirle voice and Bowexi118is West

Coast

folklore

which

sometimes

flowers. as it does in ‘The Descent”,
(one of his four poems &I the &cord),
into a lyrical and profound piece of
work.
There are seven poems by Phyllis
Webb and six by Earle Birney who
hasn’t included bis most famous poem,
.“David.” The poems read by Bbney
amount almost to a travelogue, from
“Anglosaxon Street”, written in 1942
to “S&ins
for the Ladles of
Tehuantepec,” written in 1956. Birney
is one of the few Canadian poets
whose sophistication make hbn able to
write .memorably about what he
encounters, not just things he knows
well. He is a Chaucerian scholar, a
journalist and one of the fmt to give
creative writing courses at a university.
Webb, 46, lives in British Columbia
and her “Selected Poems 19.5%!965”
was published in 1971. Her poems mabdy dealing with personal relationships - are by far the most gentle and
sometimes the most moving on the
record.
The” there is Leonard Cohen with
seven poems from three of his hooks.
They are rich and powerful, drawing
their energy fmm images like, “a”
empty telephone booth passed at night
and rwnembered,” a line from the
poem, “What I’m Doing Here.” Cohen
is a sensualist who along with fellow
Montrealer, Irv@ Layton, was one of
the fast to prove that love poetry isa
special Canadian talent. His poem,
‘You Have the Lovers”, is a rythmIc
description of the surrender of self; as
the lover gets into bed, he or she joins
the thousands of others who have
perfomred or are performing the act of
love.
Cohen intones his poenx the way
he s@s, in a sleepy, priest-like voice
which
reminded
me of the
remark one critic’s wife ma& the fukt
time she heard the poet on r&lo “Never mind his record, bring me
Leonard Cohen.”
Thi album has a jacket intmduction
by
the
late
Robert
MoConnack and can be ordered
through the CBC or bought in
bookstores specializing in Canadian
literature 0ri”ao”w record stores. 0
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HOW THE WINNERS WON
THE WEST
I twrwuw”~o
Alberta for a visit
early this spring, and so it happened
that I read the new Alberta history on
location. I eyed the people around me
carefully to see if they revealedany of
that rugged pioneer stock that
MacGregor talks about. I lifted my
eyes to the poetically named Nose
Ht, which is more like an enormous
bald pate emerging from among the
Nbdivisions in the north end of
Calgary. I was looking for the beauty
that MacGregor extols in his work:
‘The glowing parklands and the rolliog prairies, . . . wide, flowering
meadows, broad smllii valleys and
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A HISTORY OF ALBERTA .
JAMK?
C MecGREGOR
Hurtig

re#iewdby Ketherine Govier
alluring hilltops . _. tall grasses,teeming bird life . . . trickling streams. A
wild beautiful, untouched paradise
. . .” I did not see it. 1 saw another
kind of land, jdded as my eyes were by
their exposure to Eastern views. What
I saw was a” ovetpowerblg ratio space over the horizon surpassingmass
under it. The view was long and broad.
iwealing almost nothing but the
slightly varying lines that define land
and sky.
It b probably only another clichd
that wh$ one feels in the West is a
great sense of space, or air moving
past, and eve” in 1973, a sense of the
precarious and transitory nature of
human stations hem. The Pmbic

__._
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Indians were nomads. This land is not
one to inspire proprictory pride. It is
just there, and it does nbt give way
much to’ the ministrations, of ,the
settlers. It hat refused to support trees
for the dusty Calgarians, and it still
manages to scare people away with its
long winters.
Undoubtedly James MacGregorIs a
bit of a Western chauvinist. He may
also be one of the most knowledgeable
liviog persons on the subject ,of the
popular history of Alberta and the rest
of the prairies.He has written 10 other
books on his wbject, including
Edmonton: A Histmys The Kkmdike
Rush TVmugh Edmonton. and Pack
Seddlca to Tete Jaune (SeeR. As a
reference this book is bound to be
valuable - the fac’ts, the dates, the
names are all there and awindex, a”
historical appendix and maps by
Lilltan Wonders make the tiomu%ton
easy to fmd.
But the book is not as socxessfolas
it might be, despite the anecdotes
about the ndsslonaries, the funny
money, and the famed women’s
basketball .&am; despite the inclusion
df some of the elusive folklore that
helps to enliven a history ‘wrltte”
essentially from the top end of the
political spectrum. The author embellishes historical datli with occasional
paragraphs expounding the beauties of
the prairie landscape and the freedom
it offered. But be has a heavy band. I”
moments of emotional overtlow,
MacGregortends to clich6, and often
repeats fosty expressions meant to be
amusing. He has a” unfortunate habit
of extending metaphors beyond their
.-
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endurance. Aside from these matters
of style, Mad&ego1 has difficulty
drawing sharp w”clusio”s
to his
masses of detail. He does not synthe-

slae clearly. For this reason, the book
is difEcuIt to follow, eve” though the
content ls interesting enough.
A popular historian is not a
people’s historian. If his sentinlents
were somewhat more radical, and his
content more from the lower shade of
the spectrum, then MacGregor would
have written quite another book. A
Hirlory ofAlberta gives the story fmm
the point of view of its winners - the
traders, fmanciers and fanners to
whom the book is dedicated. While he
has not failed to exhibit the proper
interest in the Indians, and to include
a few pages about settlers who starved
and died of disease, MacGregor is
essentially interested in progress. It is
progress that changed Alberta from a
backwoods to what MacGregor calls a
land of Abounding Material Riches.
This history demonstrates the myth
of the West BSa secular Mecca drawbig
toward itself seekers of adventure and
riches. After the buffalo huitters, the
fur traders and the homesteaders came
the prospectors for minerals - gold,
coal and oil. Some Westerners, &e
MacGregor, see their land even yet is
the mythical place of wealth and
opportunity. I do not hold that image
of Alberta, and neither can I agree
with those who see Alberta as the
Texas of Canada or a Biblethumper’s
have”. I do not recognize such p!aces
as the place I know. But the” I
suur;
no one’s West is quite-the

I

KATHERINE GOVIER. who now
lives and works in Tomnto, was bcm
and educated in Alberta; one of her
msin intmrlr ts theatie.
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EMPTY
SADDLES

WHERE THE WAGON
LED: one man’s memories
of the cowboy’s life in
the old West
R. D. SYMONS
Doubleday
cloth $8.95: iuurrmt~ 343 p#7ges

~&-wedby Ann Howes

MEN WHO regarded fence posts as heralds of tyranny are a dying breed. Unlimited and unclaimed space to ride
over meant space for such men to live.
Symons was such a man and his book
has the wide ranging flqw ofhtsliie. He
arrived in New York at the age of
16 in I914 with a” academic kuowledge of Western Canada, enough money to buy a pair of good boots and a
saddle, and a determined love for
horses. Wasting no time in New York,
he soon arrived I” AQpIe Creek “bar
Moose Jaw and headed to the (eternal)
Chinese cafe for a meal and directions
to the nearest livery stable. Aft& his
engagement by the proprietor of the
statile as a rmch-hand on an outlying.
spread, Symons never looked back.
From this point tbe book rbmbles on
in folksy sketches of rustlers, unexpeeted plainslore about buffalo stone or
how to fiid one’s way by the manner in
which grass growson the northern and
southern slopes and the making of hasket racks to carry hay.Symons’b~teres~
I
in natural history was acute and it is one
of his book’s reliable delights that small
-and various birds and animals constantly wander into the narrative only
to disappear in more curious clumps of
growth.
It’s not all sweet siaces and sun
though. The terrible winter losses of
livestock are sharply detailed - riding
out to count the carcasses, destroying
animals froze” blind but still living and
the way they would turn towards the
sound af the rider with “that ultimate
standing at bay which is instinctive to
creatures about to die”.
The larger part of the book covers
the run of Western life from cattle drives

to Mounties, to the locaIMap1e Leafbar
and the girls behind lace curtains on the
outskirts of town. But Symons didglve
plenty of space to his favourite horses.
Horse me” are notoriously prickly
about thek methods and their ability to
spot a likely animal (their ‘eye’). And
the favourites here as always are the
ones bought as renegadesor half-starved
useless ‘skins’: These are thehorses that
prove one’s horsemanship and Symons
had an enviable number of successes.
The book is a mine of esoteric inforMany of the Indian cayuses bore the
“thumb mark of Allah”,a small depression on the neck behind the jowl, a
mark o&en seen in the thoroughbred,
attesting their common Arabian ances-

try. These tough little Indian horses,
exported to France, Palestine and
South Africa, were deemed the most
adaptable and sturdy cavalry mounts
obtainable. However the Indian Department, ln its wisdom, decided to import
draught stallions, hoping by crossbreeding to produce an animal that
would pull a plough for an Indian who
didn’t want to follow a plough. The
Indians were encouraged to cut their
own young studs and the result was the
Ipss of an origin+ useful breed and the
gal” of a” indeterminate creature ofno
use.
Symons’ chapter on WBTand horses
is brief but his observations on the
behatiour of mules and horses are UD
usual. Mules never died of shell-shock,
horses did. The mules however were
sabotaged:

._ .._.___..
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lie supplyof thesemsaedanimals
bcga” to N” short behc 1917, for
hundreds died bf some virus on the
transports. This was due to the sabotagc of Franz YO”Papen.then German
Ambarsldor to \V%hington wimre
apnt “nccdtcd:’ hundreds of mules
and horses in the stockyards or when
they wcic en mute atIer thcirpudmre
by tbcBritihGwermne”t.

There are quick glimpsesof ranching
in Mexico, Australiaand South America. Cowboys are still riding there. I”
Canada, with the second outbreak of
sleeping sickness in lY38 when 15,000
head were lost, machinery moved in.
From then on the cowboy has bee” a”
entertainer or a fringe fugitive. Since
1965, Ontario has been the quarterhorse capital of Canada and ranches are
not to be foundin Ontario.
while Symons apparently never cast
a lingering glance back towards England, his sketches and drawings rank
him as the Cecil Aldin of Western Canada. They are an integral pt of this
lament for loss of our ability to hear the
four-hoofed cadence of centuries. 0
a writer and pet who
fi Llterested in breeding and pmducitu
Canadian dressage horses. works for
the PeopIs Or Planes Committee in

Pickerinn.Ontario.

PLAIN
TALES
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formally inaugurated and the western
boundaries as we know them were
more or less set. It is full of anecdotes
about ordinary people, with their
lively pioneer spirit, that make you
want to know more about them.
One is about Mrs. A. G. 8.
Bannatyne, the wife of “a leading
citizen” of tbe Red River Colony in
about 1868. who took issue with
newcomet Charles Mair. Shortly after
his arrival, he had sent back letters to
his brother in Perth, Ont., and these
had found their way in10 newspapers.
The settlers considered them full of
“s~amlerous, racist lies:’ and Mrs.
Bannatyne
took a horsewhipfrom the wall and
whipped Mair out of the store and
down the skeet. He was ordered out
of Red River by ill.2 furious colony.

Another was the story of Captain
E. M. Pierce, who established
Cannington Manor in southeast
Saskatchewan in 1882 “as a” attempt
to bring gracious living to the empty
frontier”:
The cannington people bmuaht
their tllery of leisum - dinner
jackets and ball pwnr. ctibket bats
and tennis rackets - a”d occupied
themselves ~6th fox hunts, dances,
shoots and swrts
white h&d
labowEn attended to the fuminp. A
farm instructor reportedly remarked
that he WI glad Lwhe” the young
gedUemen took to tennis, so I could
get on with the work’.

He opens up some new mindpictures of the West that make one’
OPENING OF THE
long to know more - so very little has
been published - about the day-today
CANADlAN WEST
DOUGLASHILL life on the Canadian Prairie frontier in
which were rooted some of the
LO”g?lk?tt
differences
from
the
essential
292 page, (Rqrh:)
American West.

reviewedby Glennis .%?lm
THBOPENINOof the Canadian West
produced a stimulating and colourti~l
period of our history, full of dr;lma,
excitnxnt and tension, when littleknown pioneer settlers played mles as
vital as those of the w&k”ow”
off&ids,
politicians and failway magnates.
Douglas Hill, a Canadian now living
in Britain, realizes this and makes the
stories of both come alive on the page.
His book cothe development of
the western interior and West Coast
from about 1670 until 1905 when
Saskatchewan and Alberta were

,
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was

born.

in

Brando”,

Mm.. and raised in Prince Albert,
Sask., accordiig to the book’s jaoket
blurb, and attended universities in
Saskatchewan and Ontario. He moved
to Brlt+n in 1959. contributed to
several periodicals, including The
Guani&n, and wmte or edited several
science fiction books. He returned to
Canada to research and write the
Opening of the Chadian Wist,
which
was published in hardcover in 1968 by
Willlam Heinwnann Ltd.
This is a well-research&d, wellwritten general history and i welcome
addition to I.o”g”m”‘s Windjammer
.
paperback series.
I have one major criticlJm, however. Although Mr. Hill has dealt
excellently with the trials and ttibulations of European and Chinese
bnmigomts, the foundations of today’s
Canadian mosaic, he has give” short
shrift to Canada’s native peo$les.
For him the West “opened” when
Bumpeans arrived, there is little
consideration of the noble civilization
that existed there already. Nor is much
attention paid to the stories of either
those Indians or their leaders, leaders
who contributed so much to that
open%. There is a good and complete
treatment of the Riel Rebellion,
handled with both objectivity and
compassion. But otherwise the origb~al
Canadians and th& ways of life’ get
wooden treatment. 0

.
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tests onanitinemry that stretched from
Halifax to the Antarctic and round the
southernmost tip of South America
back to Vancouver,and into the Arctic,
expioring the Northwest Passage.
Bdnmnds humanizes that experience
for his readers. He shows us the men
who conducted abstruse experiments
and makes us believe we understand
what they’re doing -no mean feat. This
verisimilitude is so convincing that, as
Edmonds himself must confess, many
readers assumed it was a fist-hand account, and not merely the skillful reconstruction Edmonds devised so well.
In the fall the swell is particularly

PROFUNDIS
VOYAGE TO THE
EDGE OF THE WORLD
ALAA’EDMOm

miedby

H. G. Levitch

WHENAL-ANEdmonds writes as good
a book of popular science as tbii is, the”
he deserves better treatment than his
editor and publisher gave him. Science
for the layman is a bastard a& but
Edmonds has made a” artful job of it.
Then was gttzzled Bii S@it-fei
briEact biolcght who had given up
the directorship of his own U.S.-run
institute tc gc back to purr researchat
the Bedford Institute and tc wbcm
Hudscc 70 meant a checceta test his
theory that it wes possibleto measure
the productivity of the cleans with
unprecedentedecccncy by tinding
cct how much ribocccleicscidisccnteined in semptesofzac-plankton,the
insects of the s5e. There wee Carol
L?Lu,the leggyk&logist from McGill
Univenity, who would comeabmadet
Rio de Janiero tc cctlect semplerof
t,vo species of tiny ueaturss called
pterapcds tc see whether they ha=
the samefeedingbabitsin the AnLuetic es they do in the North Pacific,end
who. in the process,mightdraw cccclcricns that could help change the
feeding habitsof every living cteatuun
oeeuth.

The year-long voyage of the Canadian scientific vessel, The Hudson, cost
$1~00,000, took three years to pan,
and conducted diverse oceanographical

THE WHITE
NORTH
ONE WOMAN’S ARCTIC
SHEILA BURNFORD
Mccleland and stewwrt
cl0d1$6.95; I22 pages

book tries
to work at two levels. At one level, the
author succeeds extremely well in conbad because the winds havx rtrecgtbened and em ticg
tc blow fmm
veyiw to the reader what the Arctic
the north for winter, end cc the dey
landscape is really like. At the other
that Hudson 70 begat - November
level, it’s embarrassing to see so talented
19. 1969 - it we.3-se
then usesI;
bed enoughto evensendvetenn sailor
a writer trying to stretch isolated jotDr. Cedric Mann to his Chief Seienttngsintoa book.
tist’s &ii to lie cc the buck. On the
Bridge NavigatingOftieer Ray Gould,
SheUa Brunford went north toPond
who dsc felt squeamtsh.noted that it
Inlet, a Shangri-la of a place in northern
wee e twenty-foot swell, md cc the
Baffm island. With the aid of a Canada
deckbetcwMecnteytcckicgoutof
the porthole, thtcking that evec tith
Council grant, she accompented a” arthe Hudscn’s vecnted rtabitirers tist friend, Susan Ross, to this remote
eyen thoughshewas the only cceancsettlement
of 400 Eskimos and 15.
gmphic ehtp outside Ruti t.a have
scch lcxcrier - it wes still e little like
whites, and spent a spring and summer
being in ac etrplme one minute and a
there.
mbmesicethe cex‘
Once seen,. the Canadian Pastern
It’s disappointing to report - after
Arctic is not easy to forget. The wst
Edmonds’ admirable efforts - that
sweeps of sea, mountain and sky; the
McClelland and Stewart seem to have
essential tbnellness and emptiness of
gone all out to sabotage this book.
the land; the puny and transitory nature
\Vkere ts the index? The extended chapof eve” the greatest human effort in thts
ters sometimes cover a half-dozen difenormous wilderness; thb way in which
ferent toptw - how ts the reader exthe wildlife catch and hold the eye and
pected to refer back?Whereis the Table
the interest - all these aspects of the
of Contents, descriptive or otherwise?
North are wonderfully described by
By my count, there are 51 photographs
her. She writes of “this most peaceful
In 32 pages. Why not include a list of
acceptance of my microscopic unbnillustrations? Why not key them to the
oortance”, and in this ohrase., and
text? After turning the reader on to one *
others Iii it, manages to catch the
or another topics, why not include
essence of being in the Arctic.
some kid of selected bibliography or
When she is reporting and describing
list of recommended reading? As for the
the land and the people, the book reads
typographical errors - did anyone
well. But it is when she tries to analyze
. bother to proof-read this book at all?
what is happening in. ti settlement,,
We shouldn’t end this review
on such
among the Inuit, and. in the North in
.a sour note. After all, the book is
general that she gets into diiffinily.
well-worth recmnmendi.
As for the
Whites erect a series of barriers to conslap on the wrist of dear old M & S, well,
trol any interaction with “the natives”
there’s always the next edition to look
that might be threatening. Stereotypforward to. Cl
ing, entering into master-seqant relationships, “tryi”g to figure out what is
going on in theirminds”.romanticizing
the Eskimo, photographing them and
engaging in all kiids of u”consctour
manipulation - all these tecbniiues
appear in the book. So long as‘ the
SHEILA BURNFORD% new

- ’
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Eskimos are in “their place”(as defined
by the whites), all is well. The Eskimos
don’t appear as humanbeingsat all, but
as vague figures grouped around the
edges of the author’s own ego. For
instance, ther! is a lament that the
Eskimos may become Iabourers in the
proposed iron mine near Pond Inlet.
There is not the slightest hint that the
Inuit have never been informed about,
or involved in, the development of their
land 01 the direction of their lives.
The book is at its best when Sheila
Burnford tells of going to the floe edge,
or when she describes an archaeologicat
dig, or writes of a northern priest, or
tells of the death of a fulmar.
But, like a hair in a glass of beer,
there’s an ethnocentric strain that
makes the book hard to get through.
And the sloppy editing does not help
matlers. An anthropologist isdescribed
as “integrating himself from every possible aspect”. A book on the Eskimo
“drew away a great many veils from
understanding”. And how could “The
Canadian Publishers” spell that infamous brand name as “Coca Cola”?
Sheila Burnford is a superb nature
writer, and she obviously has lots of
guts to do the things she did in the
Arctic. But someone seems to have been
in a hudy to get this book out, and in
this may lie some tirt of moral for
Canadian publishing. 0

apply hisgenius io the study of religion,
an occupation which not only resulted
in some of the most pmfound pSychologlcal observations into the human condition ever to appear in print then or
now, but whiih enabled him to declare
in his calm, matter-of-fact way that he
had conversed with angelsand spirits of
the dead (jncluding St. Paul himself)
and had been allowed to make tours of
heaven and hell.
Indeed, in his mc& immediately ap
pealing work, entitled simply Henwn
and Its WonderJ and H&Swedenborg,
with the acute presence of niind that
marks all his writings, leads us by the
hand into a region where
all spiritsin the hells.. . appearin

JIM LOTZ’I Northern Rerrlltier I&
rreently been republished in paperbaelt; he and his wife have recently
completed P book on Caps Bmton
Island, and be hlmse.lf has just eonducted a survey of Canadianbookseublg.

In Ftzssing Ceremony, Helen Wein*
wig, herself on the threshold of that
magical age of 60, invites us -not too
forcibly, not too timidly, and always
with a smile - to share her own particular vision of the hells she has observed
during her obviously rich lifetime.
Set against the velvet b&ground of
a.sumpiuous
wedding reception,weare
allowed to watch with varying degrees
of fascination and horror as the collective facade of gaiety, polite conversation, good cheer and love and affection
for all concerned ‘slowly #cracks and
collapses under the stress and strain of
its own int?lerable weight, thereby revealing the hatred, envy, cruelty, lust,
insanity, conceit and lies, lies, liis that
poise concealed, ever-ready to strike,
just beneatheachperson’slife-mask.
Containing subtle whispers of Anais
Nln’s vibrant lucidity and Gertrude
Stein’s self-absorbed abstractions, Darothy Parker’s dry wit and Virginia
Woolf% cold, cerebral anger, Djuna

FACES

QF

THE IHMNED
PASSING CEREMONY
HELEA’
WEIh?ZWEIG
~@r

$2 .95 . cloth $6.:95 12$=;

BMMAIWELBWBDENBORD.

the 18thcentury Swedish engineer whose wdtings on science and mathemsties
were found to be generations ahead of
his time. began at the age of 60 to

the form of theirevil.In general,
evil spirits are forms of contempt
of others and menaces against
thor who do not pay them rer
pal; they are forms of batred of
various klnds, also of various kinds
of rew?nge. Piercmerr
and cruelty

fmm their interlorr show thmugh
thue forms. . . their facet are hideou.~ and void of life like those of
corpses; the faces of some Ye
black, others fiery Iike torches,
other dlsflled
with pimples,
wart, ad ukers: snme seem to
have no face, but it its steadromb
thing haby or bony; and with some
only the teeth are seen; their
bodies also are monstrous; and
their speech is like the speech of
anger or of bared or of revenge;
for what everyone speaks is fmm
his falsity. While his tone is from
his evil. In a word, they are all
imemf rhelrown hell

_..
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Bare’s detached madness and Colette’s
gentle sensuality, Anna I&van’s heroinheightened, paranoiac visions and even
Ma&a Robert’s delicate masochism,
Helen Weinzweigs voice remains nevertheless very much her own as she wily
places before our delicate serisibnities
the vile stench and loathsome writhing
of the serpent in our nature that all of us
possess &et few have the courage to
recognize, let alone struggle against) in a
style as uniquely contemporary as the
theme is universally timeless.
A fascinating descent into the naked
eye of the mind, Paw& Ceremony
serves formal notice on all us young
Canadian writers that just as regional
chest-thumping is no substitute for originality in thought and word, neither
does barren intellectual theorizing compensate for the experience of living life. ’
And these latter two qualities - the
unmi+kable signature ofa tmeartistHelen Weinzwcig possesses in abundance. 0

A great Canadianpoet
emergesas an important
n&list with this story
about a .boykemergence
into manhood.
ClarkeIrwin $675
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writedn
FROM THE LOINS OF
FAMILIARITY
CITY STATES
Sir,
There’s nothing new in the suggek
Lion, apparently espouse@ by George
Woodcock in Nationalism or toe01
Bnfrol,
that Canada’s provincial
boundaries be redraw” to give the
largest cities provincial status, etc. See
page 71 of Gmada C&nThrive (1962).
R.S.Rodgas(Ph.D), WhiteRock, B.C.
IN THIS CORNER, WEIGHING

..

sir,
I’m pleased that Rudy Wiebe thinks
1 have good intentions but !ti review
(JauJFeb. issue) of The Sty/g of
Innocence, my comparative study of’
Hemingway and Callaghan, may
mislead the disinterested student. His
reflections on the nature of sand
(“Sand is forever moving, it is forever
fitting itself into the contours of the
moment . . .“) are b&resting but my
little about the book he is. shall we
say, theoretically reviewing.

OUTSIDE THE BEYOND
Wiebe does raise two specific
objections to my $ok. He says that
Sk,
‘I. . . work about Callagban is of the
May I suggest that in future when
summary kind, and by giving
looking for someone, to review a book
Hemingwayequal space, all the critical
on the Occult, that you use as a
weight falls to the American.” Not
reviewer a student of the Occult, or at
true. Discussing individual works, 1
least someone who does more than
always begin with Callagban, and
quoting from a” artiae in one of the
maintain a” emphasis on hi.
For
weekend papers to the extent of more
example one chapter, “The Devious
than half of his supposed review. This
devotes seven pages to
Palh”,
“struggling Totonto
author, Juan
Ca!lagban, three to’Hemingway. Is this ’ Butler, who has lately been writing
“equal space”? I don’t care about
book reviews for $25 or $50 dollars a
others’ “critical weigh!“, mine centres
time,” (Globe, April 23) knows very
on Callagbzm.
little about the Occult, and seems only
Wiebe also contends that in 91
to be interested in presenting a
pages “. . . there is, actually, no
denigration of the weekend maw,
extended study of any one novel or
The Canadian and its articleon witch
story to prove the critical thesis the
craft, than in reviewingthe book ashe
title implies.” I’m surprised that Wiebe wassupposed to do. I see that he is the
. thinks 1 have a thesis; his review
author of The Gzrbegemm~How apt!
blithely ignores it!
Roy Dytnond,Toronto
Fraser Sutherland, Montreal
WHO OPENED THE CLAM?
BE& WEST
sir,
1 liked your ‘Books in Englii
Canada: 1972” (Jan./Feb. issue) which
reviewed devxlopments in Canadian
books fmm across the copntry. But I
was most
interested
by Pierre
Cloutier’s “Books in French Canada:
1972”. I would have liked it to be
longer, more detailed or possibly two
reviews by different writers (French
Canada is not just Quebec).
With regard to the article by Reg
Vicken (cl&y
Hemld), which gave
the Alberta perspective on books, I
wish to point out that the first course
devoted to studying the English prairie
writer was not held at the University
of Calgary in 1972 but at the
Universityof Alberta back in 1970 (if
not earliir).This course, conducted by
R. T. Harrison and Rude Wiebe,.was
English 590, Prairie Fiction.
In the coming term at U. of A. in
the Dept. of Comparative Literature,
E. D. Blodgett will conduct a seminar
course on the Fnglisb and French
Western Canadian novel. This course,
Comparative Literature 560, will also
be a fmt in the West for Canadian
Literature.

York University
MECEN-“E

vOR CON7lN”lNG EOUCATION

WRITERS’ WORKSHOP
Id, 30-August 10
Poetry
Fiction
No” Fictio”
Dmma

York U”lversily,4700 Keels St
Dou%3ew, Ont. cnnixta

Joseph Pivato, ’
Dept. of Comparative Literature,
The University of Alberta,
.Edmonton.

PItone: (416) 667-2526

Sk,
I must eey that 1 wasdisappointed
to geein the January/February 1973
issue that Katherine Govier in her
review of The Clam Made a Face failed
to acknowledge that the pG was first
commissioned
and produced
by
Holiday Tbeatre (now Playhouse
Holiday) in Vancouver, yet she did
mention that a particular Tomntobased company once produced it.
Please, let us give credit where cmdit is
due.
1 am fairly certain of this information as I was closely connected with
the eompany that fmt produced Eric
I&cnYsplay.
hml

Bmsnaban, Willowdale. Ont.

OAKLEAF
sir,

And watch them&s
bursting
porn what they thought WI II corpse.
Charles Grubmyer,

.
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Victoria, B.C.
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THE
*
CANADIAN
STAGE
DlALOGUE 81
DIALECTIC: A Canadian
anthology of short plays
Edited by Alive Tbmtre Workshop
Alive Press
pap?r $3.95: - pages.
nils Is THE FIRST major book from
Alive Press, an ambitious but struggling publisher located in Guelph,
Ontario. With a. couple of brilliant
exceptions, St is an average collection
of Canadian plays, yet the book’svery
existence is almost as remarkable as
those exceptions. Alive Press had its
origins in a literary magazine fit
published four years ago by two high,
school teachers as a forum for their
student writers. One of the teachers,
Ed Pickersgill. was fired from his
position at the school - owing to the
radical nature of the magazine and its
possible influence on all those young
unformed minds - but thk magazine
was revived when Picker@ returned
to his home town of Guelph. It
became A/ive, a magazine of Independent Canadian literature, which announced itself as an unaligned alternative to organs of the “established
piblishing
cliques.” Through the
incredible energies of its publishing
coop the magazine has not only
appeared monthly for three years
without the advantage of grants or
advertising but also Alive Press operations have expanded to include a news
service, book store, and its most
important endeavour - book publishiog.
The books published by Alive Press
have tieadlly improved both in content and production since the fust
sloppy volumes of awful poetry. They
have recently published two handsome
books of poetry by fiie young writers
C. H. Gervaia and Robert Hawkes.
Dialogue and Dialectic is their first
play collection and it is as good a
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collection as any produced by a
Canadian publisher,
The plays cover the field from
nationalist propaganda. stark existentialism, and political realism to mime
and outrageous farce. The book does
. the service of revealing a few unknown
but promising playwrights such as
Leonard Pluta, author of “Little Guy
Napoleon:’ a play set in Poland in 1944
that focuses on the ignorance and
intolerance implanted on the dally life
io a Polish peasant village under
fascism.
Another play that deals with the
dynamics of eontml and the bludgeoning of freedom under authoritarianism
is Carol Libman’s “Ftillow the
Leade;“. The short play is a skillful
presentation of the psychology of
dominance and as a “political” work it
succeeds where something like “The
Subsidiary Vice-President” by Jerzy
Szablowskl fails dismally. That work
has about as much excitement and
appeal, as a E-hour tactical meetlog of
student Tmtskyites conducted under
Roberts rules of parliamentary procedure. Its subject is the operation of
the Canadian subsidiary branch of an
American fti. The theme, as you can
probably guess (and if you can’t
what’s wrong withyou?), is American
domination of OUTeconomy and what
it means to our self-determination.
Instead of spot-lighting the problem in
order to provoke a response of anger
and concern about our lack of
economic control, what the play does
is blur the whole question with a veil
of boredom. And, more seriously,
since it is the fast play In the book, it
makes you have doubts about contlnuing to read.
But, the second ‘play ‘The Love
Song of Rotten John Calabrese” by
Charlie Leeds is as good as the first
play is bad, and that is very good
indeed, It presents the confrontation
between a very down drug addict, a
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born loser and Menace to Society
called The Artful Dodge& and Mister
Success himself, a man who has everything it takes and more (includiig a
habit), Rotten John Calabrese. Their
lines read lii a script prepared for
Groucho Marx and W. C. Fields by
Alfred Jany and \Villiam Burroughs.
The play’s statement is that society
today and people in control of it are
utterly absurd and ridiculous. At the
end Artful shoots Rotten John and
himself and their bodies are eaten by a
pack of dogs. This is a brief masterpiece and good as anything in the
literature of the absurd, certainly
enough reason for buying this anthe
logyfmmAllvePress.0
TRlSlxN EAAOBR

ERWIN PISCATOR’S
POLITICAL THEATRE
CD. NNES
Macmilbm(Gvnbr@e
#ivmi@Ress)
doth $14; ilIumat& 256pagea

THEN_
of Erwin Piscator is
usually linked with that of Bertolt
Brecht and suffers as a result. In one
of the more interesting passages in his
Erwin Piscator’s Political lkatre,
York University’s C. D. Innes clears up
* confusion that attends the conjunction of the two named and does
80 with considerable insight into the
essential qualities of both men. where
Brecht attempted to abstract the
massive canvas of ZOth-century issues
by ndu&g them to fables, Plscator
sought to use ZOth-centusy methods to
mirror these gigantic forces directly
upon the stage.
This led Piscator, who is more
famous for his attemots than his
lo a technologiwI
of the
society suffering from information
overlqad. That Piscator’s innovations

.

were often aesthetic failures can-be
explaineb largely by the fact that he
had no playwrights, and had himself to
show the playwri8ht what to him w&e
the neeessaly conditions of 20th
century drama. It is only w&h such
writers as Hochbuth, IClppha+t and
Weiss that Piscator’s long struggle with
the medium has borne some fruit.
In pursuing the broad scope of
Piscator’s career that spanned many of
the upheavals of tbis century, Prof.
Innes has bit upoo some of the central
problems of the the&e of today
which, despite the experiments of an
inner-directed variety such as the
Absurd or the Ridiculous, has hitherto met with little more success than
Pisutor in its attempts to present the
living realities of cmnplex contemporary forces on the stage. According to
the professor - and I agree with him radio and television have e&b&shed
new standards of intimacy that almost
makes kitchen sink or naturalistic
drama in the theatre an anachronism.
On the other hand the expansive
canvas of the epic sort is equally
difficult to realize dramatically for the
essentials or existence today are
abstract: power resides in bureaucracies, not kings, and conflicts are
between masses, not duelists. Somewhere between these two conditions
there is the possibility of theatre.
while thus posing some cm&l
questions, Professor Innes’ book still
remains a disappointment. Piiator’s
theatre was a visual theatre, but the’
book has only four pages of illustrations and these are of second-rate
quality. Moreover, written in that
functional wmputer-prose whose only
justication
is. its scholarly pretensions, no attempt is made to recrea!e
thmugb language the effect of what
must have been quite astounding visual
pyrotechoics. After reading the book
you feel as though you have just been
wrestling with a skeleton and have not
been rewarded with much substance
for your efforts.
The book will likely have’ little
effect on Canadian theatre, though
you might well wish otherwise. The
theatres
burgeoning “underground”
do not have the nsources to m&t
such productions while the “established” theatres such as Stratford, the St.
Lawrence, and MTC are too beset by

the fear inherent in Canadian bureaucratic d8ettaotism to invest i&my new
play of such proportions. Most
insidious of all is the current trend of
Canadian tbeatre to reduce the
problems of the world to domestic and
sexual trivialities. Were Piscator with
us he might well say that banality is
best served by television, that the
theatre ought to be reserved for better
W.
Professor Innes’ sliin volume,
incidentally, is exorbitantly overpriced
at $14. Read it - but wait t8l your
library buys it. 0
“ANIl WERNER

ENCOUNTER
EUGRNEBEWON
Mcrhuen
ppe? $5.75. clo~hs9.50;
iIhntm&d;Zlo wgcr
THE BIGHT PLAYS

included in this
smvey are drawn from stage, radio,
televlslon and f&n. They also range
from comedy to tragedy. from realistism to the absurd. As a limited view,
Dr. Benson’s selections illustrate both
the strengths and weaknesses of
nationalistic drama.
Robertson Davies’ Overlmij is a
witty account of a culture-shy farm?
whose dream of going to New York to
attend the ‘Met is dashed by bis
daughter’s dream of using his insurante money’ to obtain a family
tombstone. The view that Canadians
parodied but tbe overall impression
thatoneisleftwlthisasadone.
Gwen
Pharls Ringwood’s srill .Wmds The
House is a rather turgid little piece set’
in a DOOI farm io the badlands. The
you& tie has persuaded her husband
to sell the family homestead and in
jealous malice her sister-I&w alloWs
them both to go out io a blizzard with
lamps that we fall, dooming them to
die and preventing the sale. An
Ibsemdte
drama
without
Ibsen
coupled with a predictable ftish. Kay
Hill’s Cobbler. Stick To Thy Lest, by
contrast, is ‘a chamGng period piece
(late ‘18th century) with no moral
tub-thumping at all, making it a valid
theatrical work. An old cobbler,
thinklog his wife will die., advertises
for a second - and gets one only to
,

fmd his first wife still alive. The
ensuing complications
make for
pleasant wmedy.
lWn, by Michael Cook, is a play for
radio. Radio has the advantage that
the audience sets the scene but the
disadvantage that the context must be
kept simple so as not to confuse. This
play deals with the conflict of two
lighthouse keepers, totally isolated,
one of whom dies and the vagaries of
the other’s mental deterioration. To
call It “Beckettesque” as Dr. Benson
does is perhaps too laudatory, but it Is
ao imaginative work. Mavor Moods
Come Away, CiwneAwny blends all
the best aspects of radio drama. An
old man remembers the past in the
company of a little girl, who is, in
reality, death, a poignant account.
Ride To The Hill. Ron Taylor’sTV
play, shows the maturing of a young
girl when she must leave the ‘%hildish
thiogs” of her youth and accept the
role of womanhood. There is a good
mixture of visuals io tbis play with the
hill representing, I feel, the aspired
dreams of childhood, when all things
are possible, forever lost in the adult
world. One’s A Heifer by Sinclair Foss
and adapted for TV by Rudl Dom
concems a boy’s dealings with a lonely
old man in hi& search fqr soma lost
cows. The enigmatic air about the old
man’s farm is reinforced by the vagita,
almost absurdist, ending. In this script
visual details exe overlaid with symoblism - much more in the veio of
Ionesco than any other text included
here.
The fdm play is the mat farranging in scope. True the TV plays
covet ground, and io radio the flight of
fancy is the only barrier, but in fh
the point of view shifts from one
character to another, from exterior to
interior; by its very portability the
cinematographer cao reestablish the
feeling of the human eye. Joan
Pbmigan% i%e Beer Dnmn Ffddler
From Gdabogie To KaIadarconcerns
the welfare of an indigent family. The
father rebels agabut any public asslstante for always in the past the
neighbouts hpve’been mutually helpful, as is common in a rural community. Even though he-may die from a
livercomplaint, he carries on as before,
andtheendofthefibnshowstbatthe
family iill too. The daughter Rosie,
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by trying to escape the usual traadmilI
that would be her lot within the
family. fmds only ao isolation of the
soul.
These plays cover a wide range. If
the book was only a collection of
plays it would be worthwhile. But Dr.
Benson’s remarks serve only to obfuscate the issue with a pedantic fog,
causing tbe plays to be considered in
more of a textbook fashion than is
necesrary. The whole point of drama
and the&e (from tbc Greek for a
dancing place) is that in it they are
liable to a multitude of intcrpretations;toposit 0n~asBnaIis fatuous.0
D0”O.u PRASBR

FOUR CANADIAN
PLAYWRIGHTS
MAVOR MOORE
Halt Rinetwt & Winston
w&w?$295: 1ihMmtl; 92 WS

THE STUFFY-LOOKING

19309’
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of Mavor Moore’s new book belies its
true function so completely that one is
sorely tempted to cite the old, painful
cllcl@ about not judging . . yes,
exactly. Simply ‘called Four Gmadian
plqywrigtrts, it soberly lists the names
of our theatre establishment’s “grand
old Ihen” (sic). In case you don’t
know, they an Robertson Davies,
/’
Gratin Celloas, Jmes Reaney and
George Ryga.
AMADEE
First of ail, the book is not an
DOUCETTE & SON
anthology of four complete works,
though your browser’s thumbnail may
TOMGALLANT
tell
you it is. Rather, it contains some
SquareDeal Pubkat&m
pnpe-unpric&125pnge~ fairsized extracts (from “Fortune My
Foe”, ‘Ti-Coq”, ‘The IGlldeer” and
TOMGALLANTIS
a Maritimer who
‘The Ecstasy of Rlta Joe’? with
has munemus songs and several plays
equally falr-sbzd introductions and
to his credit. Iils English-language commentary. It goes far beyond
tragedy is sensitive,mature andhighly
the ‘Pamplekit-eompletewit~mstruostageworthy. It portrays tbe existence
tioos” fommlasso popular in school
- and ultimate death - of a very vital
texts, to give us an insightful, basic
but poor Acadian family. An ageing
and highly readable background to
lumberman, his embittered wife and
Canadian tbeatre. Who could be
thei frustrated children are caught lo
better equipped to do tbis than the
the tigbt+g downward spiral of time
original “grand old mah”, and someand money. The fact that aacb rebels
one who has known the other g.o.m.‘s
against, and then abates tbair fate in
tbrougbout their careers?
his own particular way makes them
In the foreword and introductions,
rather more sympathetic and reprehis experience as performer and
sentative tbac Miller’s Willie Loman.
teacher comes into fell play with some
They are familiar, likeable and flawed
fascinating and helpful comment on
people who are forcad to gamble
teaching; actiog and other maladies of
everythiog on the supreme symbol of
&~adii
culture. Thus, in dealing
success, mobility and escape - a car.
with these writers, he treats them aa
-The gamble fails (‘The car hasn’t
elements of the entire fabric with bits
been built that can get us out of
from their work as further illustration.
here”), but in tbe meantime the
‘For example. Davies’sensitivity to
chamcters are developed and bounced
his surroundings and his progressive
off one acotber and theheir
surroundllgs
shift from satire to demoniality
with tremendous skill. The ethos
suggest a “worklng*ut” of some of
radiate far into the past and future and
our fundamental contradictions. The
make psychological implications
selection from “Fortune My Foe” puts
important enough to make this a
us eyeball-toeyeball with the old
genuine tragedy.
“identity crisis” in 1949, and it looks
Nowhere is there stilted dialogue,
just as fresh as tomorrow. So do the
teachers, “communicators” and arts
false emotion or sensationalism to
upset the balance; and the ending, like
tycoons who perpetuate it by feeding
every other scene in the play. fits to
uspap.
perfection. 0
Autbenticiry expressed tbrougb
NlOBLSPENCER
experimental forms and styles is at the

heart of Moore’s enthusiasm for
Reaney and Ryga, although he never
pulls his punches when they are due.
Likewise, he praised Gelinas for
fmally uniting Quebec’s the&e with
its audience; however, here his limltations begin to show. For, having
established honest attention to one’s
cultural roots as the f=st requisite for
good theatre, and having praised
everyone’s ear for accents - Raaney
for Ontario, Ryga for the West, and
Davies for our Anglo-Ameri&n cradle
- he criticizas young Quebec playwrlgbts such as Tremblayfor beingtoo
preoccupied with local speech. He
does not mention that they make it
work, nor that they and some of their
English-speaking counterparts do it
with some of the freshest staging
around.
A further shortcoming, thti, is that
Moore and his choice of playwrights
seem a little dated. Yet this is a
history ‘of Canadian theatre and he
has glvec it all the fun of a wide-eyed
hike across virgin tenitory. 0,
I
NIGEL
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CAPTIVES OF THE
FACELESS DRUMMER
GEORGRRYGA
~pers2.5o:II9pageS

THE ECSTASY OF
RITA JOE
GEORGE R YGA
popcr S2.SQ94 twe#

RINSE CYCLE
JACKIE &ROSSLAh!D
~RMJYLAVALLE
plprr

$4.00:iUwtmte& 79 pqer

CRAi3DANCE
BEVSRLSY SIMONS
p7pw$250;119pngeS
All published by T&wbwks

I’M OFTEN
accused of being a bi
rough_onwhat comes at us from across
the stage these days mainly because I
think I’ve done better. Yet every now
and then I really am delighted to encounter a writer who makes me feel
humble. Gear@ Ryga makes me feel
humble.
.
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George Ryga is good. His mind can
deal with issues honestly, directly,
deeply and completely: whether it exaties urban guerrilla warfare more than
faintly reminiscent of the October Crisis ln olptives Of l71e Faceiess Dru@
mer; or whether it probes into the
degradation and destruction of oursocalled “Native Peoples” in The Ecstacy
Of Rita Joe Ryga is a powrful and
poetic writer, onen reminding me of
the Buchner of Icbzeck. With songsand
images he surrounds us with the atmosphere of the soul. His vision is clear and
alive; his humanity is overwhelming. It
is impossible to read or see Rim Joe
without responding to the cry of anguish that, in the words of Chief Da”
George, “should be heard by aU.“Veiy
few playwrights in Canada today use
stage time and space with the mastery
of George Ryga.
For these two volumes Talon Books
lo to be commended, commended also
for including a” exhaustive documentation of the controversy that surrounded
Coprives Of The Facelt%s Drummer
when the Board of Governors of the
Vancouver Playhouse refused to ho”our its committment to produce it on
the grounds that the October Crisis was
too close to life to make good art A&o
to be commended is Peter Hay’s biting
description of the “bureaucratic dilettantism” of boards of governors in
general.
Unfortunately, Talon Books is not
so happy in its choice of the other two
books on its list. Rinse ode, while
containing a good idea inits re-creation
of the 50’s we all grew up in, reads Uke a
skeleton, lacks substance. and merely
shows the obvious failure of improvisationaJ the&e. Nevertheless, it’s an improvement over some of the things
we’ve bee” seeing i” Toronto, and
somebody ought to do it. Crabdance,
alas, is so boring that I couldn’t get pst
the fust act, and even at that it needed
editing. 0
HANBWERNER
NIlI

wduate

Spencer, a ldoontrealer, is a

student OFdrama at Unlvep
siW of Tomato; he reviews the&z
for Tomnto cltkal. Tdsta” Esger, an
actor and writer,is now workiig M a
Complete Ifistcr~ Of Da&. Da@
FIYP is an actor snd directcr fom
Victori?;havingstudled et the Royal
Academy of DramaticArt in London.
Hans Wmer, who lm”@ated fmm
CeIIIIw in 1965. is a Toronto poet
and actor.
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DO6MSDAm ’
PROGRESSREPORTS
I” piesenting what is on the surface a
journalistic fact sheet of a pure event,
the author has taken the trouble to
examine
the views bf richand poor, the
WmEROULAMl
blackand
the white, the dancersand the
Clarke Irwin
cLnh97.95: 194 ~METX pipers.
Such an exercise was bpund to reveal
the immediate need for anti-pollution
THEPMT is the June, 1972, Stockstrategies against the human mind.
holm Conference on the H”“~“.~nvk. ’ Once we have established the Declaraanment. .
tion as a reality (Appendix II on Page
It might have been the most impor140), we move towards thegreater realtant single international conference to
ity of mental attitude. The infantilism
date on earth, as Rowland suggestsdmof governments, of their agents and
matically brhls title. his approach and
their saboteurs, still persists after 27
his style.
years of the UN’s rickety existence. In
To write lucidly about international
the end the conference organlsers had
eonferencea of politicians and specialto state their conclusion that the US
ists is as difficult as containing the
gowment had again “tried to manipuworse classroom when the idiots have
late’: (through CIA and KaplanFoundataken over. But Rowland manages to
tion) “the course of events at.Stockadopt much the same mature approach
helm by takiig thespotligJlt awayfrom
as the Cnnadll delegation,prticularly
those (liie themelves) who had been
Mauri= Strong andT.C. Bacon.
arguing that an improved human envirRowland explains how the decision
onment demanded an end to capitalthe convenue the conference was based
kun.”
on the known aspects of the earth’s
Again, the persistence of old squabmdangcred ecosystems, impelled by a
bles on thp everlasting nature of capitalgrowing international mncerh for the
ism and communism threatened to depreservation of human lie. He contrasts
feat any hope for achieving common
the real prospect of a slowly unfolding
objectives. So it was left to the “developing: or “most-robbed” nations to
global death with the petty ideological
and racial attitudes of the developed
guide the programme tk its confused
ending in cooperation with the Red
powers. What emerges from behind the
events of the conference, therefore,isa
chineseand the superb Canadian team.
re@forcement of the fear that Man is
Constant amendments by the Third
goi& to fmish himself off for all time.
World countries indicated that the origirwl “forehsts and blueprints” were
That observation is not based on
mere p’essimisnx themethod ofarriving
planned to favour industrialiced counat the conference’s.Declaration on the
tries. Nothing new this, but the course
Human Environment unmasked the deof events indicated that the poorer
lusions of the “rationality” which our
countries had be&e a power bloc. If
species is quick to claim.
nothing else, their amendments drew
The delegates did agree to aU help
attention to the neglected axiom that
maintain the purity of most natural
mankind is the most important natural
ecosystems. They agreed on environresource on @e earth, and that the
mental management, anti-pollution
preservation and improvement of pwtechniques, .ecological balance and the
pie should be the basis for future
exchange of information pertinent to
thought and action.
such tasks. But i” the palntti concep
It was not therefore in the fme
tualisation of these agreements the reUfzited Nations spirit of comrade$p
dundancy of the traditional political
that mention bf “apartheid, racial segreapparatus ls evident, and Rowland must
gation, discrimination, colonial ;md
be complimented for underminll this.
other forms of oppression and foreign

THE PLOT
TO SAVE THE WORLD
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domination” was draftedinto the fmal
statement. Or when aid to developing
countries was interpreted as the mere
dumping ofhigb-pollutingindustiieson
unsuspectingpeoples.
Perhaps the most important background contribution of this book is that
it gives visibility and substance to immense changes.in the world, to the
sudden realisation that growthas development is the end of progress,that the
steady-state economic concept is the
common political target of 3.5 billion
humans whose realities and destinies
were previously undefmed.,In face of
this, as Rowland shows, a feeling of
helplessness and confusion has struck
the civil&d world at what it thought
wasits finest hour. 0 CLYDE HOSEIN

‘enerav crisis” -and most of us will be
-it w&or be them.
Consider Imperial oil, whose off?
cials have emerged as such publie
spirited advocates of a pipeline to the
Canadian Arctic. Imperial has been
commendably proud of its “good MIporate citizenship.” But, Ridgeway
rqmindsus, that’sonly part of the story.
Imperial is also the loyal footsoldier of
another Empire, one with morc’economic clout than the.Canadian nationstate.
What is Imperial? One of15 regional
operating organizationsof Standard Oil
Co (New Jersey), whichowns704bofit.
It’s the Canadian counterparl ofCreole
Petroleum (Venezuela) and Esso Standard Libya.
Standard is the textbookexampleof
the Ridgeway thesis. It has world oil
reserves of’ 50 billion barrels and gas
reserves bf 126 triiion cubic feet. It

THE LAST PLAY:
the struggleto monopolize
the world’s energy
resources and seven trillion cubic feet of gas. it
JAMRSRIDGEWAY
C&e Irwin
dolh $7.95; 446&wer

as odd, in a recent
conversationwithonc of Canada’smore
far-sighted energy wmmissioners, that
one of the things bothering him most
was the growing membership of major
oil companies in the CanadianNuclear
Association. But that was befoie I’d
readRidgeway.
What Ridgewaywrites about in The
LastPlay is the transformation of what
we’ve thought of as the oil company
into the multi-purpose Energy Corporation.
He does it without polemics, in
sober, documented, Fortune magazine
style. He lets the facts speak. And they
are eloquent.
Ridgeway’s point is jhat the Big
Seven oil fms that have long controlled the oil and natural gas supplies
of the nonCommunist world are diver* tiying to profit from everyphase of the
tighterdngenergyshort@.Theyare,of
oxuse, drilling for 08 and gas in a8 the
seas and most of the nations of the
world. Beyond that, they’re buying
coalfiilds. They’re into uranium, ore
processingand nuclear fuels. In all these
ftids, they lobby for higher prices and
lower taxes. Whoever is hurt by the
ITSTRUCKME

has an h&est in 70 refmeries in 37
epuntries and 25%of the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline. It has six million tons of coal,
nearly 200 tankers grossing seven miilion tons and 37 Buropean hotels. It’s
into liquefied gas, nuclear fuels, uranium’and hydrogen fusion research. Its
revenues approach $20, billion a year
and it pays less than 11%of incomein
taxes, which is more than middle-class
Canadianscsn say.
Imperial is Canada’sleading oil producer, with massive leases in Alberta,
the Arctic, off the Atlantic coast and in
the Athabasca tar sands. The top 10
producers in Canada arc all subsidiis
of Energy Corporations. The reason for
that, as Eric Kierans has pointed out,is
that the Canadian tax svstem has been
tailored to fit the needs fore-&nresource
compnies. If U.S. capital invc#s in
service industries, it’s taxed on 87%of
profits. In metal mining, it’s taxed on
13%.In petroleum, it’s taxed.on 5.7%
The invitation, as Kierans noted, says
“Come and get us”.
It is not Ridgeway’spurpose to single out Imperial’s conspicuously successful career as Corporate Welfare
Bum. He carefully scrutinizes ail the
energy empires and all their dominions.
But it is refreshing to find an Ameriean
critic with the candor to write of Canada: “Inrecent history the U.S. has come
to regard the place as a sort of resource
_-
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storage bin into which we dip as we feel
the need.”
His book is a useM contribution to
PHILSYKES
our energy debate. 0

THE FATE OF
THE GREAT LAKES
JAMESP. BARRY
G. R. Welch
dotb $14.95: iUustmted; 192 9ac-s
A CULTURAL
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present Montreal as the Paris of
the New World. An ecologist, equaUy
plausibly, can portray the same city as
an island in a sea of sewage. What’s
important is thepointofview,selectiig
the materialand defiig the work.
This well-i8ustrated“portrait of the
Great Lakcs”lacks that unity. It reads,
in places, like an outdoorsman’s celebration oflake pleasures,like tin earnest
polh&ion warning, and like a’shipping
reporter’s review df trade. Not, ovcmll,
a seawbrthyI&.
Barry is best on fish. He retells the
de&e of the onceabundant Great
Lakes fshery -a classicepisode in the
century-long tragedy of advancingtechnology profitably applied without
thought for the future of natural systerns.
Before diligent Upper Canadiansettlers dammed the streams beside their
mills. Atlantic salmon flourished in
Lake Ontario. In the late 180&.,thousands of sturgeon were piled like cordwood on Great Lakes beaches, doused
with kerosene and burned - they damaged the gear of the commercialherring
fleet.

By the time the St. Lawrence Seaway began operation and 35 million
people had urbanized the shores of the
world’slargest freshwater system, overfishing, pollution, pesticides and lamprey had reduced the Great Iakes fishennen to a specializationin second-rate
species, dependent, as Barry says, on
“dockside plants that convert fnh of
moderate desimbiity into acceptable
foodstuff.”
For all its good photogmphy.and
careful resesrch, Barry’sworkmisscsits
target-whatever that might bavcbeen.
It has neither the urgency of the en*onmental polen8c nor the opulence of
the best coffeetable books. 0
PHILSYKES
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CT USED to be one of my favorite ambitions when yet e pop to work my
way thmugb the entire Random House
Modem Libmry, from Adams, Henry:
The Educetion of Hemy Adems to
Zola, Rmile: Nam. It seemed to me
then, and does now, that, whereas your
nelghbourhood North American college or university stressed not what,
but how, you should read, th&xfem
Libmry. if taken on faith, offered the
best liberal education availeble, and
the cheapest. I did not, 836 to say,
come close to realithat early embition and I had long ago forgotten it
until I undertook the present assignment - to describe end assess for the
information of the general reader another uniform edition, McClelland and
Stewart’s New Caned&mLibnny.
At a mere 109 titles, the New Cbrudian Libmry is no match for the
Modern Librmy with its more than
400. Nor la reading T@r’Dunlop’s
Upper Gma& quite tbe same es reading The Per&n Warnby Herodotus.
Yet, always providing you don’t attempt the 13 volumes of Leacock et a
,sb@e bound, and don’t ‘forget to
peruse the 12 works of crlticlsm in
l7ze Cwdian Miters Series by the
whimsical light of The Pooh Perplex.
you’ll have done your&f a favour to
become acquainted with BS much of
theNCL as time and inclination permit
In the process you may not ecqulre a
Liberaleducation -it’smoreIikely to be
a Tory one -but, all things considered,
perhaps that ls what you’ve been
needing all along, the better-to understand this country and its prevailing
winds.
In this, and in the three articles to
follow,it will be assumed that you have
not read the books under consideretlon.
All too often, it seems to me, re
viewers who ere specialists in Canadian
literature simply assfmze that an allusion to Roughing it in the Bush or
A Stmnge Manwrript Found in e
Copper~linderwill be understood by
the reader. This stratagem may sometimes have the effect of tantalizing
you into researching the alltion. More
often, such bad manners simply leave
you confused and bored, convinced
that CanLit cm get along fine without
you, end you without it.
Margaret Atwood’s Surviw~ does
not adopt such an arrogant stance. For
that reason, and because it is so

._--

eminently readable, Atwood’s thematic
guide through the busb gerden of
Canadian literature is an lnterestlng
way to approach the subject, notwithstanding the occasional strained
generalization and some oddly select#e
reading Lists. Unlike Survival, which
pretends not to be evaluative, our investigation of the New Caned&mLibray must be understood notpoly to
describe but also frenkly to essess the
books under review. It will be left up
to you to decide the extent to which
your tastes correspond with mine.
As for the order in which the
specimens arc examined, we pmceed
according to whim, vegsry end chance.
***
The Luck of Ginger Coffey,
BrianMoore;
244 pages, 92.35.
Introduction: Keith.Fraser.
Nearing 40, encombend with wife
and child, swollen with day-dreams
and good intentions, here come Giier
Coffey, shanks’-m.ting it around Montreal in de&pest winter, looking for
work. Lately over from Ireland, where
the New World’s rags-to-riches reputelion seems too good not to be trusled,
Ginger sports e jaunty moustache,
the duds of B Dublin squire, .md an
aptitude for wishful thinking. He has
alreid; squandered the passage money
home. Shortly, he finds himself minus
a wife who, in absentia, looks e very
desirable article lndeqd. And when he
does fmd work, it’s more like rags
than rlchea delivering diapers by day
and proofreading for the Montreal
YlXbuneby &ht.
And things go from regs to worse.
Near novel’s end, his lock in tatters,
no day-dreams left, derelict Ginger
winds up in court, cherged with ii~decent exposure for having obeyed a
callof nature in the shadows of e hotel
entrdnceway, deep in a drunk end
despondent New World’s winter night.
By the time it’s. all over. he has
learned his lesson: “Life was the vietory, wasn’t it? Go& on was the
victory. For better for worse, for
richer for poorer, in sickness and in
health . . . till . . .“. The Luck of
Gbzger CO&Y is e fme and funny
novel that deserves more then’ one
reading, especially for the immigrant’s
perspective of Canada it supplies and
for its rare and emerald wisdom.
I
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The current surge of interest in Can
to our contemporary writers. But
producing Canadian books as long i.
us don’t know about those writers bc
them while we were at school or L
Canadian writers (and many still pr
Canadian reprint series. The article bt
of the largest series, published by M
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The Favourite Game,
Leonard Cohen;
233 pages, $1.95.
Introduction: R. J. Smith.
In many predictable respects, this is
more like a long lyric poem than e
noveL I happen to have read The
Favo@e Game several times, just as
I have l%e Luck of GingerCoffey, and
whereas to reread Moore’s novel @ to
encounter an old friend, Cohen’s forces
a slightly different response every
time. Unlike Giogcr Coffey, Ineffectual
and forlorn, Cohen’s youthful poetagonist, Lawrence Breaman, specielizes In creating experience, nstlcssly
testing his own responses and the
loyaltiesof those who love hbn. Hence,
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church meetings. He slept with as
many pJetty cbabwomen as he could.
He gave up conversation. He merely
quoted himsslf. He could maintain an
cpptcssive&ccc at a dinner-table to
make the lovely daughter of the
hcuz believe he was broodins over
her smrl.

Idian books may well be a rasponse
there have been Canadian writers
Ethere has bean a Canada. Most of
causenobody bothered to mention
Diversity. To make amends to part
!sent) Backlist will regularly review
low isthe first of a four-part survey
Clelland and Stewart.
.

There is no question that Breaman/
Cohen is some kind of genius/Messiah.
It is possible to read The Fcvourfte
Gmne as you would a hymnal, slang
his praises, lauding his suffering, celcbratins his magnitlcent conceits.
***

N LIBRARY-PARTONE
Breavmac hews a line for himself
and friends to follow, from wealthy
Westmount boyhood to selfaeeklng
manhood in old New York,.tie reader
finds himself, like Breavman’s acquabttances, required to applaud OI commiserate with the young man’s fancies,
but always at a respectful distance.
l7i.e Favonrite Game, Cohen’s first
Published novel, is decidedly autobiograpblcal. Throughout. the author
treats his younger self with both iroqv
and indulgence, setting down how it
was with wit and candour.
&,xiii
an dcrperate for a Keats.
as

Literary meetings am th0 mlnIk?I in
which Anglophi express panion.

“cleadhis&etcbcrforsmalisccietics,
large cou.%e groups, enlighted

Stephen Lea&x+
153 pages, $1.50 (accordll to the
jacket), 51.95 (according to a recent
bmchum from the publisher).
Introduction:MslcolmRoss.
Loacock is presently In disfavonr.
Withbt the last 12 months, Muc/mn’r
told us he .was nowhere near as funny
as the young Montreal cartdonist,
Aislln, and-reviewers of Leacock biographies have castigated him for his
Tory attitudes and old school ties.
Margaret Atwood disavows hbn by implication; nowhere in Survivalis Sum
shineSketchesevenmentioned. which
is hard to f@Utc out, since almost
every theme that Atwood finds common and signiBcant in Canadian llteratcre is right here in Leacock’s best
book.
Talk about victims! There’s Peter
Pnpkm who commits suicide three (or
is it four?) times, convinced that his
love for Zcna Pepperlei wiB never be
requited, and Jefferson Thorpe, the
barber. who blows a bundle on a
Cuban land swindle - “have yen ever
seen an animal that is stricken through,
how quiet it seems to move? Well,
that’show he walked.” Talk about the
“Canadll author’s two favomite ‘natnml’ methods for dispatching his vlotlms - drowning and freezing . . .“:
why, when the Matlposa Belle goes
down in Lake \Vissanottl; site takes
half the town of Marlposa with her!
Talk about your mistreated artists
and writers:
I don’t know what it tsxbout poctr
that draws women to them in this
way. But everybody kmws

that a

poet has onu tc sit snd saw tbc air
with his handsandnciie yenesIn a

StephenLeacock
-- -.__.-... ______..

deep stupid wim, and all the women
are cnsy over him. Men despise hhn
and would kii him off the verandah

..__... -._._

but tbe same” simply

Ttdk about “Canadian literature is not
strong on orgiastic sexoallty . . .“;
there’s not a hint of it in Sunrhine

‘Sketches!
If you’re a creature of the modem
metmpolis and have never experienced
small town life, you may not appreciate
Leacock’s nostalgic yet sardonic look
at turn-of-the-century Canada. If so,
however, you have my condolences.
***

146 pages, 51.75.
Introduction: Robertson Davies.

Frenzied Fiction,
157 pages, $1.75.
Introductioni D. J. Dooley.

Winnowed Wtidom.
141 pages, $2.35.
No lntmduction.

Arcadian Adventures With tile
Idle Rich, 157 pages, $1.95.
Introduction: Ralph L. Curry.
My Dtscoveiy of England,
198 pges, $1.95.
Intmduction: George Whalley.
Nonsense Novels.
155 pag.%,$1.25.
.
Intmduction: S. Ross Bebarrleli.

Moonbeams From the Larger
Lunacy, 139 pages, $1.75.
Introduction: RobertsonDavies.

Behind the Beyond,
125 page*, $1.50.
Introduction: Donald Cameron.

Further Foolish+m.
164pages,$1.95.
Introduction: D. W. Cole.
My Remarkable Uncle.

187 pages,$1.75.

Intmdnctlon: John Stevens.

Short circuits,
2m.p8w, $1.65.
Introdnction: D. J. Dooley.

Last Leaves,
213 pages, $1.95.
Introduction: J. Id. Robinson.
Sunshine Sketches,Leamck’stour de
&ceps, has never ,been duplicated.
And though“The Marine Excmvi.on of
the Knights of Pythias” has been
separated out and anthologized much
more than is good for it, Sunshine
Sketches deserves to be read as an
integrated unit. As you browse through
Leacock’s other books, collections of
“humorous” pieces, you are reminded
?-
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Literrvy Lupses,

Sunshine Sketches of a
Little Town,

c Bickerstaff

tff.2
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of how often Leacock the Funnyman
has beenimitated by other professional
humotits and of how frequently and
persistently he imitated himself.
I defy anyone to read any of
these books at a single sitting without
getting either bored or impatient with
Leacock’s dogged foolishness. nonsense and lunacy. The only reasonable
way to tackle @y RemarkableUncte.
for instance, is intermittently, over a
period of severaldays. That way, your
sense of humour doesn’t get kneed in
the groin and you cao stroll blithely
off the tield with your equanimity
still intact. For me. the beet of these
volumes are ArcadteaAdventies with
the Idle Rich and My Diwoove~of
EngLmdFrom the latter:

At the Tide’s Turn,
‘Thomas
H. Raddall, 178 pages,5195..
Introduction: AUaoBevan.
Tlze Nymph and the Lamp.
Thomas H. Radda8,330 pages, 5295.
Introduction: JohnMatthews.
Roger Sudden,
ThomasIi. Raddall, 358 pages, 52.95.
Introduction: I. R. L&old.
The first of these volumes is a ml&ion of short stories, set for the most
part in Nova Scotia in the latter half
of the 18th century. ‘Ihe emphasis is
on fidelity to historical particular, on
the musket-flash of battle, on the
glimpse of a well-turned ankle, on the
stii of death when smallpox savages
a coastal settlement. Sii I prefer my
historical romance in small doses, I
findAt thelWe’J 7%mmoresatisfy@g
thanRogerSudden,a novelthattraces
themultivarious adventures of a young
rake-hell who ventures to the New
World after fiting by Bonnie Prince
Charlie’s side and is executed as a
traitor by the French minutes befoG
Wolfe.bringsLouisbourg to its knees.
When The Nymph and the Lemp
begins, Matthew Camey is 46,+abel
Jardiie almost 30. The y&r is 1920
and Camey is roaming Halifax, on
leave for the first time in 10 years
from his post as chief radi6 operator
on the desolate Atlantic island of
Marine (modelled on Sable Island), “a

___.__

desert in the sea.” Carney is an innocent and, though he does not know
It, a legend:
Even inland, on the Great Lakes,
young Geshwater radio operatols

had

visions
of a giant with ByeUow beard
and mild blue eyes . . . They vowed

tbatheswamiikeasralandmdethe

wiidponic.sofMYinalikesCossxk...
that on stormy days and nigbis he
liked LOstride along the beach with
his yellow hair blowing in ‘he wind,
bhoutfng Unes from Bymn at the top
ofhis wonderful voice . . .

In deepest Antaitica, our hero.
Adam More, ftis himself among the
Kosekbw, a perverse race of creatures
whose values are exactly the reverseof
oum. They seek out dmth and can
conceive of no greater happiness than
to die for others. They reserve titles
and luxuries for the most despised
among them, while paupers axe their
most honoured and envied class. To
show their regard for More, they plan
to make him the victim of a hideous
sacrificial rite. “Death is our chief
blessing: explains a spokesmgn.“povefty our greatest happiness, and unrequited love the sweetest lot of man.’
Suitably for a Utopian novel, ee,v
thing works out perfectly for More in
the end - although what represents
bliss for him would disgust and depress
any sensibleKosekm.
*et

Trapped.assbe thinks.inHalifax,lsabel
jouineys as the wife of this stranger to
Marina. only to find herself now circumscribed by the raging Atlantic and
trapped by a liaison with Camey’s
second-in-command.
Randall evokes ‘his barren island
setting wltb great skill, just as he does
the fecurid Annapolis Valley where
most of the last 100 pages of the
novel are set. And listen to him when
he describes the workaday world of
Roughing it in the Bush.
the radio operator:
SussnmMoodie, 238 pages, 51.95.
whistling,gmwling,squealing,moanIntroduction: Carl F. Klbdc.
ing, here were ihe Miter of Inell
mmmutcd through their rblger tips,
The Backwoods of Canada.
issuingin dots md dashes, speaking
Catherine Parr Trail&l%.pages, 81.50.
twenty language.3inoneclearuniversnl
Introduction: ClaraThomas.
code, tlingins what they bad to say
acmasthE enormO”s spaces of the sea.
Tiger Dunlop’s Upper Canada,
Here were tbc Americans with
WilliamDunlop, 187 pages, 51.75.
their quenched+park sets, theit high
Introduction: Carl F. Klink.
flute nohr: and the British tramps
with air synchmnou~wies.
their
hc-uscbaritone whose hnw. was hall‘way down the scale, Ihc Canadiins
and their hii wailing rotarIes; Lhe
curious musical poppop-poppingof
tbo Gemws with theirT.4efunkens;
the French tramps and trawlers bleatblgiikCSlMUaheeplOStbltb~grseU
wet pasL”resof the sea, and iheh
liners uying out in a quick pleche
tenor to the shore.. .
l

**

A Strange Manuscript Found in a
Copper Cylfnder,
James de Mie, 252 pages, 52.75.
Introduction: R. B. Whtters.
This is a literary curiosity, fast published aoonjmously in 1888, eight
years aRer the author’s death. It’s
written somewhat in the manner of a
bemused and besotted Jules Verne
who has just crawled home from a
madcap revelwhere 8. J. Perebnan and
NatbanielWest,along with Edgar Allen
Poe and Bamn Corvo, have been jigging
ringaround-the-rosey with Jgnathao
Swift and Daniel Defore, every manjack declaiming at the top of his lungs
how splendid are his accomplishments.

_...._ _-_.__L_--
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Susanna Moodie and Catherine Parr
Tmiil were sisters who emigrated with
their husbands to Upper ‘Canada in
1832, both couples eventually settlfng
near Peterborough. They came from a
middling large family of Suffolk gentlefolk each of whom seems to have
written upwards of a dozen books. In
Roaghfng it in the Bush and The
E&woods of Can& the. sisters record their pioneer experiences. susanna’sjournal is always opinionated,
sometim= spirited and other times
petulant. She had little toleramx for
her social inferiors:

.I
!’

The confusion of Babel was among
them. AU t&us and JIO hearers uehshoutingandyalllnginbisorher
uncouth dialec~and all accompany~
their ~ciferati~ns with violent and
exiuiordinary gestures, quite incornprehcmiblc to the unlllated. We wem
literally stunned by the strife of
bmgues. 1 &rank, with feelIn@
almost
lakln to fear, from the banMe.aturcd,
sunbluqt WOrnen a% they efbowed
mdely past me. . . . The vicious, un-

(:

educated barbarians, who form lhe
supl!lr of ovapapulour %IlopMn

counttics, are far behind the wild
maa in delicacy Of feeI& or nnlwal
courtesy.

_._.
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Catherine,anenthusiasticamateurbotanist, had a mature serenity of outlook
that informs every page of her guide:
Few [women] enter wlthiheir whole

hext into a settler’s We..They miss
the little domutic comforts they had
been used to enjoy; they regret the
Mends

and

titica[ Skerchec of Upper Cima& fbr
the Use of Emigmnn
by II Bacl,i
woodsman And though the books by
Susanna Moodie and Catherine Parr
Trailj tie
for fascinating reading, I
fmd Dunlop’s vigour and great h&nom

doing to a “fellow adult.” The book,
A Little Mouse, is a case in point. It is
intended to teach gender but does it at
the expense of calling a mouse a man,
woman, girl and boy.
My fathw is a man.

He is a man.
He is my father.

even more irresistible:

relations lhcy I&t in the

old country; and they cannot endure
the loneliness of ihe backwoods.
This pmrpect does not discourage
me: 1 know I shall have &ly
of
occupation wilhmdoors, and 1 have
SOUCCIof enJoyment when I walk

abroad that will keep me l3om being
dull. BeskIes, bwe I no, a r&htto be
cheerful and contented for the sake
of my beloved partner?
T&r Dunlop’J Upper Caneda conlists of two short works by Dr. William

,Dunlop, Recollecdons of the
Amerbnn Warof 1812-l-1814 and S&
“Tiger”

How poultry is dressed, .m as to db
prive it of all t&te and tlwour, and
give it much the appearance of an
Egyptii mummy, I am not sufticiently &ii
in Tmnratlantlc cookcry to deiemdne: unless it be, by fust
i boilingit to raasand then bakiq it to
rchipinanoven.BulIhdIsayno
more.on thesubjecb arlt would be ungallant
to mticipate MissPrue.
I hlghiy

recommend

acquaintance

you

making

the

of this trio of lively

and observant poneers. 0

The illustration shows a mouse sitting
in an armchair puffiig on a pipe. Here
my daughter exclaimed, “A mouse
isn’t a tin!” which are my sentiments
too. This may be a small quibble in the
face of the story’s intent but it could
have made its point with a human
family and hill kept within the
boundaries of a child’s se& of l&c.
* My second criticism is one. all
writers of children’s stories (and
others) should bear in mind. In this
day of Women’s Liberation move- ments and equal opportunities for all,
regardless of sex and race, it surprised
me considerably to read these six
books by women and fmd not one
fem&hemora~aIacastinamIeof
being a person. Where the female of
the species is mentioned, it is in the.
traditionally imposed sex role as the
stereotype of wife and obedient girl.
The male is the hero in all of them. It
is the boy who plays, bangs, has a dog,
goes riding in a snowmobile. The girls

.’ 970BEGIN
WITH
ONE
tiLLABLE
SEXISM
THE MAKWA SERIES
LOISDALBY & JEANBllEiUdXIE.
illusimtedby Lois Dolby
Peguis fib&hem

~&MP&

by

Stephanie J. Nynych

THBSESIX SHORT books - TAe New
Baby, Hem I Go, A LitlIe Ahses’l%e
Bang Book, Jack and Jet and Gmndma
Knows - are a series specitically
designed to teach Indian children the
English language. Having been raised
on Dick and Jane maders, I found .
them a refreshing departure in subjeit
matter andpmantation.
The incidents

are real, day-day

experiences of the children for whom
the books are intended. They are
written simply with suffciant repetition to impress the new vocabulary
upon the child’s mind. Background for

each stmy is outlined at the end of the

_ .._-.________’
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books. Suggestions for presentation
and accompanying activities to extend
the story are also offered. These sre
valuable additions that tea&rs will
fmd usetid,as devices to suPPlement
their own ideas for further pm&x.
The illustrations are large and clear
with a simplicity of line that captures
a delightful expressiveness in the faces
and bodies of the characters. They
work successfidly with tbe text to
enhance the auditory impact of the
words as well as depict the actions
described. In Jack sod Jet.. the boy
and dog are drawn in elongation as the
dog is running and dragging the
toboggan along the snow. This technique superbly portrays the speed at
which dog and bw are moving. The
fmsl test is the child of course, and in
this case, my four-year-old daughter
@bed delightedly at Jet and Jack as
they approached the sound barrier.
The type varies in height from 3/16 of
en inch in some books to half an inch
in Otiers and the iuustrations are in
two or three coloun.
A child’s sense of logic (which is
not unlike that of adults) must be kept
in mind when writing for children. An
error adults often make when tea&g
children is to say and do t+ings to
children that they wouldn’t dream of

._

._
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My father is a man.
He is a man.
He is my father.

-

_
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are in the background; they do not
bang, In fact they don’t Uke bangs;
they dutifully carry pails to go
blueberry-picking aryl help look after
the new baby. Girls should have been
included ‘in ail the activities listed for
boys. Little girls (and big ones) do like
to bang. My four-year-old daughter
attests to that, bang@ everything in
lieu of the drum she keeps asking for.
Little girls like dogs and want dogs for
pets. Eve” if Indian girls are not
presently Involved in these activities, it
is time that someone wrote books
about girls who are. If it be mere
fantasy, why prefer the mouse as ma”
over the girl as person? The authors of
these books could have taken the
liberty of raising the horizon of
possibilities for these girl children,
expanding it in terms of activities of
persons rather than “sex roles.”
Human relationships have bee”
based on one difference rather than on
the overwhelming similarities. The
possession of one unlike organ in the
human body has been used as the
pretext to foist a separation and
duality upon thk human race; that aU
other organs are the same and perfoorm
the same functions has had no bearing
on the matter. The operation of this
sole “feminine” and “‘ma&dine” characteristic should be confmed to the.
bathroom and bedroom.
It Is this dilemma of similiarities
versus difference that must be resolved
to the greater advantage of humankind
and of the individual, for her/his
personal development and evolvement.
For this to happen, there must be
freedom with the sac&y and in the
mind of the individual herself/fiself
as to the unlimited potential possessed
by human=beings for self-expression.
Sodal change can most effectively be
initiated through the education of’
children. Dolby and McCrie write and
draw for children and CM choose to
portray the universal values in terms of
the sbnil@s.
Their work can contribute to the changing of the forces that
produce a social atmosphere conducive
for girls and boys and women and men
to function as persons towards Iibera-.
tion and the universal good. 0
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BEARABLYFUNNY
LO0.K COMRADE THE PEOPLE ARE
LAUGHING . . .
tillected
& edited
by JOHNKOLASKY
PeterMa~inpaper52.50; 135 -8

JASPER
ShUPKthB
(Intmducedby PKlZER C NEWM)
McCMendwd Stenwrt;p~pcr$1.25; &tnmd; umwmbuedtmbes
DANCE TO THE.ANTHILL
GEOFFREYB.

RLDDhiVHOl/GH

Discovery
Prese(BOX695, PoJtalStation“G” Vancouver)

1

doth $5.95; 1149a&

revimd by Richard Lubbock
THEREIS no such thing as innocent
merriment. Laughter is always aggressive. Laughter is uniquely human, a

reflex crow of triumph over a despised
victim, and is very possibly the vilest
form of human behaviour.
That one man’s fun is another
man’s boot ln the crotch is demonstrated’ by a eompendlum of drab
ant&Soviet
quips entitled Look
Comrade The People are Laughing. . .
They’re laughing at us! lvlost of the

‘jokes”
are well-ripened political
antiques, dating fmm the times of
Napoleon and Attila the Hun. Connoisseurs of this genre should welcome
these old favourites with warmly expressive gestures of recognition and
disgust.
Another example of flaccid, zem
voltage humour is a new collection of
Jasper, some bear cartoons selected
fmm the pages ofA4aclean’s magazine.
The only hilarious element In the book
is its introduction, composed by one
Peter C. Newman who is aUeged to be
the editor ofMa&an’s.
This fellow Newman reveals himself
as a brilliant and savage imnist, and
potentially a righteous scourge of the
idiotic and absurd. But he must ensure
that his rapier-like thrusts do not
puncture the very causes he champions. His invoduction to these stupefyingly v@d cartoons contains one of
the most acerb, if accidental, denunciationsof Canadian coltme I have ever
witnessed in cold print.
Evidently intending ‘to write in
praise both of the vacuous Jasper, and

of Canada, Mr. Newman decIares that
“‘Jmper’the bear is the quintessential
Can&ii
. . .“, and concludas I’. . .
this latest collection of Jaspercartoons
captures our national character so well
that some day we may even change
our national emblem from a beaver to
a bear.”
No more destructive insult to
Canada could be imagined. Mr.
Nbwman really must try to stop picktig on his friends as targets for his
incomparable satirical gifts. Once he
gets his aim right, however, I’m sure I
shall be able to applaud his ticked
wit, and I dare to prophesy that before
his glittering career is ovei, at least one
intentional joke will have streamed
fram the rip of his naughty little pen.
A IeJs unwitting attempt at the
satlrlcal -is embodied in Geoffrey B.
Bid&ho@%
book of light verse,
Dance to theAnthill
Professor Riddhougb is obviously
far too nice a ma” to declare publicly
the fury eating at his heart, even under
the socially acceptible rubric of
humour. Beneath the plaster surface of
his polite rhymes you can only just
detect the hurt and rage’aroused in
him by such of his i”feriors as his
coueagues, his students, chaps with
beards, ladles in miniskirts, and various
other assorted anathemas.
It is universally recognized that
inside every genteel EnglIsh Lit. Prof
there is a hot-eyed gorilla raging to
ascent the status ladder. This is the
most favourable conditon for the pm
duction of worthwhile jollity.
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Unforhmately, tbe mores that have
dominated the Canadian spirit until
lately have done their dirty work once
agab~, so that tbe hapless Pmfa indig
nation comes acmss to “a like the
stitled grunts of a &asd beraerker,
strapped in a culhrral strait-jacket and
aealed away from the public in that
soundproof and escape-proof soffocation ceu that is the genius and glory
of the Canadbm publishing business.
These three small forlorn \;olumes
are sad testimony to the fact that,
though humour may well be the best
medicine. it’s a therapy without value
unless it draws blood. 0
BlCIiABD LUBBOCK, bmadcastq
miter and photogmphcr, was asst.
ciated with the British sAical map
tie &ivote EJJe bafon rattlblg in
Toronto.
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‘NOI- WITH
A BANG...

a conclusive first paragraph, Notice
how he avoids any of the usual
hypocritical journalistic tricks to hold
the reader’s attention: no phony
suspense and none of that dramatic
tension shit; no fake hem& or campy
GREENPEACE
posturing; and no false hopes or
misleading expectations, nothing grand
ROBERTHUNTER
Pho~~@ta by ROB.??RTKEZU3RE or anything -just an honest dollop of.
self-pity and a forgivable snivel of
McUelhd and Stewwt
tkver $4.95;IUustmtd;unnumbwedpages self-righteous failure. Not exactly what
you’d call a deserving epitaph to a
great and noble tale of inspkntion. In
Ewayone was standing on deck in the
cold soiledsloth Ii&t of the momother words, writing the history of an
In& the-water a stck dark @em The
ignominious flop must iwcessarily be a
Grempem flopped placidly Isic) at
self-defeating task.
anchor one hundred yards from ihs
shore. Hardly anyone war spedking.
By avoiding any semblance of
Whatwastiwetosay?
Aftertwo
stylistic
consistency, Mr. Keaiere’s
years of smMmihg
cwsnizii,
photographic nicely complement Mr.
hundreds of meetings in church halls,
fund-rats& czmpaignrand speeches
Hunter’s q+riloous
text. To iaolate
enough to ftdlwmal dictionary-sized
soy
one
pf
Mr.
K.‘s
snapshots,
volumea,
OUI
Jabonte’
protest
studying it as one might a Cartieragainst nuct~ar testing was finished.
Wipedcut. We had just lost what we
Bresson or a Walker Evans. reveals a
be&wed mi&t be the furt naval
chsracteristic
pointlessness. If great
engagement of World War ‘flua, the
battle to prrrervethe Earth from
photographs can litemIly be “m,ad”,
envhnlmental ruin.
then Mr. Keziere most be something of
,an
inatamatic illiterate. 0
WTHTHB
de.!? skill of a one-armed
pizza baker, Robert Hunter sore writes
Ii. 0. L.E”lTcH
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PLAIN BLACKON
WHITE BACKGROUND
eORM

own resentment, not against white
society per se so much as the whole
tribe of social workers, who -for whatever motives - bring a misplaced and
patronizing compation to.theit work.
Every generally favourable retie&
must have one or two quibbles. While
there are moments of some poignancy
in Storm of Fortune, there is also a
tendency (as in his earlier WhenHe U4m
l&e and Young and He Used To War
Silks) towards sentimentality. And
Henry White’s suicide, ris well as his
belated emergence as a poet, albeit on
the strength of one incredibly bad
poem, I found altogether gratuitous.
Bernice’s statement that black people aren’t the same as white people
comeslate inStormofForhme. At such
a level of generaliition,
of, course.
black people aren’t the same as black
people, no more than white people are
the same as white people. We are all
different; all the same. This, fmally, is
themesningof Clarke’snovel.
Austin Clarke is sometbiog of an
idealist as well as a very entertalnqg
writer. 0
&IRIS scorn

OF FORTUNE
AKKk7MCLARKE
Little Bmwn
cloth $8.95; 333 -8

THETHBORY

is

Oftett

eXpt’eSSeh id

academic circles that the decline of the
realistic novel is attributable to the
social sciences. The sociologist, so the
argument rims, impinges on the novelist’s territory. No more canaDickens,a
Zola, or a Thomas&on address himself
to the vast themes of social class, the
family, or industrialization, for these
subjects are now the eminent domain of
researchers, quantifiers, analysts, all in
the tradition of Swift’s crazy projee
tots. Sociological metalanguages, however metaphysical in point of fact, are
somehow more appealing to this empkitally minded age than the subject&
conjurations of the novelist, who -in
total disarray-retreatsintosurrealism,
the absurd, or mere contrivance.
Once in a while there comesa writer
who carries the war back into the
enemy’s camp. Austin Clarke is such a
writer. A born story teller with a fine
ear for language, he is by. degrees amusing and sad, eminently readable and
always engaging. Readers of Clarke’s
es&r fiction wvlllknow tit he has
made the West Indian immigrant ‘experience’ in Toronto uniquely his own,
though the very intensity of his focus
(his device, for example, of using the
same characters fmm book to book),
raises the local to the level of the uniwrsal. Clarke is read and appreciated in
both the U.S. and Britain, something
that can be said of few authors writing
inorabout Canada.
“Black people,” Bernice Leach tells
Dots Cumberbatch in Storm of Fop
tune, ‘aren’t the same as white people.”
Viewed as a whole, the novel examines
the validity of Bernice’s epidcrmaI proposition through a series of encounters
between black and white. Therelalittle
reciprocity to these encounters and.
Clarke manages the related themes of
sexual and fmancial exploitation with
great skill. Bernice’s sister, Bstelle, is

hospitalized after a failed abortion attempt; the father of her child is Bernice’s Jew&$ employer, Mr. Burrmann.
While in hospital, she strikes up a
strange, equivocal relationship with a
white woman, a Mrs. Macmillan who
invites Estelle to her home in Thmnlns.
Bstelle interp?ts this as a genuine offer
of friendship, but it ismore a mlsundqstanding and the relationship ends in a
mixtweoffarceandabsurdity.
Perhaps the key to the book is the
marriage between Henry white, that
lose; io life, women and dice, and
Agatha Sellman, a Jewish zoology gmduate student.who isrich,unattractive,
and black obsessed. Henry, at least,has
few illusions about himself. He is, he
tells Boysle Cumberbatch, “an hnaglnary man.” In a vy real sense Agatha
is the enemy, not because she is white,
or Jew&, but because of her appalling
‘misconceptions. “You’re. niii
the
point, Henry,” she bursts out duringan
argument on black anti-semitlsmz

’
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’ PASTORALS
THE BPEAKING EARTH
Edited by JOHN METCALF
Vm Mostmnd Reinhold
. p7per$Z95: illustmted; IZ7pages

MUSE BOOK

Youareafwq$misshg thepoint.”

Shesaid tidswithgxeatscom.Shesaid
it also with the arpioxity of what she
herself would have catted (had she
been wliting a paper or mscussingthtl

.

‘.I

present pmbkm in a seminar) athe

seph&icstion ch4ract.wistic of a
hii
ci”itizstion” And a, she saw
how her we& hurt him. she klrmed

r&wd

01 tried to keen theinjurybyadding,
“\Vhenew you’re losing in an argumat, you always haw to resort to

by Nancy

N&t

As EDITOR of The spmking Bbrrlr.
John Metcalf has produced a compact,
wellchosen sample of Canadian poetry.
The poets range from well-astablished
to newly published and in skill from
merely versatile to moving.
The book is basically pleasant poem follows poem interspersed by
photograph or graphic. The poetry
plods along as placidly as the land,
seascapes and family albums it describes. Some of the poems never get
beyond pretty words or clever phrashtgs
but others are unexpectedly tender or
cmel. Special are the poems by Ray.

obusesand.~d.yldnidngyoluvoics
and ab+g everybody who isn’t a
,prccfowlegm...
Clarke himself makes no concessions to
black anti-semitlsm (it ls so fashionable
in the U.S.) but attempts to &fuse the
issue. Much the same can be said of his
views on the soealled black sexual
mystique.
The only reservation I have withtbis
kind of writing isthat Agatha (given her
presumed training) does not seem a very
bright or believable character. She is, I
think, more of a foil for the author’s
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mood Sooster, Dorothy Livesay and
Alden Nowlan for their genlle-no&ogentle irony, carrying surprises within
well-turned phrases, spuming more artful expression for meaning.
Several other poets stand out also.
Some of their best poems - best because they attempt the most - deal
with the frailty ofhuman relationships.
Elizabeth Brewster in “The Nllt
Grandma Died” reaches for some kind
of truthful statement from a little girl
wi,itnassing death. Richard Sonmer
writes a poem about a man fishing and
tells us all we need to know about a
husband and a wife. In “The cabin”
George Bowring captures a poignancy
that goes beyond the craftmanshlp of
others.
The poems, ail in all, arc not great,
masterful, or earthquaking; they are
modest etiorfortsthat discuss the quiet&,
hidden sides of life.
Musebook (dedicated to Her tid all
Her asslstant$ might border on the
stagey if it were not for Skelton’s obvious enthrall&t
with womankind.
His poems moon their way tbmugh
rapture, servitude or melancholy, depending on the past, present or projected states of the latest lover-friend.
Herbert Siebner’s rather intersting, interpretive ink sketches make the book
attractive.
The love poems are sometimes poignant,sometimes erotic, but all celebrate
life. Theonlyobjection,perhaps,isthat
Skelton isjust alittle too se.lf-satisfled,a
little. Loo self-proclaiming. After au, he
isn’t the fIIt to discover the pleasures or thepitfallsoflova.
For Skelton woman is object &l,
albeit a delightful one. Perceptions
come from a male mind, tethered to a
male body, grateful, loving and protee- .
tive to the anima shrouded ln the female
form, but not terribly knowledgeable or
cmious about the person beneath the
body.
Sometimes witty, sometbnas reflective the poems revel in their sensuality,
mocking censoror momlis~ that would
deny people the pleasures on one
another’s body. The best poems reach
beneath the surface of present pleasures
to scratch at loss or age or the sorrow
inherent in love. 0
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RAILING
AGAINST FORTUNE
PHIbOSOPHY OF RAILROADS 81Other Essays
T.C.REEFER &Edited& intmduced by H. K NeUesJ
[hriversiQof TorontoRes
paper$3.95, “th $12.50:185 p~lgu

mm. rmcmm~ the
study
of
Canadian history was dominated by
political and constitutional themes.
This change! during the 1960s and
Canadian historians are now vitally
concerned with economic, inteUectus1
and social history. A result of this
reorientation has been the publication
of numerous innovative and often
exciting books, and the’ reprinting of
old classics and hitherto neglected
works germane
to non-political
themes. l7zhcSocial HfJmryof Cuzeda
is pari of this phenomenon. This
reprint series is published by the
University of Toronto Press under the
general editorship of Michael Bliss, and
has made easily accessible such bnportant works as Coldwin Smith’s Gmada

and the CmadiaonQuesion. E. W.
Bradwin’s The Bunkhouse Juan and J.
s. \Voodsworth’s My lwghbou?.
A collection of the writlogs of T. C.
Keefer
is particularly
welcome.
Keefer’s essays are not well enough
--_

---

known. They illustrate in an impresslve manner the indivisibility of
economic, social, intellectual and politied history.
Thomas
Coltrin
Keefcr
(1821-1914) belonged to a powfol
Niagara peninsula family. After nceiving the best engineering training
available, he adopted Montreal and
devoted a productive life to engineering and writing. Hk became a publicist
for that city and for transportation; in
the words of his editor he was “a poet
of matropolitanism”. InPhilosophyof
RaUmeds Professor H. y. Nelles of
York Universiw has reprinted *four
pamphlets: “Philosophy of Rallmads”
(1849). “Montreal” (1854). “‘ASequel
to the Philosophy ofRailmads”(l856)
and “Railways” (1863). The decade of
the 1850s was Canada’s fist great
railway era. Keefer’s pamphlets am
valuable because they were written by
an unusoalIy well informed authority
on tmnsporatation and related politics.

._

They also reflect one man’s growing
disillusicumtent with railways. Initially
Keefer identifiid railways with pm
greso and saw them as a totally positive
force. He referred to the “civilizing
tendency of the locomotive” and
suggested that the. railway. “is the
perfected system and admits of no
competition.” By the 1860s Keefer
had changed his views. In “‘Railways”
he argued that costs had been
excessive large-scale blunders perpb
trated and public morality corrupted.
The booster of the 1850s thus
emarged as a relentless critic of
Canadian
transportation.
During
recent years, we have had a revival of
interest lo railway history. In many
minds, railways are regarded as agents
of national unity and symbols of
Canadian identity. Keefer’s trenchant
criticisms bear reading within the
context of these euphoric and simplis
tic attitudes.
These essays also teach much about
themes not directly connected with
Keefer’s chief concerns, and about
personalities and issues that occupied
only a small portion of his attention.
In Keefer’s view, for example, the
venality and incompetence of railway
builders could be combatted by giving
greater’ authority to certified engineers, and he became a leading
advocate of the pmfeJsionalization of
.
.
engmeerutg. This attitude was intensif=d by setbacks ha suffered during the
1850s. He regarded his opponents as
unworthy and unpmfessional. As
Nelles explains: “‘The idea of a
professional was a weapon to be used
against those who called themselves
engineers or performed engineering
functions by men who considered the
title and the activity exclusively their
own. They wanted the jobs . . .‘I In
tbis way we learn a little about the.’
dynamics of the much neglected
history
of professions. Keefer’s
nationalism was fomented by similar
considerations. ’ He resented bitterly
British control of the Grand Tmnk
Railway and the role played in the
line’s construction by British engiL
neers. This provoked him to a vigomus
defence of Canadian involvement in
enterprises of this sort. Eveveri
this early
in its development, Canadian nationalism had about it an aura of organized
cupidity! In a fascinating passage he
described the power of Samuel

Zimmerman, a shadowy railway
financier who “organized a system
which virtually made him ruler of the
province for several yean. In person or
by agents he kept ‘open house’, where
the choicest brands of champagne and
cigars were free to all the,people’s
representatives . _. and it was the
boast of one of these agents that when
the speaker’s bell rang for a division,
more M.PP.s were to be found in his
apartments than in the library OTany
other single resort!”
.Pmfessor Nelles has contributed a
superb introductory
essay that
describes Keefer’s life and analyzes his
intellectual development. Philosophy
of Railroads provides an interesting
and different perspective on both
railroads and 19th-century Canadian
history; it deserves to be read widely. 0
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as ltkadie,

l%xdie

and the recent Toronto production of
La Sugoutne - a tale told by an
Acadian scrubwoman - point out the
fact that Acadia is very much in vogue
these days, so, too, does the astonishing statistic that, since 1970, more
than 300 books and articles have been
published on. this fascinating subject.
Naomi Griffith’s contribution to
this literature.. with The Acadiam~ is
an attempt to discover what factors
have led to the creation of a people
distinct from either their Quebec
relatives or their Englii-speakiog
Maritime neighbours.
Though Miss Griffith is now an
Associate Professor of History at
Carleton University, it was during her
teacareer at the College Maillet
__ in New Brunswick that her interest lo
the Acadian people wns born. It
resulted in the publication of The
Acadian Deportation in 1969 and in
the author’s current involvement with
a tbree-vohune history of the Ac&ns
and a television script on this subject
for ETV.
What emerges in Migs Griffith’s
Am&m is the strong sensa of identity
and ties to the land that bound the
Acadians together, and made them
abnOst Obliviuus to the changes of
government and internal intrigues of
which they were the political footballs
during the 17th and 18th centuries.
As early as 1613, the settlers had
established their independence from

I

any central authority and demons&ted an iudiiiduali~y that was to
characterize them throughout their
history.
The complexity of rivalries and
loyalties that were be- played out on
the soil of I’Acadie or Nova Scotia,
and the ability of both the French and
English governments to legislate the
affairs of I’Acadie with little or no
regard for what was happening in the
area is also stressed by the author.
While. the earliest settlers of Port
Royal were French, charters granted
then revoked by the French crown
pitted Protestants against Catholics.
\Vith the seizure of Port Royal by a
Vkgiuiao pirate, and the granting of a
charter to William Alexander for the
founding of the colony of “Nova
Scotia,” the Acadian situation became
even more complicated.
Amid tbis political turmoil, and the
numerous changes of govefnors’ sent
out to administer the colony, the
Acadians attempted to carry on their
daily life. Once a French colony, they
passed into British hands under the
Treaty of Utrecht in 1713. When war

came, in 1744, and the English
captured Louisbourg, Acadian neutrality was put to the test. The Acadians,
who refused to take up arms for the
French, saw themselves as loyal
subjects of the British. Not so the
British, unfortunately, who considered
them unsatisfactory citizens because
of their refusal to swear an oath of
loyalty to the Cmwn; nor the French,
who saw them as unreliable allies.
But it was really only after 1749.
when Loutsbourg was returned to the
French, and New England was exerting
pressure on the Central Government,
that this refusal to swear the oath was
seen io a more serious Ilght. For the
colony was now of great strategic
importance to the English who were
more determined than ever to make
the Acadians loyal subjects and to
populate the colony with Protestant
settlers. The French, on the other
hand, who were building forts and
strengthening their defenses, were
atiempting to coerce the Acadians into
either rising up against the English or
moving into French territory. The
Acadians had little desire to do either.

They enjoyed British rule, had fewer
demands made on them thati under
the French, and wished, above all, to
protect
their Ian& It was this
self-interested desire to remain neutral
that was to be their downfall.
When open warfare betuieen the
Eqlish and the French bmke out in
1775, they again were given the choice
of swearing the oath of allegiance or
being deported. Since the Acadians
saw themselves as distinct fmm the
“natural subjects”flof King George.
they naturally refused.
The deportation order was disastrous for the Acadians. It marked
the’ destruction of their society ,and
the dispersal of their closely knit
family units. As many as 10,000
Acadians were displaced from their
lands; many died ia exile. But. isolated
by their language, religion and customs
from the communities into which they
were lo be integrated, some Acadians
sutived. Their strong feeling that a
great injustice had been done them
alsowasa factor in their survival, since
they presented a united. front in
petitioning various government a&or-

The Montreal
Star and The Toronto Sun

urrantly syndicated in

A factual account of one woman’s
odyssey in search of her true
identity.
More bizarre than “The Three Faces
of Eve”.
’ 6ybil traces a journey from 16 separate

P

personalities, through psychoanalysis,

to an intergrated self.
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ities about their case, until they
eventually were allowed to return to
Nova Scotia, in 1164.
To this day, Acadians have
retied
a distinct group. This can
partially be explained by the isolation
of the infertilelands they were allowed
to settle upon their return to Nova
Scotia. Another important barrier,
besides those already mentioned,
which prevented assimilation, was the
Acadians’ own view of the deportation. Largely owing to Longfellow’s
connections
between
poem,
“Evangelme”
and the Acadians
became conunonplace. The Acadians,
convinced that the poet2 idea of the
deportation
and
their
national
character matched their own, developed, by the 1880s. their own flag,
national saint and feast day, different
from those of Quebec. They remained
a self-conscious society, believing in
their. cultural and social distinctiveness.
One result of the Acadian deportation was the dispersal of the
Acadians, not only to various parts of
the United States, but to Canada as
well. Some made their way to Quebec,
and it tvas thei descendants who
helped establish some of the earliest
mttlements
in
French-Canadian
Western Canada such as Willow Bunch
or “La Montagne de Blid’ in Saskatchewan.
l7ze Hlsrory of Willow Bunch ia B
retrospective look at the coming of the
French ndssionaries and fur-traders to
Western Canada and their relations
with the Indians of the area. The
establishment of the Roman Catholic
Church and the Metis mission, the
buffalo hunts, the coming of European
settlers with the railroad, and the
transition of the Metis from a nomadic
life, to one of ranching and fanning
are all related in great detail.
In some ways, the dispersal of the
Metis from their land, by invasions
from the U.S., parallels the removal of
the Acadians from lheir villages. Only
after the Riel Rebellion, were those
Metis who did not take part in the
uprisii compensated by the govemment with grants of land, and assured
of use of their language.
But the lfisrory of Willow Bunchis
not SOmuch a polltlenl history of the
area as an ecclesiastical
one.. History is

.
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largely reduced to how many Indians
were converted and how many
baptisms ‘were celebrated in the
settlements. The book suffers greatly
from this narrowness of scope. The joy
of the missionaries at seeing all the
“savages” become “good Catholics,’
and such statements as “they [the
settlers] would undergo any hardship
to have a priest among them” all too
often reveal the bias of the authors,
who, at times, indulge in overt racism.
Miss Griffith’s study of the
Acadians is informative, well-written
and holds the reader’s interest. Not so,
the Hismy of WiUow
Bunch. The
style is, to say the least, deadly. For
one thing, the bbok is divided up In
such a manner that the second part,
to caver the period
intended
1920-1970, largely reiterates what has

preceded in the tirst half(1870-1920).
For another, the English translation is
terrible (the history ls available in
bothEnglish and French) and there are
many typographical errors; one wonders
whether anyone had taken the trouble
to proofread the manuscript before it
went to the printer.
It is indeed unfortunate that this
potentially interesting history of the
French
colonization
of Western
Canada (in the example of this..
particular community)
has been
viewed in such a self-xngratulatory
and introverted manner. One can only
hope that the’ dullness of the History
of WillowBunch is not representative
of its inhabitants, to tihose vigour and
pioneering spirit it most surely does an
injuslice.
BBVERLEY
SMITH
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WAfTlNG FOR WAYMAN
TOAfWAY&M’
Mccleunndand Stemwrt
doth $4.95: 111 p4~cr

V-S&& by Ted Whittaker
Ibuts~Y
am a chance to write
about someone’s pawns that are so
all-of-a-piece as these by Tom
Wayman. Admission Number Two:
most of his recognizable prejudices are
the sane as mine, so it’s going to be
hard not to praise them in the
fmnxat.
This note will take,1 hope,
what
Robin Mathews calls a
“Frygean” (non-evaluative) approach,
at least in part. Respect must be paid
just tb what’s going on, if we’re to
avoid banality.
A few words, to begin, on
Wayman’s background, he has ink in
his veins. I think he was editor of the
student newspaper of the University of
British Columbia, in the early %Os,
and now he puts out the Solidariiry

Bulletin,

the

monthly

mime0

news

sheet of the Canadian Administration

of the Industrial Workersof the World
(which, if he weren’t working at
anything more imposing, would likely
make Wayman a member of Industrial
Union Number 450). AU this involv&
ment with the Woba, and the pictura

of Wayina” naked from the waist up,
bearded and smirking, on the.back
dustjacket of bis book, half-flexing a
meek bicep in front of a huge poster
of a mushroom cloud, are consonant’
with the tone of the poems -rational
in Bertrand Russell’s sense’ of that
word, implying a selection, when
action is necessary, of the desires’
relevant to pronmtibq that action;and
orde#y in the anarchist sense of that
word, including a loyalty before all
else to voluntary I-Thou associations
between persons that arise naturally or
“organically” fmm within them.
The poems have a large ability @I
laugh at themselves, to mock injustice.
to p,‘aiiseWith their OWngraO2that Of
various obvious and not so obvious
human saments
- birth, marriage,
b&g in one’s house, making love,
getting mad at a busted car. And the”
there is the (just as real) irony, sadness
and anger at the hierarchical exploita
tions that go on daily in work and in
love or hate, between me” and me”
and between me” and women.
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It i$ time for some fairly typical
citations; let us examine passagesfrom
poems illustrating the forms Wayman’s
irony often takes, and the” we’ll look
briefly at his celebrations.
The title of the book givasa clue to
one of Wayman’s favourite tricks,
wfiting about himself - in what turn
into grotesque situations-in the third
person. So we get Waymanin the work
force, Wayman in bed, Waymao in’s”
airplane, \Vayma” editing a little
poetry magazine. Wayman writing
poems, Waymn waiting for Wyman
waiting for . . . This Wayman is a
schlemiel, tossed about, observant,
good-natured enough, compliant,
ingenuous, ineffective, a bit s&sophrenic, the middling sensual ma”.
Sometimes the emphasis is on his
discomfort, but here it’s merely his
observation that he is part of the
grimly hilarious alienatipn of those
he’s working with, that brings his
words about them to life. He is the
green kid out of college, and ail the
others are drunk on the foolish, boring’
job. No nobility of honest toil here:
mrsfor cllm?nt. TM fin8usgo
in eachw&t. He@vesn sliglrttwit&
then lsrrsmdof burnt flesh;
He notesthe result8on n cltpbmrd happily,
stumblingamo~ the emptie&
mayman is handed a bottle and joins
in, bemused. Or, in another poem he’s
making love and Doktor Freud and
Doktor Marx &b
into bed and
analyze the act. These am the acts of
the powerless, acts rendered absurd

because those who do them are ciphers
in others’ eyes. Beneath the scaffold
where Wayman works, there is a scene
from W.S.Burroughs:
Upfmm the ridnwlk come the howts
of the bums
Ton&ht they havewwdzed: John
Re@ Whedchab~Montana and dle
LeqardskinCaat
.

The apparent co”tradiction to this
grotesqueness - thou.& there ere
other moods Wayman explores in
between in poems of simmering and
direct wrath, satires of Canadian
provincialisn~,quiet elegies for former
loves - are Wayman’scanticles of his
delight in and for women and friedds.
The fmal minutes of Bo Widerberg’s
Joe Hill are set in a Wobbly Hall,
where a few of Joe’s tired friends are
putting spoonfuls of his. ashes in
envelopes arid mailing them out to
Fellow W&ken
around the earth.
Waynwn’s appreciation of human
closeness is akin in intensity to the
scenes I’ve described. His intimate
world is the necessary domestic one,
full of both joy and drudgery; here are
words from a litany to a child about to
be born in the death of the year:
27wUgh
wewufnot wii
2Roazhthe mother setmmtefirn the

The connection is important. the”,
tbis ts what Wayma” has to keep
hammering at us. The savage and
sootbi”g are the two masks the world
wears; we look tiugh
each at the
.other, endlessly, and try our best
never. when stunned by the basilisk
renection of the fornler, not to forget
the latter is what we can become. if
only.we willlabourto observeit so. 0

IN CANAD
ANDOUT
A PLACE, A PEOPLE
ROBERT HA WKEY
’

BITi-ERSWEET
C H. GER VAIS

Both from AliveRess, Guelph, Ont.
9~9~$1.95eack 64~m~e3mcb
map&

by

Shamn Goodier Dale

BOTHTHESBnew booI& from Alive
Press am brief, set in brow” typeface
on parchment with jagged edges.
The lack of expensiveglossmakes a
suitable format for the poems of

IGise, t&n
Fh?is?
forthe mother. . .
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by ANNE&BERT
“It deservesto becomea best~ller. and it probably will.”

KiMwe Dobbs - Toronto St&v

“KAMOURASKA - it livesup to m ectattonsasa solid pteccof Uterarycmftsmanlhip . . . It waswatt,
worth waiting for.” BillRmch
- C Pobc & Mall
“In KAblOURASKA. Anne f%bert restorerrome richer rhythms to the Canadiannovel - the plunders
OFthe blood rather than the tbln notesof the head.” VaI Cfery -Books In Canada

!‘I’.II+,,

I.”
.

“KAMOURASKA - a book to which you will becomeaddicted.” John Richmond - MontreaLStnr
“A bestS&I In French and undoubtedlywlU becameone in this Englishedition.” Chatelaf!ze- tiy
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Robert Hawkes; entitled collectivaly,
A Place, A People. They are pleasantly
warm and human, portraying personal
expcrlences and hnpres&ms of cbildhood and manhood, colloquial conversations, t&plight of the elderly, weird
twists in Canadian temperament and
personality. the poignancy of life close
to the land, friendshtp with an Arab
rebel. and others about coal miners
and the struggle between farm fields
and coal explorations.
His writing ripples with a. feel for
the life and the people of Canada, with
a pastoral terseness and rhythm that
thrills dth its gentle largess. He makes
everyday events occasions for the
subtlest revelations. In all, an lnsplred
meeting with Canadian lifa, rural
habits and habitats, the English Ianguage, Robert Hawkes, and .ourselves.
Bittersweer by C. H. Gervais, WBS
not so satisfying an experience. Perhaps I missed the point, but I think
Gelvats misses it too.
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It is,Iike his other works, prosey,
lasmoothness (to my ear), and
often weighed down with lonp-winded
imagery. He writes a lot, as before,
about sexual experiences and the
body, bringing both into the plane of
every&y events where they belong.
But he does not do it in a way that
ins&es or enlarges my experience of
either event or actuality. Nor does he
inspire or enlarge my perception of the
other characters and occunences on his
Poe*:
bmken relationships,. death,
“Pages From tha Family Tme”. the
marketplace. “Old Man on Walpole
Island”, and more. His poems are
simply “where they’re at” and they
leave me without the impetus oi desire
totakethmorm~selfawwheredse.O
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describe it as an extensive., prolonged
assault on common sense.” The
subtlety and power of the forces
making that assault are suggestad h a
short piece by Herbert Marcuse and in
a fme assay by Peter Marin, both
offered here as answers to Charles
Retch. The most poignant personal
testament to these forces is fmm
Fit?$erald’s The Cluck Up: ‘1 saw that
the novel . . . the strongest and
simplest medium for conveying
thought and emotion fmm one humah
being to another, was becoming
subordinated to a mechanical and
communal art. . . in which words were
subordinate to images, where personallty was worn down to the inevitable
low gear of coliaboration.” Most
evocative
is Hugh MacLennan’s
“‘Sunset and Evening Star:, in which
he deMbe.s a group of young people
bored and paralyzed by their temporary lack of cars and motorboats. It is
significant that none of the Artists and
thinkers featured in Eva Taube’s
literate anthology is under 40.
I am enormously saddened when I
read such books. It is the same sadness
that assails me when teaching friends
tell me what liberating things they are
doting with their class&. The horror is
that all. of it - the trips, the gsmss, the
poetry. the denetrating shared insights
- t&es placa within a system stmng
enough and, shrewd enough to
encourage it. 1s there a real chance for
integrity where gmupthhdc prevails;
where one is denled even the privacy
of one’s, own locker and beset by
“taacbing aids” of relentless sophlstlcation; where one’s learning day ls
chopped like an egg in a wire sIicer? A
puzzled visitor to Ontario once asked
me to describe the pro@nce:s education system. I did so as fully as I was
able. stressJog the variety of courses
designed to produce integrated, untvarsal men and women. He was impressed
by the ideal. “But my God:’ he said,
“what goes wronp?”

”

MANKIND OF PARTS
POLAROZED MAN
EVA TAUBE

EP+MV& ay Wayland

anthology of stiort nadlngs chosen to illustrate the tensions,
dilemmas, and paradoxes of life in our
advvlced technological society. The
presence in the appendix of a perceptive essay by Eva Taube on modem
tiction, and several pages of “suggestions for discussion”, mark the book
as a high-school text.’ It deserves a
much larger audience.
At the outset Eva Taube engaged
me with-the sheer maturity of her
selection, which includes some of my
personal heroes - Loren Eiseley, Irwin
Shaw, Vincent Van Gogh (a splendid
writer), and Jacques Ellul. Also
included. togather with compensating
reviews of their work. are such people
as B. F. skinner. Charles Reich, and
Alvin Toffler. Camus, Hesse, K&a,
Lawrence, Thoreau, Updlke, and
Vonnegut are represented as well. The
Canadian contlngant consists of Louis
THIS~SAN

Drew

.,

Dudek,
Hugh MacLeMan,
and
Marshall McLuhm. Sprinkled thmughout the main text is a wealth of
snippets from other writers, and
bmw&g on these ls one of the book’s
delights: They sx shrewdly chosen
and placed. Bva Taube ‘does not
condescend to her readers, whatever
their agas might be.
Emerson said, “‘Nothing is at last
sacred but the integrity of .your own
mind”, and integrity and fragmentation arc what this book is about. The
polarized man is no! just the man of
conflicting impulses; he is the contamporary individual who feels himself
“dimini&d,
putter&
dispirited,
destroyed, numbered, computerized,
propagandized, spied upon, tapped,
houniled, busted, lobotomised, bill
bmthered to smithereens.” In Rena
Huyghe’s words, ‘“One way of.
summing up our age would be to

I

Despite its considerable merits,
Pokwized Man is a symptom of what
goes wrong. It shares with qther high
school anthologies the scattelgun,
fragmenting tendency that it is ap
patently intended to
In
_ counteract.
.
this manner, even the+xenest assessmeats of our condition can be
neutralized. Evei~ the most enticing
I
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subversions towards

life ten be pinned
and loved to death.
As a picture of what confronts us,
however, P&i.md
Mm is notably
successful, and it is a healthy sign that
textbooks of such scope are being
compiled. One never knows what
effect they will have. Besides, as
Fitzgerald said, “One should be able to.
see that things are hopeless and yet be
determined to make them otherwise.”
Eva Tube is admirably determined. 0

.

ARCHIVES:
Mirror of Canada Past
ANON
Univmity of Torontopkss
piper37.50: iUurrmed:
313 pnges bilinbwd

reviewed
by David Byrd
A MODERN

wonder of our world is the

transformation of the cold museumsof
Victoria’s day into places for warm
public response to oat past. After 100 ”
yearsof devoted collecting and funding,
the Public Archives of Canada has by
the publication of this book, taken its
fmt step in a possible love affair. Money
does seem to make the world go around,
but. in this case, a lovingresponse from
the public will keep it well oiled.
The cover of this weBdocumented
book might frighten the potential buyer; Tbe large, easy-to-read format will
invite his purchase. On seeinglihe’palewater coloors of Indiins, missionaries
and tmders one has the usual response.
It all seems a little too folksy - too
grade wenish - and of stale things
Canadian. Then, open the book. The
dazzling pictures, reproductions of letten, maps and cartoons will entertain
and instruct. Gathered here are 37
themes, 13?photographssnd 1620th~
items of unusual interest. Aguide to our
..__...-
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.New Canadian Editioti

FUNK &
WAGNALLS
STANDARD
DICTIONARY
REVISED

FROMTHE
NATIONAL’
ATTIC

_ .___.~

& UPDATED

The new 1973 revlssd edltion of the FUNK 51 WAGEjALL5 STANDARD
COLLEGE DICTIONARY was witten by mom than 100 rencwned gecialii
and contains more than 150,000 uptodate entries that reflect the m~mcent
chan#es’inlanguageand usage.
It contains mole Canadian words - old and new - than any other desk
dictionary. It #lvsr the latest Canadian censusflguressnd a new liti of Canadian
univemitiesand communltq colle#eh.Many new sntrios nra included -affluent
socinty, biodegradable,jumbo jet. has mitnnh. idlatlonaw spiral, LEM. Piena
Elliott Trudeau, rock music, unirax - to name but a few.
Other features that make this authoritative mfamneework superbr to others
in its cl= ara: m~pmlwnsiw mwn#e of the #enem vocabularyof the English
lan#oa#~with clear. concin, ddinitions and variant spallllrgs;extended -rage
of terms from dw specialfields of law. the sciences,music, limnrtuti, religion,
and spor& reliable pmmmciation guides;word stymolcgies bared on tfw latest
msmreh: antonyms and synonym%with extenslvs notes to clarify subtle shadss
of meaning;thousandsof illustmtlonsand uptodate maps;and speciallistiws of
collateral adjectivesI=%#.‘equine’ under ‘homa’)
- ths only de& dictionary with
this feature.
“The STANDARD WLLEGE DICTIONARY is a first classreference book.
Comprehensivevocabulary, con&e and clear definititis, eneyclopedii and
cunen~ Information and an excellent coverageof Canadianmeaningsandusa#er
make It highly recommendedtitle for the home,schoolandlibrary.”-John E.
Duttm. Chid Libratian. North Y&c Library, Tomnm. OnWio.
Thumb-indnud$8.05
1606 p#=
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AQUABICS

I

Recreation
and Fitness
in Water

\

-

Richard Lough
David Stinson

This fun-filled book wrltten by two Canadians, a YMCA aquabics
director and a renowned phya’ologist, presents a whole new concept of exercising. Harmony, health and happiness are empherize’d
-‘a
unique exercise program performed in water that offers
“training without strainIngI’*
Paper $195

Available At Bookstores Across clnada
Fitzhenry & Whiteside

.
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treasures
of the psi. A source book for
growing lovers. A place of topical,
themes. Roots are revealed; - Wornens’

Liberation, unemployment nationalism
etc., are represented. Here is some of
the evidence. “Dukhabor women pulling a plough, 1899” a superb, detailed
plmtogmpb revealing I 6 women providing the “man-po+’
while two mm.
guide the machine. In contrast a water
colour of Lady Emily and Lady Mary
Lamton, daughters of Lord Durham
(181464) depict tbe.genteel onesdoing
their xxvn water colours. Mrs Laura
Secord’s adventure is recorded in a fascinating piece of Victorian-style exposition. Alas, there is no mention of the

hour, N.B. Cover making machine C
1900” the latter conveys the human
story, allowing us to respond to the
Past.
The Arehives contain a number of
manuscripts and letters of the greats of
English and Canadian literature. Louis
Hemon’s letter to his mother. 28 Oct.
1811 gives his impressionof the French
spoken in Cam+ (not translated).
Marie Cbapdelaine was published after
his death. He was killed by a tramcontinental train while walking along the
CPR tracks to Western Canada. (How
many young Canadian artists will hit
the highway in that diction this summer?). Bliss Carman. considered by

COWThe weather on ihe 22 was wry hot
and Mrs Secord whose p-n
was
slight nnd delicate appeared to have
been and no doubt WE very much
~wustcd by the exertion she made in
coming to me, and I have wer since
held myrlfpersonallyindebled
to her
forherconductupon tbeo&rsion..
.

Each theme is introduced by a prose
piece. These ax a little stii, but the
material is basic and informative. Perhapstoomuchspaceisgiven to the text.
It is a case of the picture being worth a
thousand words. Contrasting the bleak,
bloodless, academic evaluation in “Bconomics” the prose gives, ,“Industry is
one of the tangible manifestations of a
civilization” with the detailed pbotograph of human expression caUed,“Gcneral view of threading mill departnient
- No. 101 Britisjt percussion fuse.”
. and “‘Sardine Canning at Black’s Her-

.

most of hiswritingin the UnitedStates.
The Archives possess an autographed
copy of His,“Tlw Choristers”. While the
last poem of Louis Frechette, “La
Mart” is reproduced. His reputation in
French Canada has endured and he is
Cannan’s counterpart in French. Letters and other materials of Charles Dickens, Matthew Arnold and John Ruskin
relating to Canadiin life are catalogued.
The hundr@ years are memorable
and this volume issued to celebrate the
event is in itself a ceicbration. Cl

DAVID BEARb. whose inter&s are

fJm and the unusual. is the owner of
Cine-Books. a Tomnto bookstore

iAID STREAM
STEAM.
,STEAMBOATS ON
THE SASK/iTCiiEWAN
BRUCEPEEL
R&e BookSen+ce
&th unp&e& iibutmtcrl;238 pger
ONAUGUSC

26.. 1874, the Reverend
Henry Budd, missionary for the
Church of England at The Pas,
Manitoba, made this note in his diary.
The long expected rteama ‘Northmtc” came pting up in sight.They ’

r

blew the whislle so loud they made
the very cattle rear up their heels,
and took to full gallop wilh their tail,
up in the air in full speed to the
woods . . . the pwple of all ages and
sass were no less excited at the sight
of tbs boat, the fusi boat of the kind
tobeseenbytheminaUtbe.irlife;ln
. fact, the fit steam boat going in this
river sincetheCreation.

Reverend was witnessing ihe
bcgbmmg of several decades of steamboat transport on the Saskatchewan
River. The river system was diffmult
and unreliable, for the water was’very
often so low that boats were stuck on
shoals and sandbars, and there were
several rapids and “swifts” in the
mute, the most extreme being the
Grand Rapids on Lake Winnipeg and
Fort Edmonton.
T&e last working steamer, the SS.
Northwest, beached an the Ross Flats
on the North Saskatchewan at Edmcmton, was carried away during a flood in
mid-August of 1899. She struck a
submerged pier (the foundation of the
Low Level Bridge) and a hole was
ripped through her hull. With only the
deck and pilot house above water, she
sailed away. “The steamer was last
seen,” Mr. Peel reports in his flate’st
style, “passing Saddle Lake.” It wasn’t
quite the end, for tramp steamers were
used occasionally on the South Saskatchewan after the demise of the steamboat lines. One. the David N. Winton,
worked the Carrot River until she was
sunk by the action of ice in the spring
of 1954.
Bruce Peel, who put together the
invaluable Bfbliogmphy of fhe Fhzbie
Rovinces. has put his talents for
research to another test. This time he
has pieced together the scattered
The
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details of a little-known aspect of the
development of the West. His material
is drawn from early newspapers such
as The Edmonton Bulletin, from the
diaries and letters of settlers, churchmen and river men, and from reports
of police and government agents. He
hasn’t missed a thing, either. Even the
captains of the boats were &aced and
the details of their exploits on other
lines and their eventual ends are givan.
The photographs, :reproductions of
sketches, and maps that are spaced
throughout the book are helpful and
interesting in their own right.
There is material in this book for B
hundred stories. The author has
chosen to stick pretty close to Jhe bare
facts. Still, it’s a great story at the
Battle of Batoche where Norrhmre
senred as a gunboat - starting with a
missed rendezvous with the Canadian
Troops, the steamer, pulling a barge,
no less, drifted through the town of
Basoche and had her smokestack
broken off as the rebels lowered a
ferry cable @at ran actoss tha river.
Tbe soldiers in the ship’s cabin ware
hiding behind a billiard table which
had been pilfered from Dumont’s (the
rebel military leader) stopping place
upriver. Despite the farcical showing
of the stern-whe&r, Batocbe fell to
the Canadians. One week later th&
~Vorthcote carried Louis Riel ddwn to
Saskatoon on his way to trial.
Peel is so tireless in pursuing the
facts that in spots the book raads like
a business statemant or an almanac.
But there is a certain appeal by his
rational understated reporting. Regardless of style, the book has that appe’al
that exists almost by definition in the
sagas of mauy of our transporation
systems. The story may lack the
magnitude of the story of our.railmads, the competitor which put the
steamboats off the. river, but it is a
fascinating one. 0

become uninvolved, it will cost her
$3000 to become sadder and wiser.
A “vanity publiiher”,yousee,isjuat
what you’d expect from the name-a
company designed to work on the vanity of would-be writers to persuade
them to pay large sums of money to
have their manuscript published.
- It works like this:- An author who
has shyly been trying her band (no
sexistslurisimplied-thevillainisthe.
publisher, and in thisstoryhe’sgoingto
be male) at writinga‘inanuswipt, seesan
advertisement in her local pper tihich
says something lie “WE NERLIMANUSCRIES! IF YOU HAVE WRITTEN A
MANUSCRIPT, PLEASE SEfW IT
AulNG TO US AT ONCE. .lT COULD
CHANGE YOUR LIFE!!“. The author
hasn’t noticed any other publishers adwrtiig for manuscripts - perhaps, she
wonders, thay’rc not interested in new
manuscripts -.so she timidly sends off
her manuscript to the Yistinguished
publisher” whose post office box nrjmber is at the foot of the ad. She knows
that she doesn’t have much education
and that she’s never tried her hand at
writing before but maybe. . .

ANEDITOR
REGRETS
A\VAY in hi.3 fOttP’% Of ma”uscripts the book editor sees little
oftherealworld.Nobodytakesbhnout
to a lavish lunch an&then, nudging and
winking,discreetlyasksforanottringsattached political contributionfromhis
company; no cheery superior tells hbn
how to get the widow to leave her house
without a fuss; nobody, not even an
ambitious authoress, bland&s her sex-.
ual favours as a return for his assistant!
up the career ladder; no hoarse voices
on the phone threaten to break both his
legs unless ha takes out the chapter
about jukeboxes; he is never - well,
hardly ever - even asked to act as a
lookout for a bank mbbery. AU in all
he leads a very sheltered existence, far.
from the hustle aid bustle of the real
world where fortunes am made.
Very occasionally, how&r, that
world comes elbowing its way into his
offtce. Usually, like the returning Odysseus, it comes in humble guise; the
editor receives a letter, perhaps handwritten, that reads something lie th*:
HIDDEN

DcarStrcrTb

WhcmItMayConcem,

I havewrote thisbook tbats verygood
I tbJnk and with my interesting Iif?
and all its human and has some real
tboughtr. Rutlian Pnss in Nw York
say its greatand witIbe a bestsellerbut
willyou publish itforlwtban UODO?

Theyny~trthelowertrubirdythey
ma do my book Ior but I can’tat&d
it that easy maybe IIJneed to takeout
a mortgap and being retirsd and aU
eiUyoursudsidybeless?
ThankiryyouandobQe
WilbembmJohnson (Mrs.)

It’s the old story -Mrs. Johnson has
got herself involved with a “vanity publisher”. Unless she has the good senseto

Imagine her delight, then, when an
adniirably typed letter on distinguished
notepaperfmmtheprasideut-the*
ident him&f- of Ruffian Press arrives
telling our author that her book’ is a
splendid piece of work and could well
be a best seller. He encloses the reader’s
report (the report is short on details
that show familiarity with thecontents
of the manuscript but long on wry
general terms of great erithusiasm for
the author’s style, her.abUity to rival
Hemingway in simplicity etc., etc.)and
goes on to outline in some detail his
hopes for the manuscript. He has swept
on to details like the styleof thejacket
cover, the plans to bit bookstores all
across the continent and to get the
author on the major TV talk shows
before ha mentions, in passing, that the
“fee” (or maybe, the “subsidy”) will be
$3000. So ifshe’lljust sign theenclosed
contract and make out a cheque for the
$3000 and send them both to him, the
whole exciting process can get going
right away.
I have seen Ietters like that. Although I have never seen a sample contract, it seems unlikely that acy of the
letter’s antbusiastictilf-promises of ap
pearances on late night talk shows and
17
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so on actually fmd their way into the
legal& binding contract. And so, to cut
a long story short, the authorfmds that
the sum total of her publisher’s efforts
on her behalf is to deliver 1000 cheaplooking books to her basement. If she
wants to sell them she will have to
S”rnrn0” up the energy to take the
books around to local bookaelters tb
plead with them to display a few copies
- or she’ll need lots of kind and rich
friends wtllttg to buy a few copies,just
as they would buy a few raffle tickets,
to help her out.
No doubt,what RnffttnPresaandits
real counterparts do is perfectly legal;
theii knowledge of the exact limits of
the law is, one suspects, considerably
greater than their knowledge of publishing. No doubt, too, they do perform a
useful service for authors of lttted
talent who are able to afford large sums
of money for the considerable pleasure
of hoklmg a copy of their own real&e,

hard-backed book in their hands. But
any printer will give the same pleamre,
for about half the price.
Any way you look at it, vanity pub-’
lishing is a duty business that is based
on deceiving its customers by inspiring
false hopes. PC&the rich citstomer it
may not “tatter; for the poor author
who hasscraped together the “subsidy”
in a gamble that her book wiU he a best
seKar(didn’t thePresident hbnselfsayit
stood a good chance?) the deceit is a
crushtng tragedy.
Such &dies
can be averted onlyif
the general public -which, undcrstandably, knows next to nothing abouithe
world of publii
- is made aware of
the basic rule thatoreputablepublisher
willpayyou for the ptiviiqeof publishing your ntenuscript.If a publtsher tries
to get you to pay anything to have your
book published, beware. It’s a simple
message but one worthspreading.

THE HIREDHELP
THE THINGS THAT ARE CAESAR’S:
Memoirs of a Canadian public servant
ARNOLD
HSl%xEY
University of TorontoIke;

cloth SIZ.S&

218prgrr

THE CANADIAN PUBLIC SERVICE:
A physiology of government
/. E.HOD@UTS
Ut&er~ity of Toronto Rws; cloth$14.50: 363pams

THE BIOGRAPHY OF AN INSTITUTION:
The Civil Service Commission of Canada 4909-67
HODGGTTS,
M&OSKXY, WKfTAKER & WILSON
McGf ff-Queen ‘r Uniwsfty Press: pw.r 34.95;533 p4gar

raid

by Robert Ramsay

MERE IS a peculiar brand of’mandart” found in the Mghest ranks of the
Canadian Civil Service, and nowhere
else on earth.
Geography may have a lot to do with
it.
Typically, he is born in a small town
to a tightly-knit family at the turn of
the 20thcentury.He passes through the
usual quondam existence of a pleasant
youth, excelling in nothing very much,
’ but detemrined to reshape the matmer
of mankind nonetheless. ’

He later travels to Oxford where he
meets the young gentlemen who in later
years witl reshape a good deal of the
Canadian government into thair own
image of moderation, fairness, and
above alt, quiet negotiation.
Upon arriving back on our shores
withnoparticular trade to hoe,he drifts
by chance, or in Mr. Heeney’s case,by
direct commsnd,into the highest ranks
of the civil service.
He fmt serves in Ottawa, pulling
apart, frustrating, and ftnally whacking
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into shape the newly born Department
of External Affairs, what was to be
come and remain, until the advent of
Mr. Trudeau, one of the most competent, softspoken forces in modern
dtplonracy.
Our ma” the” travels duringthe’4Os
and ’50s to London and Washington,
and especially to the American capital
trytng always to keep whatever we
possessed away from the hands of the
already over-endowed Americans. It
was no easy task, but if he kept his wits
and spoke sweetly and reasonably in an
atmosphere of good will, he would today be grossly misunderstood as a sellerout,aconttne”taltst.
In the end, one of these gentlemen,
Lester Pearson, became Prime Minister.
One, Hmne Wrong, served as Undersecretary of State for External Affairs.
Another, Norma” Robertson, was Clerk
of the Privy Council, while AR. Rttchie
became Ambassador to the United
States, and his brother Chsrles, became
High Commissioner to the United Kingdom.
Arnold Heeney (who died in December, 1971) began his career in public
adrniniitration in 1938 when he left a
growing Montreal law practise to become principal secretary to Mackenzie .
King.
He continued a distinguished career
as Undersecretary of State for External
Affairs, Ambassador to the North
American Counctl, t ice Ambassador
to the U.S. (1953-5 7 and 59&L!), and
cochairman of the International Joint
C0mmissio”.
hlr. Heeney is the tirst of these forl
mer mandarins to publish his memoirs.
As an autobiography of anecdotal
Mgldtghts, however, they are remsrkably similar to the.story of LesterPearson’s early career,llfige.
Balance and proportion modify
enry incisive observation. Great me”
are pinioned with reverence, and the
many minor characters and diplomatic
foes who would to a dierent manner
of “ran be dkintssed simply as incompetent or a fool, sre instead tapped
gently witha subordinate clause.
As illustration, while Heeney was
Ambassador to the U.S., John Diefenbaker was Prime Minister. Diefenbaker
took a” immediate liking to the young
President Kennedy, a feeling Heeney
did much to promote.
.-.

r

-__
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However, soon after the two leaders
met casually over lunch on the White
House lawn, the relationship cooled.

When you have a country 6,000
mileslong, half buried ia snow, them is

not much to be done but mntbmally
adjustand*owoutfmmOttawa.
What is good about all this inherent
geographical confusion is that Canada’s
civil service stands very little chance of
growing into an all-powerful,*highly

Heeney, clearly co admirer of his
Prime Minister, recalls the falling out
like this
As I talked with lhe Prime hlintster

tata that yeu it became evident lbal
the FriendlyfeelingsDieFenbrker had
e4ie.x ente&ned bad diippcand.
He eupred
lillle contiience in the
U.S. administration and resenled its
Faiture to take effective accmml of
what he regarded aa legitimate Qnrdim interests. As for lhePmident, the
Prime blinistsr resented (that is not
too s~~ongaword)wbatheregaxdedas
B seriu of prrotul diihts. failurr to
acknowledge merragu, or to do so
penonatty or promptly. As the date
for tbe ~nadirnelecltonappm~hed,
Dtefenbaker’s ailicismr of theUnited
Slates
became cwert and the. campaign
which Followed war marked by lhe
kind otanft-Americanism which I can
only deplore.

centralized bureaucratic monster. By
ironib necessity, Canada’sgovernment
can never all be located in the same
place.
The Biogmphy of an Institutiort is
the history of the Civil Service Commis-

sion in Canada from its inception in
1908 to 1967.
More accurately, it is the story of an
act, the people who created and
changed it; and the organization vested
with the responsibility for administer4ngit.
As such, it will be’read by the four
scholars who wrote it, and the pleople
who changed the @iI Service Act, or
who worked under its terms.
And this impeccablyanalyzeddissed
tion shows the act to be remarkable in
itself - as afeform to upholdmerit as a

The Things That Are Gzes&‘s ts the
lie of a singlema*.But iftheremaining

Of civil servants
to codi&th&
lives as well, we can expect they will do
so in a similar way.
As a group they did not hold to any
coherent s&o01 of thought. Rather it
was a school of life that brought out the
qualities of grace and moderation,
modesty and toughness that in years to
mme may yield Canadaa nsti form of

autobiography - the mandarin cnnfessional.
In The Gmadian Public ServicQB.
Hodgettsspeaksof this same geographic

,

dmide
of selection - and no less
~emakable in its telling,
The history of a reform must inevitably become the history of precisely
what the Civil Service Act sought to
abolish, the system of patronage that
for the fmt half-century of Canada’s
life, was a fact of most every civil
servant%life.
Dr. WL. Grant, head of the Civil
Service Reform League a 1929,placed
the problem in mote cosinic terms, no
doubt because he too saw that no matter how you legitimize virtue, you cannot change mankind very much:
After atl, the grrrt diffkuIty is the

motivesandthemcn.Icantmsginethe
ptronage systemw0rkingquite WeU
intheKtngdanafIiea~n
IF you takethe Cattiistic docaineof
grace.
for instance. it mattyis a doc-

tine of hand-outs. and I can tmagine
tbe palmnap system worting welt in
such a place. My contentkm is that it
does not work so well in tmntieth
century Cbnadr, which is a fms eountry, but not Ihe Ktngdom ofHeaven.

v

New Canadian

selfeonsciousness the preceding nien
underwent constantly thm@out their
own lives as the underlying force in the

life of Canada's permanent gownmant.
His study saysnotbins about public
. servants themselves, but &es focus on
the rules end organizational charts under which they worked. In Hodgett’s
words, it is “anhistoric~~~lytiealsur-

vay, mapping the profde and physiology of the public service.” As such, it
will not make bedtime reading for anyone but a professionalscholar.
Two points do emerge, however,
that should interest many Canadians,
and especiallythat 10 per cent of Canada’s labour force who now workjn the
public service.
Canada’s civil service, according to
Hodgetts, is unique in the world because it is so caught up in structural and
managerialadaption that its caPacityto
grapple substantivepoliiybasbsubvetted.

Available
from your
lodal bookstore

-

PAPERBAtK
RACK
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-Some Wmdd Call It Adultery (Jack
Masher. Content Publiihtng paper
$1.95; 200 Pages): Sub-titled “Alusty
old Canadian folktale” that aptly sums
it up. It’s an account of the ways (and
lays) of a lusty old blacksmith named
Tucker in tumof*ptury
Etobicoke.
outside Toronto, stlB country then.
Told with great gusto by his grandson,
it recounts Grandpa Tucker’s adventures in the American Civil War, his
ventures with the ladies, and his encounters with a cimle of highly individual neighbors. Raunchy in a
mmmbr has been almost erased by
bestselling hookers,and doctors.
Backmom Girls and Boys (John Philip
Maclean. Pocket Books; paper 11.50;
246 pages): Written by a former journalist and contender for the PC Leader
ship, this story of the wheels and deals
of federal politicsis obviously an inside
job. Maclean writes in B husky if
sometimes clichkd style about an Ottawa car dealer who is enticed into
rurintng for a Government (Grit) Party
seat. He’s an unlikely car dealer,. combining the eligible sexiness of James
Bond with impeccable honesty and
charm. He doesn’t make out politically,
but does with two ladies. Not enough
though to justify the enticing porn
cover.
The Loveliest AndThe Best (Angela M.
O’ConneB. Pocket Books; paper $1.50;
247 pages): Aogels b’ConneU writes
with only slightly above average skill
and sentiment about a Czech couple
parted by World War II. Husband ends
up in RCAF, wife in Czech underground. But with 30 years accumule
tton of similar books, why’ this one?
and for whom? The co&r is a period
piece.
Gentle Ptoncers: Fii
NbmteenthCentury Canadians (Audrey Y. Morris.
Paperjacks. $1.50. 253 pages): Good
enough to make you wonder why there
aren’t more like it. Upper mtddleelsss
picktngs in 19th-century
Canadian
social history. Bibliography. Index.

Sex and the Stars: A Zodiacal Study
in Sexual Profiles (Martin Pentecost.
Kaksbeka Publishing Company, P.O.
Box 247, Toronto M4P 2G5. 52.95.
184 pages): Accordmg to the author:
“The research which produced this
book occupied many pleasant years.”
.According to the publisher: “Thts is a
work of fiction. All the characters in
this book are fictional and any msemblance to persons living or dead is
purely coincidental.” Well-written.
M&r & Women (Hugh Gamer. Pocket
Books. $1.25. 277 pages). Includes 14
stories from the 1966 hardcover edition
of Men 13 Women; four stories fmm
The Yellow @venter (1952); and two
new stories published for the first time
making this a first edition of sorts. Not
to be overlooked by collectors and
Gamer buffs, especially the last story,
“Artsy-Craftsy”, which makes a skiBfu1
foray into LB. Singer territory.
With a Pinch of Sin (Harry J. Boyle.
Paperjacks. g 1.50.230 pages): “It may
have been the ‘Roaring Twenties,’ but
to me, growing up on an Ontario farm
tucked away in a valley near Lake
Huron, it was a time of peace, domtnated more or less by God and the
Methodists! ” Deceptive title. Strictly
soft-corn homiIy grits.
CoRected and Bound (Allen Fathering
ham. November House. $1.95. 183
pages): ABan Fotheringham, ascerbic
columnist for the Vancouver Sun,
writes: ‘One of the myths that sue
tams Vancouver is that Toronto is
a cold and friendless place. Those of
up who have lived and loved in
Toronto know this to be a mistake.’
As a matter of fact, it is a very cosy,
intimate spot where people take care
of their own . . .” What on earth is he
talking about? To discover the names
beyond the elipsis, buy the book.
Highly recommended for tourists and
aspiring parvenus.
The Law aud the Police (Paula Boume
and John Eisenberg. Paperjacks. $1.25.
111 pages): Got dem ale policestate

.

SURVIVING
OURSEivEs

delineated the crises of identity and
survival with far greater clarity and
perspectivethan even MargaretAtwood
The’ccdleCtion is, I suspect, only
nominally tiction. From the first p
graph there is the sense that
Honest Ed’s Story: T.Jte crazy ragssequence of stories and sketches!!
A NORTH AMERICAN
tc-riches story of Ed Mirvish. (Jack
drawn directly and painfully from the
Batten. Papejacks. $1.50. 237 pages):
._
. EDUCATION
writer’s
own experience of liviog.They
For those who missed a good yawn in
CLARK
BLAISE
are
the
recollected episodes of the
the expensive, hard-coveredition, here
Doubleday
growing
up
of a boy and a young
it ls Spain. Altogetbez now .one, two,
doth $6.95;230p~lger man, loosely arranged, out of time
three...
Wimer of the 4th Annual Greater sequence, yet persuasivelycoherent. A
nightschool teacher of Englishfumbles
Lakes
ColIeges’NewWritwsAwmd.
‘1 Will Fllt No More Forever”:
for some rapport with the lives and
Chlef Jweph and the Nez Peres War
aspirationsof hisNew Canadianpupils.
(Merrill D. Beal. Ballantine. $1.25.
In a rundown if romantic apartplent.
398 pages): The Indians lose. Not a
infested
by roaches, the stmggliig
pleasant story, but fascinating, in*TTliETlME I was first reading Clark
univemity
lectprer fumbles with the
dispensableand readable.Photographs;
Blake’s
bookof
short
fztion,
Le
Devofr
realities
of
his
wife’sfiregnancy.Earlier,
36 pagesof analytical notes; descriptive
had just .astounded Quebec by a series as a young graduafe, he is confronted
bibliogmphy; index.
or articles that revealed a crisis of
with the understanding of sexuality on,
-indentity in English Canada. Wlmt
a trip acrossEurope. p;Sa young boy ln
Summer of the Black Sun (Bii T.
symptomized this crisis, apparently,
Florida, buffetted in the slipstream of
O’Brien, Pocliet .Books. $1.25. 157
was MargaretAtwood’s essay Swuival
his father’s pmmisc~ity and feckles.+
pages): Diary of a Madman by way of
which (as we should all know by now)
ness, he begins the exploration of what
One Flew over the Cuckoo’s Nest.
puts forward the t.heo~Ythat to be a
heisandwho~is.SuchmlnutesynOp
Surprisingly well-done and con,viucing Canadian is to be a victim, struggling se8 may suggest a similarity with many
portrayal of going crazier in the crazy
to survive in the wilderness and in the
other collections of short fiction. if 66.
house. Vouched for by no lee than
Americanized world. What tiemed to
they do Clarke Blaisean injustice. His.
Aldm Nowland, Margaret l.mm%
upset intellectual Q&ec was the sussparseironic style, his clarity of iwe,
Joyce Carol Oates & Alice Munro
picion that hem was another cunning
his grasp df what is significant to each
(. .“terrifying, desperately funny”).
Ploy by I? Anglais, the usurpationof
of us in our remembrance of living
a crisis that Quebeckers have always life out, combine to produce a starfelt to be uulquely theirs.
AU Quiet on the R&au
Front
.tlinglyacute recognition of the forlorn
A week before reaaw his book, 1
(Kurt W. Stock. Pocket Books. $1.50.
Isolation, the insecurity and, oc,cahad met Blaise, who was being con228 pages): Herr Stock was drafted
sionally, the pride of being a human
ducted on a promotional sweep by,his
into the German army and served
being.
pub&her. hi appearance, a bearded
four years fighting in Norway and
Asanafterthought,whatabooklike
younger and lpssvrbane Abraham A North AmericanEdzmztion underFlland, where he was twice wounded.
R&stein, quickly responsive and very
He was captured at the end of the
lines is the pettiness and futility of
observant,
with a ready sense of waif”
war and spent the next four years
intellectual and literary nationalism.
irony. We talked a good deal about his
lo Russkm P.O.W. camps. He has
Crises of identity am not’uniqudy
background, of which I knew very
an unfamiliar story to tell, apd he
French-Canadian or English-Canadian
little. He was born in North Dakota of
knows how to tell it well: “My
or Canadian, they are human and
Canadian parents and grew up mainly
thoughts wandered back to Finland
la the Deep South, but virtually on the
again - it was October, 1944. Finland
road because of his father’s frequent
had capitulated. We were in retreat,
changes of job. He taught English
and the Russian offensive was out to,
first at the UniverJity of_,Wisconsln
destroy us completely. During one
and later at Sir George \~ilUamsUnibarrage, a mortar shell hit too close
versity in Montreal.He was mauled to
and I was wounded. At first there was
a highly-talented Indian novelist, Bahaa terrible pain in my shoulder; then
rati Mukherjee, and was about to set
my knee felt as ifit had been tom off.
out with her and their two chtldren
I nearly fainted from the pain. There
for a year in India.
was no cover anywhere and I was
My immediate co&usion, ‘hating
pinned down by heavy mortar fin?.
read his A ivorth AmericanEduention.
Then I saw Walter who sprinted over
was that it seemedthemost’tiagiuative
to aid me. I will never forget the fust
Caoadianv+ingto have come my way
thing he said, 4 can’t leave you alone
hi several years and that in essence it.
for a minute, can I?’ ”

blues again. Not exactly llght reading,
but to-the-point and useful. Biblios=@hY.
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eternal. If we as Canadians are specifi-

of tourist information,

you begln to
suspect that, I” the face of his pm
style, it might be less tedious to eat the
&p pagea than read them. An element
of diversion might be found in specolatingo” the rationale behind the armnge
mcnt of sections and the nwagre assignment of space to Canadii” cities, with
little increase proportionate to their
size. The restaurants listed (three each
for Tom& and Montreal!) are generally so obscure that you suspect them to
be fictitious. If you’re plaMing a” oxcart trip from ocean-to-ocesn, take it,
along. You tight N” out of magazines.

The events are tied in a way that
illustrates Mr. Rohmer’s most urgent
message -‘the immediate need of an
end to the indiscriminate selling of
Canada North. He provides us with
many illustrations of decisions we have
made, su& as torrent leasing aggree
merits, and decisions we have not
made, such as construction of icethat
are collectively
breakers,
surrendering our claim to our resources in our Arctic. I” short, the
Arctic Irn~emrive of the title Is the
need
for national
policies that
BritlshColumbla Access (Various. B.C.
establish the development of Canadian
Access, Box 5688, Station “F”, Vanresources in the interests of Canadian!.
cover; paper szao; illustrated; 144
The most important feature of this
w);
A third catalogue for counterbook is its focus. He does not preten.d
cultumlistswho dlgthe idea that if you
to cover the Arctic development from
do, ploogh, sow, hoe, grow, mow, sew,
all possible angles. In a sense this book
hew and scmw their own things you
is more of a political statement, a
shall inherit the l&gdom of Heaven
‘statement of political “ationaliom,
(i.e. B.C.) now, a down-to-earth idea
than an environmental study. Thii
“0 more insane than working until
approach is signilicant bedause I
you’re 65 so that you can afford
believe that. it will be the issue of
THE ARCTIC
to do, plough, sow, hoe, etc.
sovereignty, more than any other, that
will spur our government to positive
IMPERATIVE
action.
Explcrl”g Toronto (Rdited Annabel
RIGWRDROHMER
Richard Ro@ner correctly indicates
Slalght. Architecture Canada; paper
McCleLhd and Stemwt
that
when the Arctic was see” as a
@per$4.95. clorh S&95;
$2.50; illutmted; 127 pages): A perIuuswated;
402
ms
barren
wilderness, the* was no
fect guide for anyone who likes to
presmre
to consider the “at&yes or
walk and gawk round big cities. A set
study
the
ecology. It was at this time
wvlrwed
by
Andrew
H.
Williamson
of I2 walks through Toronto, aptly
that
extensive
leases were given at
Illustrated by photographs of note
ridiculous
rates.
Now the situation is
worthy buil@ and each with a sketch
STULXESHAVE been done that inquite
different.
The’ pressure is to
map; the guides who charted and
dicate when a story line is repeated
develop,
making
problems of native
wrote commentaries for the walks are
nomemos times in a newspaper, the
rights
and
lack
of
knowledge of Arctic
members of the Toronto Chapter of
majority of people lose interest. The
ecology;
makiw
the leases more
Architects, perhaps some of them as
ongoing story of the development of
ridiculous
and
introducing
the addia” act of contrition for theirCohLYom- the Canadian Arctic is o”e of these
tional
problem
of
bulk
transportation
tion with The G&en Horde that has
stories. As a result, developnwht
to the North. In addition to a broad
“developed” out of cxistm many of
continues, vktually unnoticed bi the
presentation of these problems it is
the sple”did old bollthat gave the
majority of Canadians. This is tragic
possible
to pull out of Rohmer’s work
city its chamcter. They can be partly
because how the Arctic is developed
the
more
fundamental question of.
forgiva as a reward for showing us
has profound implications for the rest
time.
where to 6nd the scattered pockets
of Canada. What is comistently la&Icing
of characterthat still swvive.
In the dynamic sentiywe must
in newspaper reportage is an overview
consider the rate of development. The
that ties the jieys, together, into a
pace of development has. been increaspackage, that not only gives a &scripA Guide for Tmvellers in Gnada (Ted
ing dramatically oyer the past years.
tio”
of
the
present
but
attempts
to
Kosoy. Wintergreen, distributed by
This has forced the Canadian governdescribe how we got there and what
McLeod, paper $2.95; IUustmted; 317
ment to face cdtical problems, that
the implications are for the future.
pages): I” terms of pages for pennies,
as
Rohmer points out. they have
What
Richard
Rohmer,
of
Mid-Canada
a” economical boy; but there the
answered at best in an incomplete and
Corridor fame, has provided us with is
bargain ends. No one coold qoarml
piecemeal fashion. The failure is a
just such an overview. His book is a
with the range of marginal information
government that has no policy, no
tyi”g together of the events of Northassembled by Mr. Kosoy; he even tells
defmed direction to pide them.
ern development that have been
you how to prevent your house, fmm
trickling down, over a “umber of
It is significant to note that the
being burgled while you’re away. But
yeaw, to us. the residents, of Canada
source of the pressure for develop
when you come to the meat of the
meat, both the rate and the extent of
South.
guide, a provinwby-province catalogue
cally victbns, the worst we have to
sofive is the exploitation of our
human condition for abstract ends,
however modish, that am foreign to
our cmmnon humanity. 0
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pressure comes largely from outside o
Canada. While recognizing that th
U.S. is the largest source of pressure
other sources uch as Japan and WCS
Germany me given due recognition
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OFF-TRAIL IN NOVA SCOTIA
by Will R. Bird

Apart from discussions of this presson
the book presents the multitude o
problems involved in the process o
development
from transportetiol
methods to financing.
Inch&d io the presentation axe th
author’s ideas on how the North ca!
be, in effect, rc-claboed. I.” slut, b
suggests with adequate compensation
to the exploration companies. lease
can be bought back and developnten
can be legislated as a Canadian under
Ming: Where Richard Rohmer is 81
optimist, I am Bpessimist. The chenge
in government structure soggested ant
the imaginative proposals, while the!
may be necessary, ere just not withb
my +zeption of the possible. I thin1
the book fails to consider adequatel]
the power of the multi-nationa
corporation end the role of th
American government in the formula
tion of our resource policies.
In summery, I feel this is a go04
ament histay of develop”lent. It i
excellent for those who want to, bl
briefed on some of the key events ant
issues of the development of tlm
CuwJian Arctic. While the book ma]
interest you in exploriog further. i
wiU not give you much help in doig
so, rinse documentation of teference
is sparse, to say the least. However, ti
book does sell its title, Rohma doe
present e clear picture of why Canali
should be concerned with, and man
importantly, invol6d in, io ti
development of our Arctic.

In the Isolated solltude of small farms. windlng
shore lanes and logging communltles. the author
discovers colourful folklore of the Marltlmes.
Available. SJ5

PORTRAITS FROM THE PLAINS
by J. W. Grant MacEwan
Thirty-three character sketches of feeclnatlng
Canadian Indians fmm our past end present.
nprw. .%.gs

CANADA: AN OUTLINE HISTORY
by J. A. Lower
This comprehenslve and tillable

handbook of
Canadian history has been revised and updated
to Include stetistics of the 1972 Federal election.
AvaIlable. s9.50’

THE LOVELY AND THE WILD
by Louise de Klriline Lawreoce.
illustrated by Glen Oates
The product of a llfetlme’s obserxetlons of the
blrdllfe of Canada’s Pimlsl gay Region. thls work
won the John Burroughs Medal for Nature
Wrltlng in 1gBB.Avallabk. $3.95

DANCE OF THE HAPPY SHADES
by Alice Munro
Rural kthwestem
Ontsrlo Is the insplratlon
far these short storks tbet won the GovemorGeneral’s Award in 1968. Awl/&e.
Sag5

MODERN CANADIAN”STORIEB
by Giose Rlmanelli and Roberto Rub&o
An outstanding &&ctlon of short stories by 23
of Canada’e finest writers. Avaflable. 35.65

‘WEEDS OF CANADA AND THE

NORTHERN UNITED STATES
by F. H. Montgomery
For nature lovers. complete details on 365
weeds. each lllubtmted to scale In a line drawing. AvaIlable. SSJS

THE TOM TljGMSON MYSTERY
by William T. Little

0

?
8

Fasclnatlng inslght Into the mysterious death of
the Canadian artist by Judge little, tihose lnqulw lm0 the subject spans “early 40 years of
meticulous research. April, 89.95
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WHAT HAS THIS AMAZING
CANADIAN BOOKS?

_-

MACHINE

GOT TO 00

WITH

PRACTICALLY
EVERYTHING.
IT HAS BEEN CONTRIVED BY
OUR ARTIST DEREK CARTER TO ENSURE THAT YOU CONTINUE TO GET BOOKS IN CANADA. NO MORETRUDGING
TO
.YOUR NEAREST BOOKSTORE TO FIND THATALLTHE
FREE
COPIES ARE GONE. JUST FILL IN THE COUPON BELOW,
ATTACH A CHEQUE AND MAIL THEM TO US. WE INSERT
THEM IN THE MIGHTY MACHINE AND LO! NINE ISSUES WILL’
BE BROUGHT TD YOUR DOOR BY A UNIFORMED GOVERNMENT MESSENGER. AND, IF YOU FILL IN THE SECOND
COUPON AND ADD $3 TO YOUR CHEQUE, YOU CAN SAVE A
FRIEND OR RELATIVE AWALK,TOO.
SO DO A GOOD TURN
- TO YOURSELF, TO WHOEVER YOU LLKE, AND TO US NOW. AND DON’T FORGETTO ATTACH ACHEQUE OR MONEY
ORDER MADE OUT TO BOOKS IN CANADA.
_
’
And mail it to:

Books in Canada, Special Subscriptions,
6 Charles Street East, Toronto M4Y lT2 .
This offer now closas August 31st, 1973

Pl~se mail the next
bine i&was of Books in
_ Canada as a g’ft to:

Please mail me the next
nine issuesof
Books in Canada:
NAME

NAME

ADDRESS

ADDRESS
!

Attach dwc~ue for $9

Attach cheaue for $6.
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NO RESERVATIONS
GONE INDIAN

miewd bv Don GuttetidEe
AFTER KROBTSCH’S The Shai-Horse’
Mm the reader has no right to expect

that he might make its sequel as
entertaining and as powerful. Cone
Indian,the conclusion of a trilogy
which began with The Words Of My
Roaring, is both; and more. It is a
britliant extension of Kroetsch’s continuing concern (obsession?) with ex-

ploring the stage of the Canadian
psychein the light of both the past and
the present.
This novel brings us fully into the
present, the contemporary world of
New York and Alberta. Its themes,
however, are those that began even
before this trilogy with But We Are
Exiles: the clash between %ivifized’
and instinctual man: the simultaneous

attraction and repulsion of a natural
world giving spirit to our emotional
and instinctual lives while at the same
time randomly destroying both those
who love and hate it; and the sheer joy
and high humour of livingdangerously
on the very edge of things. These
motifs are explored even more intensively in Gone Indianthan in The
Srud-Morse Alan where the focus was
clearly on Hazard J&Page,the last of
the stud-home men seeking his dream
of the perfect mating of stahiin and
mare in a society and a landscape already irrevocablychanged.
Gone Indian is more ironic but no
less tragic. Weare put down quickly in
the modem world: Jeremy Sadnessis a
young “American” who, having spent
years failing his PhD program at a
small New York College, decides that
he has had enough of civilization,and
sets out for Edmonton’ to pursue his
dream of becoming a modem-day Cmy
Owl. His life in contemporary eastern
America has left him with no degree,
no job, and a peculiar sex hang-up.
Hi dream, of course, is much more
fantastic than Hazard’s, and we are
tempted early in the novel to see it as
._ -..--.-

__.. _--

yet another darkly ironic parody of the
quest motifso common (and so boring)
in North American fiction; particularly
since half of the book is narrated by
Jeremy’s Englishprofessor, MarkMadham (mad Adam?), who is a marvellous,
if typical, caricature of the too finely
‘Wiltaed” modem urbanite(he has left
Alberta for the East, and comments
eruditely on his pupil’s strange quest
while fornicatingnon-pedanticallywith
Jeremy’s equally overcivilized wife).
However, the real brilbance of the
novel begins when Jeremy reaches
Edmonton. Forwe gradually discover
that this is no mere parody of the
quest. While Jeremy suffers some
uniquely funny misadventures tihtcii
reveal the silliness of his expectations,
he does - by dint of becoming involvcdin the Notikeewin ivinter festival,
winninga snowshoerace,getting beaten
up when mistaken for au Indian, having
mystical contact with the disabled
snow-king (Roger Dorck), and making
love to the mysteriously widowed
snow-queen7 he actually does manage
to cure his sexual ailment, and what-ismore come to some tinal vision of the
scheme of things.
.
En mute, the reader is introduced
to a whole totinful of Canadian characters ii&g on the “edge” of the
civilized world (Notiieewbt), on the
wintry brink of life-and-death. As a
result, the focus in this novel is more
diffuse, and the prose is hardedged
and multi-level. it allows Kmetsch to
satirize Jeremy’s fantasy-life, while at
the same time presenting the various
feats of danger (e.g., Dorck is rendered
comatose after sailing off a cliff in his
snowmobile, Robert Sunderland ‘Ws-

appears” through a hole in the’ice,
Jeremy and Mrs. Sunderland leap into
eternity from a snow-bound railway
bridge) and the power latent in the
winter landscape in such a way that we
-.----

are often deeply moved while we are
hWghing.
The story isat once real and surreal,
comic and symbolic. It’s about life on
the verge, a life close to the Canadian
experience, to our reality and our*
myths. For example, there is Roger

Dorck, the felled snow-kingwho sleeps
his way through it all, dreaming perhaps of that glorious snow-moment
before bis fall, and rising in the end
like a northern Lazarus - a man
who’s been them, felt the joy and
weight of the mystery, but he’s not
telling (what a symbol! and little
wonder we are misunderstood by outsiders). And the vision of the Indian
and buffalo come back to Fort Edmonton and wreaking their longovardue vengeance while we cheer from
the sideline.
This is a book for people who love

tint-rate fiction - outsiders aud insidersalike.Kmetsch, like Roth Carrier,
has moved firmly into that small cornparry of authors who live dangemusly
and write to save their souls. 0

SPOOKSIN
CANADA
SOME CANADIAN
GHOSTS
SHEKAHERVEY

Simondi:Schuster
plpcr$1.50;llluswa~208pngea
mvlewed by fiy
CANADA HAS A
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The presence of ghosts in our polite
land is no longer restricted to suspect
.lore in isolated regions, From
Vancouver to the Maritimes,and from
Whitehorseto St. Catharines, modemday spirits am lurking and haunting
their way into the Canadian conscience.
“Ghosts are becombrg respectable,”
says. Sheila Hervey, author of the
nefly

released paperback, Some

-

Gmadian Ghosfs.

determined to.spot one at all costs, we
have it at the word of the residents of
Oak Bay, B.C., that an entire &nmunity of ghosts are due to appear there
every spring.
Your skeptical friends may not
believe you, of course, but that is to
be expected. Ghosts will remain as no
mom than acknowledged presences,
until we can deal ‘with them in terms
of a more sophisticated und&standii.
ShCila Hervey’s book is an excellent
introduction to this pursuit. q

But she eoes on to

in the supernatural is accepted without
question.
Hervey sets out to acquaint us with
the sell-supported evidence of ghosts
in Canada. But she notes from the
fart that “the fmal judgment as to
their veracity will be dependent upon
the open-mindednen and experience
of the individual reader.”
Who can see a ghost? Just about
anyone, especially someone who has a
strong psychic sense and happens to
live in or visit a haunted arek. If you’re

novelists - Timothy Findley, Dave
Godfrey, MargaretLaurence, Jack Ludn$g and Mordqcai Richler - are interviewed in both books. Quite simply
they give good interviews to Camemn
and forgettable ones to Gibson. I had ,
never read more than a few stories by
Jack Ludwig and was not encouraged
to explore further after reading his
interview by Gibson. In talldng to
Cameron, however, Lhdwig comes off
as an exuberant, passionate and Ftremely, aware man whose work it
seems neeessazy to know.
Cameron obviously recogoiz~ the
interview as a literary form and makes
the writer reveal himself; he gets all of
them, writers as different as Thomas
Raddalland Roth Carrier,to nail a part
of their humanity to the page. Cameron
also revealshimself; he becomes as important to the dialogue as the novelist,
a nsponse which not only provokes
spontaneous and rewardinginterchange
,but creates a few genuinely moving
moments such as in the talks with
Gabrielle Roy and with Robertson
Davies, which is more a confession
than an interview.

TWO SERVINGSOF
CANADAGOOSE
ELEVEN CANADIAN

NOVELISTS

Interviawdby GRMME

GIBSON

Anansi
324p&a
p9er $450: dolh SIO.5~ luustmt.?&

CONVERSATbNS
WITH
CANADIAN NOVELISTS
Interviewed by DONALD CAMERON

Writers, by&d Irrge. arc the dreariest
peopleyouesapossibly know becaure
they are just stuffed with words, li!e
dry-bread drrrdng up a Christmas

Evegoo& sss.
THISAN.MyAY
iS the OpiniOn Of one
Canadian writer, Ernest Buckler, of his
colleagues, and, if you don’t share it
now you are liable to after reading
GmameGibson’sinterviewswithE/elewn
Canadian Novelists. These dialogues
prove definitely false the book jacket
claim that they am “revealing and
wide ranging” offering ‘A rare and
intimate view of the novelist, his wqrk
and the world in which he lives”. What
they actually offer is a couple of hours
of sheer boredom. The book’s high
point comes when Austin Clarke asks
Gibson for a cigar.
It is regrettable that somew+e
out there Mr. or Ms.AverageReader is
going to pick up this book as a sort of
introduction to modem Canadianliterature, read it, or try to, and come to
the same conclusion as Buckler. (“If
they’talk like that imagine how they
must write! ‘3

Cameron adapts himself to the personality of each novelist, he mskes
himself conversationally negotiable
whereas Gibson asks Marian Engel the
same things he asks Matt Cohen. His
repetitious interrogations am concerned
.$ictly with the Work and he gets in
return the “dry-bread stuffmg” and
noUring more. His questions could
have been sent through the mail by
computer for all their spontaneity.
Cameron’s objective is to d&lose the
novel and the novelist, his technique is
to get to one through the other, and
hissucc~sisthatheshowstheirinseparable relationship.

Nevertheless,I hesitate, on the sole
basis of E1ev.q Gmadbm Novelists, to
agree with the writer from the Annapolis Valley.The deficiency,I believe.
lies.with the interviewer,andnot in ths
innate personalities of his subjects.
Gibson approaches each conversation
with his tiomework done, his notes in
order, and his generalities prepared’in
advance; @em is not much space to
move around in the confmes of “do
writers know something special? what
is the novelist’s,role? &es he or she
An interview with a writer should
have my responsibilityto so&y? who
enable you to consider the writer
d0 you write for7 does being a writer
deniand a psrticular kind of self&h-against the body of work and, more
ness?"
The only time the interviews importantly, especiallyat @istime and
place in Canadian literature, urgi you
succeed in uncovedng a human behind
the works is when an author chooses to read thae writers whom you have
neglected. Cameron’s book does both
to ignore the question such as in the
as well as to pmvide genemlly stimolaClarke interview and the talk with
ting readbig. Camemn emerges as the
Scott Symonds.
main chronicler of the modem CanaThe shortcomings of the Gibson
dian literaxy scene and as a master of
book are’especislly glaring when read
that
particularly modem form, the
alongwith Donald Camemn’sComwtsuinterview.
tions with Canadhm Novelist (fmm
--JIMCHRISTY
whichislifted the Buckler quote). Fiva
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LIVING AGAINST,THE GRAIN i
COUNTLESSPEOPLE

i”

this

COU”try

have a portion of Indian blood flow&g
in their veins. My own great grandmother had a remarkable set of htgh
cheekbones - “one of the family
knows anything about her,,of course.
One of my favourite hit school
teachers was a ‘half-breed.” Yet this
obvious fact ln his heritage was either
unmentionable, overlooked or denied
by all but himself. It was for me a.
simple lesson in existing -social
attitudes. However, the social reality
of mixed Indian-European blood was
and still is a very obvious Canadian
trait.
‘The early progeny of IndllEuropean marriageswere the sons and
daughters of Canada’s most adventurous and w&known men. Their
names read like a list from Who’sWho

MariaCjrmpbell

---

---.

HALF-BREED
MmL4tYsMPBBLL
M~~stewart
doth $5.95; 1579~~

. revi&

by

Jam’esStevens

in Gmade during the 18th and 19th
.century: Nexsnder Henry; Michel
Cadotte; Thomas Curry; James Finlay;
Sir George Simpson; Dr. John
h4cLawghlln;ad lnfmutum. With such
widespread racial ntescegenation, there
has bee” little exploration in Canadian
literature of the subject.
Worthy of mention is Fred Bedsworth’s romsntlc portrayal of a
Scottish biologlat’slove for Kanlna, a
Cree school teacher lo his novel, The
.Stnmge One. Harry J. Boyle’s, A
Summer&w&g surrounds the earthy”
revelations of a young urbanized Metis
boy to a naive country lad. One recent
literary attempt, The Hum&cockby
Molt Forer, was accomplished but
dismal io character portrayal. For&s
Metls personages are dull, uncomprehendktg people witIt qualities barely
humanoid.
Enter Maria Campbell, a spunky
young Metis woman of ‘Scott&b‘and,
Cree descent. Her autobiography
coldly reveals the anguishingexperiences and the stark realities of life for
Metis in the outbacks across’thenorth
in Canada. For Maria Campbell, this is
a personal struggle of feelings of pride
and dignity within herself and her
people. Them essential human feel&s
have not been easy to attain.
The so&l press from our-larger
society comers the Metls into a
de8radl”g paychologlcal cwnplex of
self-8uilt. In Miss Campbell’s own
experience, priests refused a church
funeral service for her devout Roman
.Cathollc mother because she had not
received the last sacrament before
death. In a school cloakroom, a ,

fmstrated teacher righteously washed
her little brother with a scrub brush
until, “ht.3 poor little neck was
bleeding and so wegehls wrists.”
It becomes clear that much Canadian derision falls on the Metls because
they are materially poor. Iieli, they
eye” eat gophers and beavers. That
gophers and beavers are infitely
cleaner anlnxtls than ho8s and cows
mea” little to white people who need
to feel superior. It ls Cheechmn, the
old Cree grandmother, who sees the
effect of this discrimination upq” the
Metis: “They “take you hate what you
are.” Thmugb this autobiography, it
becomes apparent that poverty and
lack of material wealth are relatively
easy to endure; it is the faceless ,
bigotry and discrhninatton that are the
real destructive foices of the Metls

.._.-..

people. When pride and self-worth are
destroyed, a young Naria Campbell is
made truly bankrupt.
Campbell’s prose is understandably
somewhat cold and detached but her
people are real enough, especially old
Cheechum. It is Cheechum who provi&s Maria with the strength to overcome poverty, prostitution, and heroin
in the assertion of her own worth.
Cheechum is strong, proud and unrelenting in her faith in native people
and slowly through broken family,
unsuitable marriage, addiction and
self-contempt, Maria Campbell draws
from her Cree Grandmother to find
her own strength.
The book contains a short chapter
on Netis history for background and
then centres on Miss Campbell’s young

years in a Netis settlement on a “road
allowance” in northern Saskatchewan.
It is her childhood experiences that are
most valuable in understanding the
Metis people. Her latter descent into
the slums of Vancouver sra common
to many urban dope-freaks.
If you want to understand what
native people mean when they,say,
“You should walk a mile in my
moccasins,” read this book. 0

JAMES STEVENS, who lives “elu
Thunder Bay, Ontario. is a writer and
scholarspcciattzing inNorth Amertcan
Indian soziety. Amongst his most xecent books were Sncred Lends
of,

the Sandy Lake Cm? and Recolleo
tims of an Arsbdboine Chrel; which
he edited.

alternative: he must go in search of his
people.
His search, w&h is the subject of
the book, takes him all over the North
American continent - from Minnesota
to Texas, from lac La Range to Thunder Bay.
Accompanying him on his travels are
Willie Matson, a disenchanted American
Black: D J., a disillusioned girl from an
upper-middle class West coast family;
Joe, a UkrainianCanadian who left his
home in Winnipeg; and Darcy McGee, a
middle-aged ex-crusader for social justice, who no longer believes in anybody
or anything. All share a feeling of
estrangement
from contemporary
society, and are bound together by the
need to survive and to find some meaning in their lives.
John Craig tells his story simplyand
without artifice. There are some vivid
touches of social realism in his depiction of the squalor and poverty to
which the Indians Zach seeks out are
oftenreduced.Tarpaper shacks,littered
with broken glass and beer bottles, contrast sharply with the natural beauty of
the surroundings. Hostility and ignorance on the part of most of the Whites
Zach encounters are offset byrare displays of friendship and understanding.
The white liberal has his counterpart in
the Indian do-gooder who distorts the
truth tosatisfyhisownends.
At several points in the story, the
whiie nian’s wanton destruction of nature and the environment isopposed to
tha Indian’s fova for and respect of
nature. Despite the fact that these contrasts and the almost %ly-whtte” parmyal of Zach sometimes seem a bit
forced and strike the reader as being tdo
simple and moralistic, the author does,
nevertheless, succeed in making us reconsider the values of our society, by
exposing us to the questioning of them
and the search for alternatives by his
characters, who are “outsiders”. In the
end, we are led to believe that a.dignifti way out, if not a certainty, is at
least a possibility.
Who Is the Choirnan of this Meeting? is a collection of essays published
by the Nishnawbe Institute. an educational, cultural and research centre
whiih encourages crosseultural exchanges and dialogue between Indians
and non-Indians. Two of the articles it
contains are by the well-known Canadian Indian,WilfPelletier.
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FINDINGTHEIR
OWN vG/ps/
ZACH
JOHN CRAIG
Longman (fir Cowani, McCann & Geoghegmz)
cloth 56.95; 254 pegs

WHO IS THE CHAIRMAN OF
THIS MEETING?
Ed&d by RALPH OBBORh’E
hkewin Publishing Co..
cloth $6.95, pnper$2.50: 100 pees
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OJIBWA SUMMER
JAMES HOUSTON: photogmphs by B. A. KING
LOngnurn
ginper$6.95, c&h $14.50: Illuslm~& unnumbered pa.?t?s

ANERCA
Edited by BDMUND CXRPENTIIR
Dent
paper$2.35, cloth $4.50: iliustmted; unnumbered pages
IT 1 significant that the fundamental
note of all of these books is one of.
optimism regarding the Indian’s ability
to come to terms with his identity and
to create a future which might beother
than that which white society has set
out for him.
John Craig has travelled widely in
Canada, and demonstrates a sympathetic knowledge ofIndianways.Hislatest
book,Zach, is dedicated to the Indians
he lies to think ofashis”friends”.
Zach is an lndiin in search of his
identity. He has grown up feeling secure
as to who ha is, since he spent all his life
with his aunt and uncle on the Blind
_

_

,.._.__. .

Dog Ojibtiay reservation in Northern
Ontario; he has never known any other
home. Hbwever, when a disastrous fire
takes the lives of his aunt and’oncle, his
only living relatives, his true identity is
revealed to him by the chief of the
reserve, Art Shawanaga. Zach is not, in
fact, an Ojibway, but an Agawa - a
people of whom he hamwerheard and
of which he is the last survivor. Unable
to believe that’& is the last ofhiskid,
and that, after his death, the Agawas
wjll be extinct, Zach realizes that he can
never be content with staying on thireservation; nor can he accept the white
man’s life style. For him there is no
..-_
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Laughter, Pellctier tails the pader,is
to his concept of the unity and oneness
bis great teacher; the Westshould learn
ofexistence,is~llyhmnersedi” reality
the art of conquest by laughter. Mr
and in the present. It is this fundaPelletier, it seems, has mastered the art,
mental difference that explains the
fact .that’ total assimilation has not
as he presents us with a witty, tonguein-check portrait of the “Dumb India””
take” place.
As in Za&, there is a certain senseof
who bad managed his affairs for thouoptimism and hope.forthe.essaysshow
sands of years, and wasunawarethat he
needed govrmm& to do this.Pelletier . us that Indians am discowring a new
stret@h in the power of numbers, and
goes od to describe the population proare fusing, for. the fmt time, common
blem that must e&t in Hell becauseof
bonds of Qaditlmnand culture. I” their
the Indii”s’$mxa”ceoftheco”ceptof
search for a viable altemativa to the
originalJln.
But behind the laughter ‘there is
road that white miety has taken, it ts
quiet earnestness,and the humour veils just possible that a middle mad may be
a depth of thought that is obvious
found between “turning the clock
behind every punch-line. No subject is
back”a”d totalintegration.
saered under Mr. Pelletter’s pen: bisA third bodr, Oji6waSummer,&h
tory, politics, education, religion, the
text by the white author, James Houaproblem of identity, the notion of pmton, is dedkated to the Ojibws people
perty arc all subjects of the author’s
with “respect for their past and reconcern.Tha Indisnattitudeiseandidly . newed hope fortheir future.”
portrayed in comparison and contrast
The written text, which accomto that of the whites.
I
papies the Photos depicting Ojibwalii,
Another major theme in this collecoutlines the history of the Ojibwapmtion of essaysis the problem of integnple, their ortgi”s and the6 migration to
tio” which nwinly is seen to be a onethe North American continent, the “away atreat, from the ~eswe to the
ture of their social ‘&tern, myzhology
cities.
and ieli@on,and their contact with the
As the reader workshisway through
white ma” and the resulting changes
the essays, he becomes aware of the
tbis has brought about in their Me-style.
basicconfict that exists betwen white
,For Houston, whose contact wi+
and Indian society: whereas the white
Indians goes back to summers spent io
man is alienated from reality, by co”his youthwith a” Ojibwa hunt@ and
stantly abstracting himself fmm it and
fishing friend, Nels, the Ojibwashave
every reason to be optimtstic. Despite
loo&g to the future, the Indian, owing
--__
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decimation by wars and disease, they
are more “mnemus now than ever;they
have better housing, health care and
educational opportunites; and, what is
nmre, the young people are increasingly
aware of their new ~litical position
and sphere of influence. Thus;Iike the
previous authors, he sees every hope of
their finding a lifett);le, diffe&.from
that of’ whites, which would enable
thun to combine tha best of both

-

.’

worlds.

The main portion of the book is
&voted to the blackand white dull-finish photos, relatii Ojibwa life, and
takan’o” three reservesin central ontario. It opens with the face of a child,
depicting uncertainty, with&awl and :
mistrust and closes with the confident,
joyous Jmile of a younghoy.It take3us
through fields, for&is, lakes, through
ahacks and shanties to “eat, log cabins.
Wesee the aged,weary. timelessfaces of
the old, the smsuous faces and bodies
df young girls, and the expressivefeatures of children, sometiies defmnt,
sometimes happy. The photos capture
the people ln their many moods:
mothers and chllw wa&ing,children
froliiking tn cool lakes,- carryinson
the traditional occupation of IX&g.
Beautifulry textured drawings of
moose r&k paintings, spirit fgurcs,
birds and other elements of ojibwa
folklore are b&rspmsed with the photos, in a fualo” of ancient and modem.

.
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Another book of speciq intere# to
the Canadian reader is the beautiful
book of Eskimo poems, simply titled
“Aoerca”, meaning “to make poetry”
or “to breathe”. In Eskimo, poems are
words infused with the “Lireathof life”,
the breathof the spirit.
The poems are from Eskimogroups,
distant in timeandspace;someofthem
have been spontaneously created,
others are ageold; none carries the signature of its maker, the authors preferring simply to disappear behind their
works.
The dominant theme of the poems is
the quiet celebration of l&despite the
_
loneliness

.

of Northern existence.
Young girls celebrate the return of the
hunters, laden with seals, by adorning
themselves with ornaments; the poet
depicts the awesome beauty of thecaribou against the Arctic snows; a hostess
singz of how joyful her house becomes
when it is tilled with guests; a himter
prays to the spirit of the air to send him
food, while another cries ‘Away,
away” to the cold that has bent him
enough. Joy and grief, harshness and
light - “the great day that dawns”, the
light that ‘fills the world” - are the
polar opposites between which Eskimo
life oscillates in the poems. Evident io
this poetry are a humbleness and accept
tance of life’s blows that have enabled
the Eskimo to survive in a climate hostile to human habitation.
The imagery is simple and drawn
fmm the daily life of the Eskiio,from
the hunt and the sea: the poet arises
with the “beat of a mven’a wing” he
‘drifts as a weed” in the sea; the imp+
tent man. fearful of women, haa a “caribou stomach.” Sentiments are expressed simply and directly. Legend and
poetry alternate as the natumlzand
supernatural become superimposed on
one another.
Dmwiogs by the Eskimo artist
Eoooesweetok expressively illustrate
the daily struggle for survival against
which the poems, almost despite themselve& have emal@. 0
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Bibliographies (from Bibliographical
services Division, Provincial Liimsy,
Regina, Saskatchewan): Boo.‘csFor AU
unpriced, 106 pages; Es&imm,
$1.09,
50 pager; Gmiming,
unpriced, 29
Germar~ Books~ unpriced, 31’ pages;
Indk unpriced,. 8 pages; Ideas For
HotrzeiUakem Sl.O0,106 pages; Books
On Library Science. 53.00.193 pages;
RojalCmadianiUountedPolim: $1.00,
70 pages. All paper-bound.

Notable’ Can&b
ChiHmn’s Booka
(Prepared by Sheila J&off & Alvine
B6lisle. National Library of Canada,
1973: oawr unuriced: 94 paw): An
for an exhibition -at’ the
Library. Biin~ual chronological lists
tracing the historical development of
books ‘for children in Bnglish and
FnnchCanadawithbriefclearsynopses
and sensible. prefaces and notes.

canadla;l MadIs
1971 (Canadian
MaterialaCommittee Canadian Liimry
Association; paper unpriced; 39 pages):
Described as “An mwene ss list iix
school resource centres of print and
nonprint materials:’ this In&national
Book Year pmject provides an index,
ao aonotated list (often quite frank in
its assessments) of available Canadian
materials.andadirectoryofpub~
producers. A step. hopefully the first
of many annual steps, in the Ii&t
direction

endi postDfRces17554s95 (Flank
IV.Campbell. QuartPublications
Inc.,
5 South Union St., Lawrence,
hIass.,O1843; cloth S15.00; illustrated;
191 pages): an tiphabetical -rated
directory of Post Offices io Canada.
over the period. The popt-marks and
associated data will obviously read like
the Odywiy for philatelists; a labor
of love by Frank Campbell.

CanadianAlmanac and D&tory 1973
(Edited by Susan Walten. Copp Cla&
dothSl7.95;823
pagea): Vademecwn
for the pmfe=ssional researcher or amateur fact-hound. (Almost) all you
need to know about gowmment. law.
business,the media, education, associationsandsocieties,libmrie=sandgalleries
and museums; after -two years they
still haven’t discovemd the existence
of Books in Chta&a

Camdim &md
Review of Mitics
and Public Affairs 1971 (Edited by
John @well.
University of Toronto
Pmw, cloth $ZO.OO;390 pages): As its
unh&icd publishing schedule suggests,
a scholarly reference guide and record
of the year before last in parliament
and Politics (federal and provincial).
External Affairs, Dcfence and the
National Economy. The review of
certain aspecta of Canadian culture,
which used to be ‘ineluded, has now
bean abandoned; a curious editorial
decisioc in light of the current excitation of our culture.

.

I.

ARandbookofCanadbmFBm(Eleanor
Beattie. Take One/Peter Martin Associates; paper $2.95; ilh&tmted; 280
pa&i All you need to know if you’re
a Canadian RImmaker, writer, actor,
or movie-xix?&: A dimctory of all tha
individuals or groups or companies or
amhivesorservices or books or periodicals you’re likely to need if you mean
to break into movies (the real troubles
be& once you’re in).

An ontulle of the works of HHesse(RobertFarqarson.FommHouse:
paper unpriad; 107 pages. COOL

by

to useMetic

tinvnslon

Tabks

(Anon. Dalton Books. paper $1.95;
85 pages): For figuring out the futum.

RandyMetsicConvusionTles(Anoo.
Walden Books; paper $1.50; 57 paged):
Now @we out the unit p&e for
best v&w.
..-.. .._-_
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\WHAiS.THEIRS
IS OURS.:.

scope and varkiur forms of fore&
domination that took place thmugh. out the late 1960s. But this is only to
be expected since many of the essays
fmt appeared as either reviews or
prefaces to most of the influential
THE PRECARIOUS HOMESTEAD: Essayson books on .the Canadian Question to
Economics, Technology & Nationalism appear during that period. Gathered
ABRAlUMROTsTELM together are Rotstein’s -e”(a&
on the Watkins Report 0” Foreign
new pmss
CiOIIi
$7.95.lapcr$3.95:331pg.% Ovmership, the Wm Report, the
Gray Rcprt, K&&wilt’s The Sflent
AN INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY FOR dANADA
Surrendw Ahier-Ksrlsson’sP
’ EditedbyABR4MMROTEliV
Soccolim, Mathias’ Forced Gmwth,
. newpmw
Technology and Empbe, snd From
.%th$4.9s: I30 9aEv.s
Gordon to Watkbn to You. Rotstein
CANADA IN QUESTION: Federalism in the ’70s manages to bring this diverse and
DoIkYLD
K SMLWY important material together within a
McGraw-HilIRyemon @ogle,tmifiid and lucid perspective.
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Though Rot&in rmploys a number
of concepts from modem socialism his
CAPITALISM AND THE NATIONAL
basic approach to developing a strong
QUESTION IN CANADA
rationa!&ed, self-sufficient economy
Edited by CAR Y TmLLB
depends a great deal on the particiUnivemi@of Tomnto E?es
pation of the Canadian entrepmnti.
plpv 33.95;2% &laws Pox Rotstein, the latter is a” essential
component of any viable industrial
revloved bv Walter Klmac
strategy. Rotstein displays a healthy
respect as well for the inultbmtional
corpomiions along with a keen appreONEDETD2Ts in the Preface to
books on the subject may prove die
Profesmr Abraham Rotstein’s most
maying..No”e of these books offers
ciation of their subtle and far aaching
influence on intematiorial economic
recent collection of essays, The
specific, detailed proposals for securand political affairs. (I-Es essay, Xhe
Recarious Homestead, a strong sense
i”g control of the national destiny and
Political Economy of the Multiof acc.omplishme”t on the part of
several put forth interpretatiom that
national Corpomt/on:’ rather handily
the author that borders on self.
are at best incomplete if not unsound
demolishes the facile assmnption of
congmtulation.
A” almost heroic
and misleading. Mom than anything
image emerges within the Pmfaee,
else their very otions
and questhe mom naive New Leftists that the
of the. author as a” undaunted prophtionable co”cb&ons suggest that the
interests of the megacoipomtion and
problems at hand are nod&g 1ess.the.n
the U.S. government are onesaud
et qua political econo”&t bravely
same.) Pmthermom; in order to make
staggering in their magnitude .and comespousing a doctrine of economic
the Canadian economy competitive
pkzfity.
nationalism in a wilderness of Liberal
and independent of foreigg control
co”ti”e”talism
Dmiug the last 10
The prinep4l strength of Pmfe&or
Rotstein seems prqxued,
on the
Rotstein’s own book rests primarily on
years the issue of an economically and
whole, to accept the world-wide
its ability to provide the general reader
politically independent Canada has
market stictures
and international
become, much to Professor Rotstein’s
with a” elegantly written, cog&t end
relationships
created
by the multicomprehensive primer on the dense
satisfaction, * matter of almost pop
nationals.
i.e.,
what
Karl
Levitt refers
ular concern. Encouraged by the
tm@e of interrelated dift%ulties that,
mcIcBIltiliom.
He feels
toasthenew.
threaten
Canada’s sulvival as a
increased awareness on the part of
confident
that
by
acquiring
increased
_
sovereign and imjependent nation.in
fellow acadendcs, various politicians of
control
over
the
property
functions
of
ti age increasingly dominated by
all parties, and the mass media, Rot‘business enterprises (i.e., decisions
stein addresses himself i” this book to
advanced technology aud the omniconcerning research and development,
the task of outlining the problems and
present multinational corporations. If
ce”adia” personnel at the operating
risks involved in dise”gr@“g Capada
RotsteWs themes and analyses in
and management levels, use of
from the fetters of foreign (i.e., largely
Reauious Homestead echo those of
resources,
etc.) the federal government
US.) domination.
Jacques EM and George Grant, h@
In view of this tone of confidence
can make bus@ess and industry more
treatment as opposed to theirs is
and somewhat g&led optimim~ from
responsive to the needs df vmrkws and
tempered with the pragmatism of a
one who has figured so prominently in s practicing
economist.
Precwious
the society at large. u”fortunately
the current movement for a” indepeuRotstein does not provide a detailed
Homestead
also quite accurately
analysis of the necessary conflict
dent Canada, a survey of four iecent
reflects the growing a\yBIe”ess of the
~---.----.
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between the priorities of society and
those of the multinat@“al corporations and hence seems to be
placing great faith in the existence of
ao abundance of goodwill in the
universe.
Despite its brave and provocative
title, An Imiusmbi Stmtegy for
Gmadadoes Little more than offer a
number
of sketchy,
provisional
scenarios for the “Big Break.” .The
essays included were orlgbwlly written
in response to a well publicized sneak
preview ef the Grey Report by the
Gmadkm Forum in November, 1971.
The essays attempt to assess the
effects of reducing foreign ownership
of resource
and manufacturing
industries on Canada’s economic
future and to develop programs- for
economic growth and development.
With the exception of Professor Melville Watlrins, the contributors, all of
whom am lead@ Canadiao economists, share Rotstein’s basic conservatism and so are prepared tb have
Canada compete for international
markets within the framework. established by the multinational juggernauts.
Of the books being considered here
perhaps the most probing and analytical is D. V. Smiley’s Gmada in
Question: Fademlism in the Seventies.
It’s a pity therefore, that its co”elusions and general tone are so pessimistic. Approaching ,matters as a
political scientist, Smiley systunatically examines the relationships
between federal and provincial govemments as they have evolved over the
course
of the previous decade.
Smlley’s study provides a highly illuminating backdrop
to any serious
dixussion of national economic and
industrial strategies. He devotes a
closely argued, amply documented
chapter ‘to each 0T the following.
points. The increased aggressiveness of
the provinces in demanding II greater
say in de&mining national economic
policies has considerably weakened
Ottawa’s position in dealing with both
the U.S. administration and the multinationaI .corporatlons. The gtiwl”g
importance
of natural resource
development, which is primarily under
provincial
jurisdiction, has given
corporate donors strong incentives to
contribute directly to the provincial

parties thereby addling to the independence of the provinces. The separation of feded and provincial blanches
of the same par5 has not contributed
cohesion. to national solidarity. No
matter what the election results, the
san~e bask. fede+provlnclaI
tensions
‘remain. The chapter on Quebec by
itself, is worth the price df the book.
Capitalism and the National
Question‘in Gmada, edited by. Gary
Teeple. is reinterpretation of Canadian
ecqnomic and labour history along
Marxist. lines. It analyzes. the *major
stages of Canada’s development as a”
industrial society i” terms of the
interests of the dominant class ptivailine over those of the other classes.
ARho& its essays cover awide range
ofassqrted topIcstheyamallcoualste”t
in arguingthat it was the m&t
bowoisie,
i.e., “the shopkeeper adstocraoy,” and its declslve influence on
the trade, land and inunigratio” poIlcy
of the federal goveMnent that fore
stalled and hence, permanently weakened, Canada% chances to establish a
ationg, indigenous industrial economy.
Though thoroughly saturated with the
jargon of Marxist ideology and there
fore a bit tedious to read, Capitalism
and the National Question in Gmada
does offer a fresh and instructive
perspective on the issues of economics
and nationalism. It also implicitly
suggest! that Professor Rotstein and
his fellow industrial strategists may, in
replying on native entrepreneurial
initiative and expertise. be putting theh
eggs in the wrong basket. 0

HUMORWS
GENTLE
MAN
A LOVER
NEEDS A GUITAR
DAFTDE. LEWIS

MecleLmd and Stawwt
cloth $6.95: 180 w&s

reviewedby D&d

Willidmson.

WHEN1 HRST saw this book, I suspetted that it might be yet another
reminiscence of the Depresslo”. A
peek inside told me that the author is
a Maritbner, that the book’s locale is a
small town in Nova Scotia. What r&vance.would this have to contemporary,
urban, Western me? Maybe I’ll learn
something, 1 thought, and 1 began to
read.
In a gentle, conversational style,
David E. Lewis records some humorous h&blights of life I” Bridgetown,
N.S., from age nine to 19. As I read, in
the opening story called ‘Nine is a
Desperate Age,” of Lewis’s risky
retrieving of a baseball from a
spinster’s garden, I recalled a similar
incident in my own chlhlhood. Good
old nostalgia, I thought. Maybe there’ll
be other tblngs I’ll,re,cognize.; In reading “My Early Musical
Career:’ I recalled m-v brief stint of
learning to play the piano from a”
eccentric
woman. Lewis’s school
teachers made me think of mine.
Then, the story entitled ‘A School
Concert” took me not to my child-’
hod but to the present - I had only
the night before seen my daughter and
her schoolmates put on a junior hlgh
R!aY.
But while Lewis was showing the
funny aide of experiences connno” to
us all, he was also Introdu+g characters both familiar and different.
Many are elderly ladles - Lewis has,
been acquainted with more than his.
share - but’ each is dtstlnctlve and
humao. Then there are the kids, such
as *at smart alec, Martin McGuIre
(who stymies his Latin teacher with
‘%nnttorimn”); tlii lovely Grade 9
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pitcher, Jane Swanson (who receives
the wrong diary as a gift); and unkis.+
able Minnie Marlowe,Lewis’ very first
Post Office partner. Equally captivating are those mysterious me”, Ed
wheeling (was he really a bigamist?)
and Mr. Killam (was he really the
brother of the richest ma” in
Canada?).
What became su apparent to me
was that Da@ E. Lewishad bee” able
to combine humour, nostalgia, human
insight and personal memories with a
fine sense of story-telling. Sure, them
is sentiment, but it’s great to see it in
this age of wild fantasy and cynical
comedy. Lewis is sometiies the
observer, sometimes the central char-
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acter, and often the brunt of his own
jokes.
The stylized drawing on the book
jacket perfectly retlects the tone of
the boa. On the front are a guitar
player and a girl, on the back a dog
sitting so” a piano. It is one of the
book’s nice ironies (and another joke
o”, the author himpelf) that, although
“a lover needs a guitar,” Lewis had to
settle for a piano, and a peculiar way
of playbtg it, at that.
As I fmished the 19 stories and
wondered how much of them was fact
and how much was fiction, 1 thought
of Dave Godfrey’s comntent in the
‘. .secently published Eleven Gwmdien
Novelists;he says that a true novel
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must be t&c. In the SBme book,
Marian Engel says that it’s oldfashioned for a serious writer to create
chamcters. If Godfrey and Engel are
David E. Lewis to provide us with
enterraining comedy and refreshing
characters. A Lover Needs a Guiter
demonstrates that Lewis can beautifully handle both. What’s more., he’s
bound to give the depmssing novelists
a m” for our book-buying buck. 0
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